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WHY A WALKOUT 
By S.D. Bennett 
In the dormitory 
government workshop of. the 
Leadership Conference on 
Saturday. September 27th, a 
funny 1iling happened, at least 
twenty' people walked out. All 
twenty were Great Hill residents 
and most were men. In view of . 
the statements made about the 
action during the rest of the 
workshop and later on, a 
statement of purpose is needed. 
I was one of the people who 
walked out and from the 
discussions held by us later, I 
feel that I have enough 
information to state what our 
purpose was in walking out. 
This walk out was only part 
of a general revolution for 
student rights that is going on at 
B.S.C. It was not organized but 
was really a spontaneous 
expression of disgust for this 
workshop idea of dealing with 
dormitory student 
dissatisfaction. The students 
involved in this walkout are not 
wild-eyed anarchists, who wish 
to just destroy and offer no 
plans for building. We are 
concerned student citizens, who 
want to be treated as adults and 
not the white man's burden of 
the Office of Student Personnel. 
We were called immature for 
walking out of a workshop 
where true chaos and confusion 
reigned supreme. It is in this 
type of organized show in which 
students are supposed to voice 
their oDinio.ns, that all students 
become disillusioned with 
studen t ~overnment. This 
dormitory workshop was 
supposed to discuss all the 
problems of all the dorms and~ 
also propose solutions for these 
problems in two short sessions. 
It was an auditorium one quarter 
filled with people divided into 
groups of about 3-] 0 people 
and each group was screaming 
about something different. We 
screamed as loud as anyone else 
and we got just what everyone 
else got from that workshop, a 
knowledge of the acute need for 
a refrigerator at Woodward Hall. 
It was stupid and the sole 
benefactor must certainly be the 
Office of Student Personnel who 
now have proof positive that all 
dormitory students are children 
and don't know what th~y want 
a nd need the guiding and 
counciling hand of an 
ad ministra tor. 
Obviously if the workshop 
was chaos and the students 
looked immature the reasons for 
their actions must be revealed. It 
is clear to most student 
government leaders that there is 
a great deal of misinformation 
floating about this campus 
concerning dormitories. Some 
examples are the misconception 
on the part of many women that 
curfews are enforced because the 
law says they must under lo~o 
Parentis, secondly, the idea that 
the dormitory consitution of 
BSC is such a great modern 
Fire Investigation 
Concluded 
BRIDGEWATER - A minor fire 
in the Tillinghast Dormitory on 
Saturday evening, January 3 J st, 
was "deliberately set," according 
to Mrs. Oblachinsky who works 
in the area.· Buildings and 
Grounds Superintendent Lou 
Perry, who is in charge of fire 
safety on the campus, replied 
"no comment" . when asked 
about the charge,. but told this 
newspaper that he had no 
evidence to prove arson. The fire 
started in a barrd full of aprons 
and other doth material, and 
was extinguished hy persons 
ncar the scene. 
In regards to complaints 
r e c ci v c d fro III T iII i ng hast . 
r!.!sid!.!nts, and publislled in lust 
week's edition of the 
COMMENT, that the 
Bridgewater Fire Department 
had responded "loo slow." M r, 
Perry replied "that's ridkulous-
I live tllr!.!!.: miles from here and 
by the time I arrived, five 
minutes after the alarm had 
sounded, they had'" already 
~he~kcd the entire situation 
out." Other persons int!.!rvicwed 
by the COMMENT likewise 
denied that the fire department 
had not come q ukkly. The fire 
had been extinguished, as noted 
carlier, before the firemen 
arrived, which is why some of 
them stayed in their trucks. 
Mr. Perry also discussed the 
other poin ts relating to fire 
safety procedures in the 
dormitory. "I was surprised that 
the girls didn't know where the 
. fire alarm boxes were - but 
who's to blame if they don't 
know? Themselves, of course." 
Referring to the claims of the 
girls that they had been told that 
the fire escapes were "unsafe/' 
Mr. Perry said, "that's an old 
rumor that is simply not true." 
.' He pointed out that,· the fire 
escapes are a secondary egress 
not used during fire drills, but 
nonetheless they are most 
certainly safe. 
One charge that he said he 
couldn't understand that the fire 
alarm was like a "telephone 
ringing. " Some girls are still 
insisting this is true, to which 
Mr. Perry replied that he knows 
of no such defect in any part of 
the dormitory, but if one does 
exist, or were to exist in the 
future, his office should be 
notified immediately so the 
situation can be corrected. 
Dean of Students Dr. Ellen 
Shea, who is also Dean of 
Women, was questioned about 
the charge that most of the girls 
did not know they are not 
supposed to operate them, 
"they, the girls, have one 
responsibility in the event of a 
fire, and that's to get out of the 
building," Dr. Shea siad. 
Regarding the complaint 
that the girls interviewed by the 
COMMENT charged there were 
no weekend fire plans they 
considered adequate, the 
dormitory officers have ~laimcd 
that the weekend plan is the 
same as the plan during the 
week; namely, to get out of the 
building. To this claim, onc of 
the residents replied "What if 
someone was sleeping'! Who 
would get them up if, somehow , 
they didn't, or couldn't, hear the 
alarm'!" The issue remains to be 
resolved within the dormitory, 
The remaining, point, smoking 
, and candle burning in the rooms, 
has to be proven, although no 
one has claimed it doesn't go on, 
in fact, just the contrary is true. 
document and the new one is 
such a radical departure from 
normal, thirdly that then: are 
really strict procedures followed 
in all disiplinary cases and 
fourthly that no student is 
expelled from the college, they 
just resign., You can't point a 
finger at anyone to say they did 
it because there is no proof but 
the Office of Student Personnel 
is the group that might tend to 
benefit if such misinformation is 
passed around. One group of 
students fighting another when 
they both want the same thing, 
is the result of misinformation 
about eacl\cotller~s goals and all 
students§Iwij~~Jwatch out that 
it doesn'th-appen to them. 
Saturday's walk out from 
the workshop was not just a 
minority group leaving because 
they COUldn't force their ideas 
on the. majority or just a group 
of complaining students, who 
offered no constructive 
suggestions for change. 
Consitutions, written to protect 
the rights of all the students and 
to reform antequated procedures 
in . dormitory government, 
definitely are not the work of a 
radical minority or complaining 
students. So many students 
might have thought that we were 
a radical complaining minority 
and judged our actions in that 
light. This' is dangerous because 
it will only serve to maintain the 
restrictive hold of the Office of 
Student Personnel on 
disciplinary and dormitory 
procedures that we students are 
fighting against. If the students 
of this campus remain divided 
no positive chang!:: will take 
place in,dormitorics or in student 
discipline. 
The walk-out should be seen 
as a way in which some 
concerned students said to the 
Office of Student Personnel that 
we are finished with telling you 
how things should be and leaving 
the doing portion to you. The 
students are now going to 
become first-class citizens in the 
college community and make 
the changes which they have the 
power to make. Wake up, 
fdlow-students, and see the 
power that unification will give 
us. If some of the problems we 
have now take a long time to 
solve, shouldn't we start now 
and are you sure that the 
problems will take a long time to 
solve or are you just taking it for 
granted that they are? 
We didn't walk out on our 
fellow students or away from 
the issues but we did head in a 
new direction to circumvent the 
old obstacles to mcaning(ul 
change at Bridgewater State 
College, 
Yearbook Name To 
Be Changed? 
BRIDGEWATER - On Fehruary 
24 .1 staff meeting of tilt' 
yearbook was held at which lime 
the desire was expressed by 
some members to change till 
name of the yearbook, The staff 
is the stuff of the yearhook of 
the junior class. One suggestion 
brought forth by the editori<l! 
staff was TASMARAC, which is 
rumouTl'd to be Indian for ";} 
wrinkle in time." 
However the staff is looking 





By Jim Foley 
BRIDGEWATER ... Thanks to 
the generosity of Mrs. James 
Reilly of Taunton the college 
library has· been augmented. by 
approximately 2,000 volumes. 
Her donation is comprised of 
volumes taken, from the personal 
library of her brother, the late 
college president Dr. Clement C. 
Maxwell. 
The presentation took place, 
appropriately enough,' in the 
building which bears his name at 
a reception that was held in the 
library last Monday afternoon. 
Mr. Owen T.P. McGowan, 
the head librarian, presided over 
the affair and accepted the gift 
from Mrs. Reilly. President 
Rondileau was also on hand to 
extend his personal thanks· as 
well as to welcome those friends 
and colleagues of the late Doctor 
Maxwell who were present. 
Following the president's 
speech, Doctor Fiore spoke of 
the influence that Doctor 
Maxwell had upon him first as a 
student and. later as a friend. He 
noted that the last president had 
been a virtual connoiseur of fine 
literature andlhat the books 
from his collection should prove 
to be a valuable asset. 
Mrs. James Reilly then 
presented a token volume to Mr. 
considered. The junior class will 
make the final decision 
concerning the name of the 
book by voting for lhe name 
they prefer when they gel filled 
for l:UpS and gowns. 
If you have any dynamite 
suggestions for a name you can 
put your suggestions, in un 
envelope and place them on the 
Alpha bulletin bourd or junior 
dns~: hulletin board in the Ad 
building. Please. include your 
name and address, 
. McGowan to symbolize the gift 
of the collection of two 
thousand volumes. This 
presentation closed the program, 
Dean Ellen Shea of the 
Division of Student Personnel 
and Commonwealth Professor of 
History Doctor Annabelle 
Melville poured at the tea 
following the ceremony. 
The collection includes a 
special collection of Charles 
Dickens which was collected 
over a period of years by Doctor 
Maxwell. A sample of the 
Dickens' collection was on 




Brockton - At a double ring 
n:remony on Sunday, April 19, 
]970, David Kdth Wilson, 
Editor-in-Chief of The 
co M MEN T, . took Elizabeth 
Clancy as his wife. 
The wedding look place at 
SL Nicholas' Church in West 
Abington. The bride wore a peau 
de sole gown with scalloped lace 
nel:kline, em pire w aJst, billow ing 
sleeves, and long white train. 
The groom wore a bla~k tuxedo. 
The bridesmaids were aitil:ed in 
hlue, emp'ire waist, satin gowns. 
Following the wedding a 
reception was held at the 
Knights of Columbus Hall in 
Holbrook. Music for dancing was 
.provided by the Bill Manning 
Orchestra. 
After the reception the 
couple drove to Logan 
I nternational Airport trailing 
cans and streamers. From Logan 
tlwy flew to Washington, D,C. 
wllt..'rc they will honeymoon. 
David will be back in time, 
however, for his gl:otogy lab 
plactkaL 
This is ih::: first 'time in l!1c 
history of the COMMENT that 
tile paper has h"'l'!1 run by a 
warried mall. The'staff would 
iike 1" lake this opportunity to 
'l, !~il Dav;: Jil .. ! BL'H;. :111 th...: 
h<Jppilh'~'> iire ('Jii dft'l. ! ;otHl 
lu::k and iIlay !ill' ufllladijj,l nr 
h~ippjH;'~'i IT<I'-<'1 i,H,; 'j u:; i!.IIHh 
~'dd ~ef.jtdl ',nUfuil ;;[ {Oh' J:11.1 
-I. • - ~... . . 
j 
W~STfIElD MEETING PR~SSURES TRUSTEES 
Trustees Turn Down 
Dunbar, Decision 
BRIDGEWATER - The Trustees 
informed Bridgewater State 
CoUege yesterday morning that· 
the Dunbar decision was turned 
down. This exhausts aU 
possibilities for Dunbar's 
reappointment to the faculty 
next year. The Board of Trustees 
in their announcement said that 
they could not act upon the 
Dunbar Decision because Dr. 
Dunbar himself had not 
requested a review. Therefore, 
they would uphold their March 
decision which was in agreement 
with the BSC Administration's 
original decision not to 
reappoint Dr. Dunbar for next 
year. 
The Board undertook the 
matter at the request of the 
Student Government 
Association after aU attempts to 
secure Dr. Dunbar's 
reappointment, including a vote 
by the entire college, failed to 
secure a new contract for the 
popular professor for next year. 
A t a wild and highly 
emotional meeting at Westfield 
State College last week, the 
Trustees were literally 
browbeaten into promising a 
decision on the Dunbar issue 
today. The decision was 
originaJIy expected by student 
leaders at the Westfield meeting, 
afid when the Trustees stated at 
that time they had no decision 
ready, they touched off three 
hours of furious attacks by 
students from three state 
colleges, Salem, Westfield, and 
Bridgewater. 
The Trustees had journeyed 
to Westfield to hold a regular 
meeting, which they do once a 
month, and the meeting was private caucus, only a handful of 
scheduled to open shortly after Trustees were still present. After 
lunch, but once the debate was a short intermission the Trustees 
started, the Trustees could not were allowed to proceed with 
proceed with their meeting and their meeting, by then well over 
consequently the meeting did 3 and a half hours late, which 
not convene until after supper. was followed by personal 
The Student Government meetings between the students 
Association sponsored two and those· Trustees who 
busses to take students· to remained. 
Westfield to show their concern Paul Kosciak, President of 
fortheDunbarissue,andshortiy the S.G.A., told THE 
after the B.S.C. busses rolled on COMMENT, "The students from 
to the Westfield campus two Bridgewater only wanted an 
more busses of students arrived answer to something that is very 
from Salem State College with important to them. They felt 
the same intentions; which were that the Trustees could have had 
mainly to show the Trustees one for them. Personally, I am 
their concern over 'decisions sure that the Tru!rteesicould have 
affacting faculty reappoint- had an answer·Thursday (April 
ments. 9th). We were prep&red to 
The Trustees agreed to let accept the answer, speak our 
Bridgewater and Salem have the piece, and leave. It would have 
floor for fifteen minutes each been that simple. What 
prior to the beginning of the happened is just an example of 
meeting to air their complaints, what happens when questions go 
but once the attack began, it was unanswered and authority 
q u j ck 1 y a pparent that the remains indifferent to those who 
students were not going to seek answers to questions which 
observe the l5 minute time limit affect their lives:" 
that the Chajrman of the Board The President of Westfield 
of Trustees, John Cataldo, had State College came under intense 
req uested. fire from students of that 
A three hour barrage institution and several faculty 
f ol1owed during which the m em bers as well. He was 
Trustees agreed to have a noticibly absent from the 
decision today (at the beginning meeting, and in fact only two or ' 
of the meeting they were saying . three of eleven state college 
they would not commit presidents were at the meeting. 
themselves to a time limit for a The President of Bridgewater 
decision) on Dunbar and to S ta te College, p.r. AQrian 
come here to announce it. The Rondileau, was one of the few 
pressure and emotion of the presidents there. 
meeting was intense and by the 
time the attacks ceased at 5 :00 
P.M.,· when the Bridgewater 
delegation left the meeting for a 
Trustees Hand Down 
Non-Decision on Dunbar 
BOSTON The board of 
trustees in a non·decision 
Wednesday, April 15, derided 
not to overturn the decision of 
President Adriail Rondileau 
concernint~ the academic fate of 
Doctor Donald Dunbar inside 
t h t' 0 fficial BSC academic 
('olllfllunily. 
The decision was tl'lephoned 
to President ROlldileuu at nine 
AM on Weunesday morning. The 
completc lexl oj' thc decisi()ll as 
givcn to seA representatives is 
as follows: 'Tile folio wi n!:', was 
telephoned in to Dr. Rondikau 
as thl' offkial noticc to the 
Bridgewater Stale College 
('alllpus at approxil11atdy l) :00 
A.M .. Wednesday, April 15. 
I (no," 
"On a lIlotion ,Iuly madc ;Illd 
secollded. it was voit'd that at 
thl' reqllest of the students of 
Bridgt~water the question of 
rehiring Dr. Donald Dunbar was 
consillen·d. I n the absl:nl'1: of a 
req uest from Dr. Du noar to have 
his case heard and in the abserise 
of tIny evidence from him 
supporting reconsideration, the 
Board of Trustees will not 
reverse the decision of thl~ 
College and the March vole of 
the Board of Trustees.) 
SpedHl Meeting of 
the Board of Trustees 
April 14. 1970. 
The decision raises serious 
questions ab\lut the 
rcspollsibilty and good faith, to 
say nothing of the cnmpelencl', 
(If' what is SllPPOSL'd to be a high 
plIlflic hody. hiher the Board 
BY Van Havhow . 
was dealing in bad faith or they 
don't know what they are doing. 
If the request for 
reconsideration really needed 
t he good Doctor's personal 
stamp of approval the board had 
ample time to inform the SGA 
of what was necessary. If the 
board of Trustees doesn't know 
what it is doing BSC should not 
be made to suffer for their 
incompetence. President of 
SGA, Paul Kosciak cOllllllented 
on the decision~ he called it, 
"ridiculous, and horrendoLls. I 
wOLlld have though that they 
could have showed more 
imagination in dodging what was 
an important and serious 
questiOlL They have hit anew 
low in the art of political games 
playing." 
The trustees decison 
recieved a quick reaction from 
the SGA Coundl which hdd a 
regular meeting 011 Thursday. At 
t ha t m eeling Paul Kosdak 
,turned the gavel over ttl Vice 
'President Herbert Ward and 
introdu(.;cd .1 motion calling for 
the Council to accept and send a 
lettef tIl the trust~~es return 
rl'ceipt rL'lluested. The motion 
passed unaninlollsly- The letter 
informed the trustees that the 
Council held them in "contempt 
and disgust - as a result of the 
statement you have returned to 
the college". The letter 
con tin lied, "Your state men! is 
an insult to ourintelligenl'c and 
an insult to the intelligence and 
integrity of every member of the 
stud.cnt body -~ We w()lIld also 
like at this'fillie In demand that 
the Personnel Committee be 
requested by the Trustees to 
submit to the Bridgewater State 
Student Government association 
a formal written and public 
apology for the obvious breach 
of ethic regarding their handling 
. of our confidential brief." 
. La ter on at the same 
meeting a committee was 
formed consisting of Frank 
Cullen. Mike Perchard, and 
Henry Chamberlin to investigate 
ways in which the SGA could 
work towards keeping Doctor 
Dunbar on campus. Among the 
suggestion brough t lip were 
having the CouEcil hire Doctor 
Dunbar out of its funds for next 
year and having Doctor Dunbar 
ma ke the appeal to the .trustees. 
'Also heing, thought 
seriously about some SGA 
members is the possibility of 
hiring legal counsel for next 
year. 
On Friday April 17, 
rcpresentitives of BSC went to 
Salem State t~l help t.:oordinate 
activities and reach a better 
understanding between the 
colleges. 
The Advisory Commission 
to the board d trllstees held a 
special meeting on Sunday. The 
meeting was called by student 
trllstee Gregory Gallagher in 
response to the trustee's decision 
in regards to Doctor Dunbar. 
Paul Kosciak commented after 
the mccting, "The advisory 
commission is united andfirll1 in 
the conviction thal' drastic 
Dunbar Turns Down 
Full Time O·ffer 
B RI DGEWA TER-.Dr. Donald wmgs wt: It; up agaUJst llQ?N. The 
Dunbar, Chairman' of B.S.C.'s other thing we're up a~t is 
Philosophy Department who was that we have to get his on 
not reappointed to another President Rondileau's desk as 
contract for next year by the soon as possible so that he 
college ad ministration, has knows the Student Government 
declined an offer from the is behind it and the student 
S t"U den t· Go ve r n m ~ n t body is behind it. We must have 
Association to return to two or three days to put it to 
o Bridgewater to teach full-time in him and demand an answer." 
the Free University next year. After considerable debate, the 
The offer was made by. SGA on issue of a referendum died. 
Frid<lY, May 1st, and late.r: that Dunbar did, however, make it 
same afternoon Dr. Dunbar clear that he would be willing 
appeared before the SGA and anxious'I'to teturii'1 in :& 
Council to state his position. part-time cap!t:!ity to 'cbordirtate 
These people will be-he knows and teach"in"~he~inohth-old Free 
Panthers, he knows people that. University if the Student 
are in the New Left that could.· Government Association so 
come down and talk. It would desired. 
be great to hear these, people's The first move in what is 
views but we have to consider perhaps one of the last segments 
what the administration and of the Dunbar drama began 
faeul ty will consider these Friday morning, when the SGA 
people as outside agitators, and Council met in the reception 
this could possibly run into a room of Tillinghast Hall shortly 
hassle." after I J :00 A.M. to discuss 
COTllmenting on ·hiring whether or not the SGA would 
Dunbar full-time, which Stetson make an offer to Dr. Dunbar to 
endorsed, the President-elect teach in the Free University, and 
stated, "It'll cost money, but at what salary. President of the 
what we're doing is that we're Student Government 
telling the people we're Association Paul Kosciak opened 
concerned with our education the meeting as follows, making 
we're willing to give up bowling the first official move on the 
alleys for the betterment of our 
ed ucation." Stetson emphasized! 
that the biggest drawback to 
hinng Dunbar part-time was that 
it would make the program a 
night operation, and many, if 
not most, of the students would 
not be able to take advantage of 
matter: 
'·At this time I'm going to 
pass the gavel to Herb Ward 
(Vice-President of the SGA) and 
I'm going to make a motion. I 
move that the Student 
Government Association Council 
allocate $]4,000.00. for the 
purpose of hiring one Dr. 
Donald Dunbar, formerly 
it. 
Stetson explained also that 
there HOW exists a question of 
whether bowling alleys can ever 
employed by the 
Commonwealth of 
be put in the Union Building, Massachusetts, for services to be 
because of a water problem in ,rendered to the Student 
thl.: basement of the structun~ Government Association for the 
"We're not getting the 1970-71 academic yeaL" The 
education," he summed up, motion was quickly seconded. 
When asked where the 
"we're not getting anything 
different here at Bridgewater. So money would come from, 
once you get out, your diploma President Kosciak replied, 
is going to mean very little, I "Funds that were originalJy set 
feel. But with Dunbar and with aside for the Student Union-we 
the Free University set-up we're have $26,000.00 in that 
going to show them outside that fund·~I·1I stand correded by the 
. Finance Comrnittee if I'm Bridgewater is concerned With 
education, concerned with how wrong. That money was 
students are going to be originally set aside for a bowling 
educated and they are doing alley that will not be ready to 
some' positive action, not just put in for another three, four or 
striking, not just sitting in. We'll maybe five years. That still 
show that we're willing to leaves $12,000.00 in the fund 
sacrifice bowling alleys for the yet. But the money is not going 
to be ~ble to be used for that for betterment of our education." 
Pete Hornen, Class of 1970, another five years." 
I s c ott Bennett, Attorney asked the SGA Connci to 
consider holding a referendum General of the SGA, suggested a 
to see how the student body fell ·'friendly amendment" to 
Kosciak's motion, namely that 
abollt the move to hire Dunbar 
with this money, which was the fund the SGA President was 
. referring to be specified as the gr\.'ded with IOLld appbuse from 
I· source of the money in the these in till:' alillJenct'. "I rea Ilt' 
d motion, which was accepted. that time is very short," he sai , Jim Stetson, President~elect 
"and I'm not qm'stioning the 
of the SG A addressed the 
th\.'ory behind the Free 
meeting and explained that he University, I agree with it had heard a great deal of talking 
whols:l1eartL'dly, I'm not 
about hiring Dunbar part-time to disagreeing either with Dr. ~. coordinate the Free University, a 
Dunbar's ability. I feel with 
move he personally WiS against 
something this important that because Dunbar would be 
the COllndl cannot assume that 
the students will accept their avaihible then for the most part 
dedsion. However, r do feel that at night, thus the largest 
the students will accept it." percentage of the students,who 
President Kosciak told Pete that are the commuters, would not 
be able to take advantage of.the he agreed with him, and said. "( 
. I set-up. Speaking about the wanteveryom~ to,.realize
i 
tI . . 
pfc10leih I w'e're up agult1sfherepossibility that DunbarcouId get 
. nOw .. idr. Dunbar flUS [just l()ther '.i professors 'he knew to 
.,. . come to Bridgewater and teach 
rect'ived·this week the job offer 
he's been waiting for, beside . ~Inder a part-time- system, 
St~tson said, "1 thirik, that these 
staying here at Bridgewater, he ':c· i· 
has to let them know by next 




SGA Investigating Possibility 
MOVE TO REHIRE DUNBAR 
UNDERWAY 
BRIDGEWATER - There now 
exists, the distinct possibility 
that Dr. DOllald R. Dunbar will 
be ·back next year hired not by 
the college administration but 
by the Student Government 
Association of Bridgewater State 
the COMMENT has learned. 
While nothing definite has taken 
place, the SGA Council is 
investigating the matter and the 
sentiment seems to be 
overwhelmingly in favor of 
hiring the Philosophy 
Department Chairman who was 
not reappointed to another 
contract for next year by the 
B.S.C. administration, thus 
setting off a student strike in 
early March. 
. It is understood that the 
Financial Committee of the 
SGA, which is responsible for 
administering tlie money 
received from student activity 
fees, is currentIystudying its 
budge tory allocations to see 
what amount could be offered 
to the popular professor. THE 
COMMENT has learned that a 
figure in the area of $14,000 is 
being considered by some 
student representatives involved, 
but it "must be emphasized that 
this figure is not official and as 
far as THE COMMENT knows 
this figure has not been 
discussed by either the Finance 
Committee of the SGA nor 
other interested students with 
Dr. Dunbar. 
If Dr. Dunbar and the SGA 
agree on the matter, the 
philosophy professor would 
return next year to teach in the 
Free University, which came 
into existence at Bridgewater 
several weeks ago,'.,and would 
not be an official faculty 
member of the col1ege. 
This idea was first proposed 
during the height of the student 
strike, when Dr. Bitt Jacobson of 
the English. D~partment. who 
was also not reappointed .for 
next year, addressed a large rally 
in the Kelly Gymnasium and 
advised that if all else failed the 
students should consider 
re-hiring Dunbar themselves. 
After aU else did fail, including 
the appeal to the Board of 
Trustees, the SGA Council 
apparently took the matter 
under serious consideration. 
THE COMMENT contacted 
Dr. Dunbar, who told this 
newspaper that he has discussed 
the matter with interested 
students. He pointed out that 
there are several plans under 
discussion. including one where 
he would agree to teach in the 
Free University on a part-time 
b»sis. so that any monies 
expended on the University 
could be spread out over seven 
or eight teachers. Asked about 
the idea proposed that he return 
on a full-time basis, Dr. Dunbar 
siad, "I think the idea of a Free 
University is an excellent one 
and would be anxious to work in 
it. The only hesitation l have 
about teaching fulltime is the 
realization that the money could 
be spread (wer seven or more 
people if we were all to teach on 
a part -time b:lsis." 
Professor David Englund of 
th(.; Education Department, om: 
oft Ill~ s t r () n g est fa C lilt Y 
supporters of the Free 
UnivmsHy com:cpt. told TIlE 
COMMENT that the idea of 
hiring Dr. Dunbar should 
commumcate to the eXisting 
college the idea that students are 
serious in thier attempt to· 
institute change, and change 
now. 
The question of the legality 
of using student funds to hire 
faculty members is now being 
explored by both President 
Adrian Rondileau and· SGA 
Council leaders. At a meeting 
Monday morning, President 
RondiJeau met with SGA 
President Paul Kosciak, SGA 
President-elect Jim Stetson, SGA 
Attorney General Scott Bennet~, 
Vice-President of· tlW SGA .elect. 
Kevin Preston, Assistant" 
Treasurer of the SGA elect Van 
Hayhow, senior class SGA 
delegate Mike Perchard and the 
Editor-in.-Chief of THE 
COMMENT, Dave Wilson, to 
discuss the matter. 
At this meeting several of 
the students pointed out that 
since they can hire entertainers 
Jike Tom Rush, there should be 
no question of the legality of 
hiring Donald Dunbar as 
Resident Artist or whatever 
other term might be applied. 
The legal question is important, 
for President Rondileau must. 
sign the check to pay Dunbar's 
salary, which he cannot do, he 
says, until the Board of Trustees 
give their approval. Their 
approval hinges on the legality 
of students hiring faculty 
members with monies coUected 
from required student activity 
fees. 
While the President" waits 
word from the Trustees on the 
issue, the students are using their· 
legal sources to investigate the . 
matter. 
If Dunbar is re-hlred, his 
salary will almost certainly come 
out of the student activity fee 
money, . which every . student is , 
required to pay. 
An Important move of this 
matter may take place >today at 
4:15 . P.M., when the SGA 
Council meets in· the Seminar 
Room of Boyden Hall and it 
seems likely that some sort of 
official action will be discussed 
and perhaps taken: on the 
Dunbar issue then. " 
Just where on campus, of 
off campus, Dr. Dunbar would 
teach is up in the air, but the 
suggestion has been; made he 





BRIDGEWATER The !)erson· 
nel Committee of the Board of 
Trustees met in closed session 
Monday, April (l, to decide the 
fate of Dr. Donald R. Dunbar, 
Chairman of Bridgewater Stall: 
College's Philosorhy 
DepHrtmenl. The results of their 
study will not be released until 
tomorrow, when their 
recommendation will be brollght 
before the full Board of Trustees 
and will be aired publicly. 
The Truslt~l~sarc meeting 
tomorrow at Wcstfil'ld State 
Cullcge. and representatives of 
l3.S.t'. will be on hand Wlll'll thl' 
verdict i~, 1I1lll00lflCed There i~ 1111 
douht thaI whatt'Vl'r lilt' 
Personnel Committee decides to 
re<.:ommend, the full Board will 
agree with. 
This is the end of the line 
for appeals in the Dunbar case, 
and there seems to be no great 
room for optll11lSm among. 
student leaders. There is always 
a chance, they say, but most do 
not feel the decision is likely to 
overturn this college's original 
decision not to reappoint the 
popular professor Lo another 
contract for next year. 
OUTCOME UNCERTAIN 
DUNBAR· ISSUE TO 
TRUSTEES· 
BRIDGEWA TER The 
controversy over the 
administration's decision not to 
reappoint Philosophy 
Department Chairman Dr. 
Donald R. Dunbar to another 
contrdct for next year will enter 
its· final stage on April 6, J 970, 
when the Board of Trustees 
meet in. closed session to act 
upon a student government 
request to rehire the professor. 
Student Government 
Association President Pau] 
Kosciak, accompanied by SGA 
AtMmey' Generdl, Scott· D. 
Bennett, journeyed to Worcester 
State College· to present their 
req uest to the Trustees on 
Thursday, ·March 12. A formal 
request was forwarded throu~ 
B.S.C. Presi~entDr. Adrian 
Rondileau. e~rlier in the day, and 
it was iJl)d~rstood that Dr. 
Rondileau would .forward all the 
informatio~ at his disposal 
concerning the matter, including 
the c6{lfidential information 
that had originaBy caused the 
ad ministration to decide not to 
reappoint Dr. Dunbar. By state 
law, all information gathered in 
faculty evaluations must be and 
remain in strict confidence, and 
thus only President Rondileau, 
Academic Dcan Lee Harrington 
and the Board of Trustees 
Special Committee (which is 
responsible· for making 
"recommendations to the full 
Board of Trustees in persona) 
matters). 
people (those who Dunbar could 
bring to' teach in the Free 
Univeristy if Dunbar was hired 
part-time and the extra money 
was used to employ other people 
to teach)even though Dunbar 
respects them and they are 
knowledgeable in their field 
these people will be very liberal 
thinkers, Dunbar has said it, 
During the debate, President 
Kosciak addressed the gathering 
Hnd said, "This year we're had 
Paul Butterfield, Tom Tush and 
Wilson Pickett for a total of 
three hours for around 
$15,000.00. Now we have a 
chance to have Dr. Dunbar on 
campus coordinating a Free 
University. be it only maybe for 
a year, and maybe \\C're going to 
have to drop it after that, hut I'll 
say it's a hell of a lot hetter than 
thuse three people to have him 
on Itt:rc for a whole year adding 
By DA VE WILSON 
Actually, this special 
committee which is made up of 
four trustees, will be the ones to 
make the decision, although. 
they are responsible for making 
a «recommendation" to the fuH 
Board. 
Student government leaders 
would not comment upon. their 
chances, but seemed optimistic 
that, as one SGA delegate stated, 
"we· have a fighting chance." 
Others d~m it highly unlikely 
Hi.t the ~·B~ of .Trustees will, 
overrule the decision of the 
administration and the vote of 
tbe faculty by reappointing Dr, 
Dunbar. 
Persons 1Ji'gh in th't~· 
Bridgewater ad·ministration who 
were contacted by THE 
COMMENT did not wish to 
express an opinion as to what 
the Trustees might do. 
If the Trustees decide not to 
reappoint Dr. Dunbar, aIIlegal 
means" will have been exha·usted" 
that have any reasonable chantc 
Jor success. An appeal could be 
made to the Legislature, but 
chances for a reversal at that 
level are almost non-existcnt. 
The threat of violence, 
which grew more serious during 
tbe waning days of the student 
strike, appears to ha've 
diminished considerably, and 
most student leaders discount 
any possibility of violence from 
disgruntled students ."at this 
time." 
a whole new dimension to the 
ed ucational aspects of this 
College." He pointed out that 
speed WlS necessary because of 
the job offer Dunbar already had 
and the fear Kosciak had that 
the administration would stall 
on the matter, as he charged 
they have done in the past." 
The Council passed the 
motion by a 17-2 margin. 
After passing the job offer, 
the Council adjourned for lunch 
and reconvened in the Lower 
Men's Dorm lounge at I : ] 5 P.M. 
President Kosciak opened 
the afternoon meeting by 
explaining to those assembled 
that he had heard a "great deal 
of feedback" from faculty 
members who questioned why 
Dunbar himself had not 
a p pealed to the Board of 
Truslet:s for a reconsideration of 
his position. Kosciak explained 
". 
that Dunbar had informed him 
at the time an appeal was being 
readied for the Trustees that be. 
Dunbar, felt the vote of the 
t h rc e segm.cnts held 
determine his future 
Bridgewater had been "fair and 
honest," and was nol willing to 
g~ against the decision of his 
fellow faculty members by 
appealing· to the Trustees. 
Kosdak told the Council that at 
that point he informed Dunbar 
that thl~ SGA would go abead 
and appe.alon their own. 
The SGA CounCil 
moved onto regular business 
until Dr. Dunbar appeared at the 
meeting shortly before 2:00 
P.M. Regular proceedings were· 
interrupted and after a brief 
intermission, Dr. Dunbar 
appeared before the Council. 
• The subsequent proceedings 
were brief, tense, and with an air 
of frustration. 
Dr. Dunbar was asked if he 
would accept a full-time position . 
and he q",ietlyd~cHltedthe 
offer. He pointed out that for . 
the ·amount of mo~cy Jibe SGA ,:. i 
was ;:~illing.~oc ~aY:ll1ime t'.9~:a..,,,,,,:~ 
full-time position many good 
people could be hired part-time 
to teach in the Free University, .. , > 
There was no doubt, Council " 
members pointedont after the 
meeting, that Dr. Dunbar did 
not wish to return fUll-time in. 
this capacity. 
After Dr. Dunbar spoke, the 
Council, acting weary from 
another disappointment in the 
long struggle, rescinded the 
motion for the $14,000.00 
. salary. Debate on a part-time 
. offer and for funding of the Free 
University was postponed, 
perhaps to be brought up again 
either late this year or in 
September. 
action must be taken if this isan 
example of the quality of the 
work that the trustees are 
capable 
After the meeting the 
Commission released a press 
release printed in its entirety 
elsewhere) which said they 
'deplore the inaction on the 
part of the Trustees to respond 
to the needs of students as seen 
in its recent decision concerning 
Dr. Donald Dunbar - The Board 
of Trustees seems to 
irresponsive to the pressing 
needs of its students. Is this" 
perversion of justic 
philosopy of public 
education? - The fact that 
other campuses have 
striking and rioting 
achieving results while we 
been writing letters (with 
any results) is indicative of " 
npc;ire to make the system 
Kevin Preston ~omm 
"Problems must be 
each individual ~ampus, 
We can give no 
rt:'g~rding the condition 
campuses after solutions 
been achieved". 
SGA COMPROMISE . Vote goes against Dunbar 
FOULED UP 
by Van Hayhow 
BRIDGEWA TER - Confusion procedures that would be set up 
has arisen over the voting to mean that the faculty council 
pro c e d u ref 011 0 w ed j n would set up its procedures and 
attempting to resolve the the SGA would set up its own 
con troversy surrounding the regulations. 
non-reappointment of Doctor Based on the president's 
Donald Dunbar as a professor of interpretation the faculty 
philosophy. council went ahead and set up 
The confusion resulted over its own elections. 
the different interpretations The procedures the faculty 
given by President Rondileau council were as follows: Each 
and the SGA Council over the faculty member was given & 
wording of the SGA resolution ballot. Casting of baBots was 
which the Council felt had been held from one to five PM on 
accepted as the compromise Monday and from ten to twelve 
agreement. noon and from two to four 
The SGA compromise fifteen PM on Tuesday. Each 
motion was worded as follows: ballot had·~ to be delivered in 
"SGA proposed the following person to the Julia Carter room 
compromise: and before the ballot could be 
"That a secret ballot vote be cast the f~cu1ty member must 
taken of students, administrative sign the official list. 
faculty, instructional facuIty The student elections 
separately and simultaneously committee met with President 
and that a two thirds of the Rondileau,. Professor Derrocco, 
segmen'ts decision .will be and Doctor Herrick at eleven 
binding on the president's o'clock Monday morning when 
decision whether to recommend they became aware that the 
to the Board of Trustees' that Dr. compromise was not being 
Dunbar be rehired as associate followed. 
professor at his present salary. At that meeting the faculty 
• • T he conditions and reps stated that they felt that 
methods of voting be mutually the integrity of the faculty 
acceptable to the SGA Council council was at stake and that 
and to the Faculty Counci1.· they could not recall the ballots. 
, "T hi's is with, the The student representatives felt 
understanding that the SGA 'that 'they had, to bring the 
have ,the right to appeal the matter to the SGA for a vote on 
decision 'to the Board of what course to follow ... 
Trustees" I t should be noted however 
The motion passed the that at no time did the faculty 
Counci1 unanimously and acting council formally adopt the 
on their motion theSGA set up compromise and was operating 
a special' election' committee of only u,nder' a "t~c~t , agreen:tent 
JameS" "Sit e t-s'ori; ;., M'i cfl'a'el . ; ilith the piesid'e'n t, to hoM the 
Peroha.'I'd,. "S<3dtt."Behnett"~'ahd 'elections, and abid~ by. tre . 
Henry Chamberlin. ' , results. On', ~ahird,ay March 
This committee made plans seven th a general faculty 
to meet with Doctor Husek who meeting was held at which the 
is c h air worn a n 0 f t he general faculty voted to support 
instructional faculty's elections the compromise. 
committee only to be informed At the SGA meeting held in 
that the election had already the Science Lecture Half at four 
been set up. PM on Monday the Council 
The misunderstanding first decided to accept the blunders 
started developing right after the that had occurred in order to 
agreement was reached because facilitate the ending of 
President Rondileau did not controversy and ending it 
receive a written copy of the within the context of getting 
Council's decision. Thus When Doctor Dunbar back at the 
he met with the faculty council . college. 
from ?:20-3:00 PM on Friday, At presently being run the 
March 6 he did not represent to ballots will have been collected 
them the compromise that the in the Plymouth County Room 
Council felt had been reached. and counted similtaneously and 
President Rondileau took announced all at one tjme~ A 
the "similtaneously" part of the majority of those voting yes in 
compromise to mean the two of the three segments will 
opening of ballets and not the result in President Rondilellu 
actual casting of hallots as the having to recommend to the 
SGA intended. The president trustees that Doctor Dunhur he 
further took the "mutually given a contract as a professor 
acceptable" part conc\!rning the for next year. 
Relations Club Meets 
Undou btedly the least 
known club on campus is the 
International Relations Club. Is 
it because the members are still 
contemplating the possibility of 
sharing their uniq ue thing with 
the rest of the campus? Well, 
they've finally made up their 
minds! As of NOW membership 
is open to the entire student 
body. 
Why join the IRC? Not only 
is it great to get together with 
intellectually inclined people to 
discuss current events but the 
IRC is also a club of ACTION. 
Last year eight members of the 
IRe attended the Model United 
Nat ions Conference at the 
Statler Hilton in New York City 
for four days. During their stay 
in New . York the d.elegated 
attended the ModeJ UN sessions 
at the hotel, visited the United 
Nation, attended numerous 
social functions and toured New 
York City. 
So what if you're not too 
familiar with current problems 
oft 0 day or parliamentary 
proced ure? One can always 
learn. (With an advisor like Mr. 
Donald Keay the club will surely 
be successful again this year.) 
Wanna join in on what's 
happening around you? First 
meeting of the year is October 
8th, at 3PM in . Pope Hall 
(upstairs). First order of the day 
BRIDGEWATER-On Wednesday 
evening, March 11, 1970, a small 
group of faculty, students and 
administrators gathered in the 
Plymouth County Room of 
Boyden Hall to count the ballots 
of the three segments of the 
College Community to decide 
wether Philosophy Department 
Chairman Doctor Donald R. 
Dunbar would be recommended 
for reappointment as a teacher 
next year. Shortly after 9:30 p.m. 
President Adrian Rondileau 
opened the sealed envelopes 
containing the results of the· 
balloting, and read the results to 
Dr. Barbara Chellis, who posted 
them on a blackboard provided 
for that purpose. 
the announcement of the results is brought to the attention of the 
expressed amazement that Dr. Trustees as soon as possible but 
Dunbar received as many "Yes" just when that board will con'sider 
votes as he did from the the issue is not known at this 
instrudional faculty. One faculty time. 
member told the COMMENT that The COMMENT has learned 
such a large vote of support llad that a special Trustees Committee 
been "entirely uncxpeded," and is set up to handle personnel 
ventured the opinion that the vote matters like this one, and is made 
will cause more than a few up of four trustees and three 
ad-ministra tors to experience college presidents. It is believed 
difficulties. tha t Gregory Gallagher of 
The ~tudent vote of over; Framingham State Col1ege, the 
1800 was the largest turnout in' student Trustee to the Board of 
the history of the school. The Trustees, is NOT a member of this 
entire vote was completely committee. 
without precedence in this Dr. Dunbar was not 
institution and undoubtedly in immediately available for 
the entire State College System. A comment, and Dr. Rondileau 
great many fac:ulty members were announced to the news media that 
of the opinion that they were he would have "no comment" at 
"forced" in~o_.,!,Qti.!1g.in an issue of The results of the balloting 
were as follows: . 
Administrativefac ~.,i::, •.. 
NO: 25 YE~~ "" ,. Instructional falt _ ,-,.'iY 
NO: 96 YES: 60 
. Student body 
NO: 153 YES: 1692 
Immediately after the results 
were announced, Student 
Government President Paul 
Kosciak informed President 
RondHeau that the SGA would 
appeal'the matter to the Board of 
Trustees. The students are hoping 
that the Trustees will overrule the 
administration's decision not to 
. reappoint Dr. Dunbar to another 
contract. 
Many members of the college 
community who were on hand for 
which .' they had" no reaJ this time on the results of the 
knowledge, while many students voting. 
complained that the confusion of "The Dunbar issue came to a 
simultaneous voting procedures vote as a result of last week's 
had resulted in a show of bad student 'boycott of calsses for 3* 
faith. The SGA and President days after the administration 
Rondileau had made an agreement refus~d requests 'by student 
on votiOg but they had apparently leaders to reappoint the highly 
different. interpretations. [Sec .popular Philosophy Professor to 
another contract. story elsewhere on this page J • 
Student leaders would not Dr. Dunbar was informed by 
director of the Division of venture an estimate on their 
chances for a reversal of the Humanities, Dr. Harold G. Riblon 
administration's decision in the on Friday, Febraury 27,. tha·t. his 
Dunbar issue with the Trustees. It contract for the next year· would 
not be renewed. . '. was understood as the COMMENT . 
went to press that evidence' was Kevin Preston, sophomore 
being accumulated to accompany SGA delegate; stated that 1757 
the request to the Trustees. It was people voted yes, 247 people 
announced, that all measures will v9ted no.' "Obviously the 'no's' 
. . . . .. carried it," he said. 
' be taken tOih~ure,that ~he matt~r . 
seA Judlciary 
Seminar 
by. nan~ ?ierce ':: 
The Student Cooperative 
Association held a seminar on 
the Student Judiciary 22 
September at 4:15 in the 
Seminar Room. 
The purpose of this meeting 
was to answer any .questions 
concerning the Judicary and to 
clarify any areas that needed 
, clarifica tion. 
Michael Maguire, co-author 
of the constitution of the 
Judiciary(together with Scott 
Bennett) started the assemblv by 
stating the intent of the 
Constitution. H. The College 
should," declared Mike, 
'''delegate the entire discipline of 
students to students. 
Just as the administration 
has found us able to handle our 
finances and other organizations 
so they should grant us this. The 
basic assum pt io n of the 
Judiciary is that every'~~\l~.ent is 
innocent until he itt :found 
guilty." "l.' ,. 
The Judiciarv will not only 
relieve the Division of Student 
Personnel from its duties of 
diciplines, but will also fill a 
vacume. Up to now very few on 
this campus really kno~ what 
rules and regulations govern 
us.These rules and regulations 
are not codified well enough. 
Outside of the dorm!tory, rule~. 
who really knows what one can 
or cannot do? The Judiciarv, jf 
approved in its present form. 
will clarify the situation. 
will be the upcoming r,o.\ W 
England Model Unit(;C: Nations 
sponsored by Brown University, 
Bryant College and Providence 
College in Providence in 
November. Hope you can make 
it! 
One. pll,ique part of ,the 
J u'diciary . is. that.·' unlike any 
other current student 
organizations- it has' no faculty 
advisor. In any organization the 
role of the advisor is to provide 
continuity. The advisor tries to 
keep the organization going 
much the way· it has always 
gone. and to offer advice a?d 
recall what the respettIve 
organization . had . done in the 
past. The Judiciary, by its very 
nature, could not accept such a 
situation. For the Judiciary to 
work, it, must be constantly 
improving, growing in ideas and 
ready to try something new. The 
Judiciary will not be perfect. 
however. with student support it 
will be vastly better than what 
we have now. . , 
The President of the College 
is the final authority in matters 
of justice, As of now, he has 
delegated much of this authority 
to the Division of Student. 
Personnel. The Judiciary would 
take over this authority given to 
the Division of Student 
Personnel. The President, as of 
now, will remain the final 
authority. Appeals would be 
able to be Illqde to him even, 
:,., 
a fter judgement by the 
Judiciary. 
Double jeopardy was one of 
the things that the Judiciary has 
been created to eliminate. If 
accented, the Judiciary will 
':!~minate a stUdent's worry 
ai.:;;ut beL .. ; tried twi..· fnr the 
same crime. Either the civil 
authorities or the college will try 
him--but not hoth. 
The enforcement of the 
Judiciary is largely up to student 
support. The Judiciary will not 
have a police force. Failure to 
meet the fines set by the 
Judiciary will be considered 
contempt' of coun'and proposals 
can be ntade to the 'President 
suggestinl!: suspensIon. However,·, 
the final success or failure of the. 
Jusiciary depends on the student 
body. If the students are 
apathetic. they'll get a lousy 
system; jf they are interested in 
seein~ it work; it will work. 
. Getting on towards 
suppertime, a debate arose 
concerning the per cent of the 
student body that should be 
required to remove Justices~ As . 
the Constitution reads: Article 
III, Section 5,a : only 10% 
(about 310) of the student body 
must sign the petition to initiate 
. action against. a Justice. Only 
40% is necessary to remove a 
Justice. The question arose as to 
whether or not it wouldn't 'be 
better if only 2/3 of the SCA 
Committee had to vote against a 
Justice. It was felt that the 
students wouldn't be well 
enough informed to participate 
intelligently in such proceedings. 
Well, stu dents, let's keep 
informed. 
Wednesday night 24 
September, in the Women's 
Recreation Room the SCA with 
Bob Mancini and co-author 
Scott Bennett sponsored an 
informal discussion on the 
Judiciary. 30th of September, 
10:00 there was a discussion in 
Boyden Hall. 
The COMMENT has come 
under a great deal of criticism 
from other residents of 
Tillinghast for printing thee 
;:;wrgcs, '''JiilC of Wili .. h appeur 
to have heen tht: result of tht~ 
girls who originally made the 
complaints hdng either 
uninformed or misinformcd, 
with the halunce of the charges 







On October IS, 1969, been a formal declaration of war 
Bridgewater State College by the Congress of the United 
wit n e sse d the ] a r g est States. 
demonstration in that college's Senator Donahue described 
history. The. size was not the all the participators of Peace 
only rarity. The October 15th Day when he said, "We are not 
Peace Day observation was the we a k , un pat rio tic and 
first of its kind in this country un-American. We love our 
and in the world. Hundreds, country."." 
thousands, and hundreds of Six setninars- Jwere held 
thousands of young people, during the day on subjects from 
students, and even their parents Vietnam: The Country and the 
gathered to listen, to talk, and to People· to Why Is America Still 
work for peace in Vietnam and In Vietnam? I .,. • 
forever. Throughout the· day;a silent 
700 people filled the Horace vigil was kept on the quadrangle . 
Man n A u d ito r i u:m a t to show concern for the war 
Bridgewater State College at dead of all nations. 
10:'00 a.m. on the 15th to hear At 8:00 p.m., the vigil light 
. 'Mak Senate President Maurice was taken up' to lead the 
' Donahue speak. candldight· procession. The 
The Senator said that· flame from the Vigil 'lamp was 
October 15th was a day, "To passed to all the candles in the 
affirm the essential truths about procession: The Campus Police 
the VietnamWar ... that there can est,imatethat .over 500 people 
'nolonger be any' legitimate participated: 'The procession 
justification for the'continuea 'moved from the quadrangle to 
sacrifice of American lives in an G.reat Hill where Michael J. 
enterprise which is clearly Maguire,chairrnan of the 
doomed to failure. Bridgewater Moratorium 
The Senator warned that if Committee, .spoke to the 
we continued the war "Out of a gathering. He said, "We can do 
false and stubborn willingness to nothing to bring back the lives 
acknowledge national error," already lost, we can do nothing 
our society would "morally to reverse the damage already 
deteriorate. " 
Senator Donahue stated that 
the high level in troop 
involvements "was largely 
accidental." He commented that 
the American people were not 
kept fully informed. 
The Senator proposed that 
we must prevent accidental wars: 
"either through Congressional 
enactment or formal amendment 
of the United States 
Constitution an absolute 
prohibition Upon the use of 
draftees or conscripted men for 
m iJitary action outside the 
United States and until there has 
done to our country, but we can 
do everything about preventing 
anymore lives from being lost. 
The procession moved back 
tot h e vigil area on the 
quadrangle and the vigil lamp 
was extingullihcd. 
Although October 15th is 
over the hope for Peace goes on. 
The procession's chant, "All we 
are saying, is give peace a 
chance." echoes. at Bridgewater 
and throughout the Nation. 
Mr. Maguire stated, "In the 
spirit of October 15th we look 
forward to November 14 and 
PEACE." 
Those Who Care 
Nov. Moratorium 
Coming 
On Till! , November 1 J 
and hId "vemht~r 14. the 
It r III g!' Ih ' r M 0 rat uri u m 
(' nmm 11.1 Will hold their 
Nnvl'ml, y'tl'tnam Peace 
Ad· Oh,'lvalllT. 
Ii!l·"lay night. at 7:JO PM 
il JlHI1'1 d q. folk singmg 
a nIl ;1 .iI.t r , II Ii! "tANH 
WITUOU r JOY" j~ !t:heduled 
AnlUud '1,10 PM il f'audldight 
will !aart at HIl' 
By Janice Indorato 
The Moratorium Committee 
received permission ffoOm Miss 
Alb for resident women to 
attend the vigil. Girls attending 
the vigil wiU not be subject to 
curfew if they sign up in Miss 
Ash's office before noon, 
Wednesday, Nuvember 12, 
Friday. NnVt.'Olhl~r 14 at 
11'00 AM Ur. I, it 
Mt'nllt'hoitll, JHt: ,',or 
HI'..;tllfW,i f.,;nelll,:t' liar 
p '\.1:.... Tht' fL,,, 
. ,j n '\ '4' f I 1 II 'Ii 
dd',n1 
In Wake Of Kent State Ml1!sll:t;re, 
ilj',!. " . 
Bri'dgewate'rMourns Four Students. 
K~HedBy Guardsmen In Ohio 
13'RIbGEWATER"-T~lesday, May 
5, Bridgewat'er State College 
joined hundreds of other 
COMMENT,· that Norris was in left the microp 
Sister' Paula . l\1I'n,r~~~.; . the area and suggested that he . 
might be wiUingto address the juni'ar.at B.S~(;. 
, l.:ollGges. and universities across 
Arneril.:(! in a day qf peaceful 
protest over the deaths of four 
Kent State UniVersity students,' 
1wo' of whom were women, hy 
National (;uanl troops during a 
ralll' ai. the Ohio campus on 
Monday. Classes were cancelled 
and a service was held on the 
guacl rangle that attracted over 
500 students and lasted for two 
and a half hours. 
BritigewJil-r service. COMMENT prayer from SL 
EdiI0r-in-Chief Dave. Wilson. I'arJ%e crowd 
attempted to contad him at students. 
home, 41111 left a messag .. when it . Reverend Richard H 
was determined he W;J.S .not. Protestant. Chaplain of 
there. Less than an hOllr before College, addressed the 
the rally was Sdlcduled to start, and Reverend Dave 
Norris (;,',ont<JcJcd Wilsol'i,und ....•. d.eq.:!he~roup in prayer. 
advisedlriur'thai he wa:( "Juslj ; i ;i"tl1¢t;6motion of the In 
plain siCk" as a.result of What' h~ ··~ripreased in tempo as 
had seen.atK~nt State, and did Vaillancourt, Robin 
The U.S. Flag and the slate 
banner were both flown at half 
mast as an expression of sorrow 
for the slayiJ1gs, and the pillars 
of,;lhe adl!linistration building 
~cre covered with newspaper 
accounts of the tragedy. From a 
Window directly over the 
entrance to Royden Hall 
fluttered a large white ')heet 
inscribed with the names of the 
four students who were killed 
when Guardsman openeJ fire 
without warning at the 
protesting students, who were 
engaged in a rally in opposition 
1.0 President Nixon's expansion 
of the Vietnam war into 
Cambodia last week. 
not fee! he could come to 
Bridgewater. Wilson ,then 
alTangcd for a recording 6ft heir 
telephone conversation to ,be 
made so that it could be played 
at the service, andth~ recordiilg ." 
was made. ,.' 
When the service began at 
12:30, hO\\ever, Norris' voice 
could barely PC heard over tlIe 
IouQ1ipeaker .mtl the large crowd 
t.:ollid not hear what he was 
saying, forcing Wilson. to play 
the tape and repeat into the 
mike what Norris had told him 
over the telephone. Less than 
two minutes into the recording, 
though, the slim trLlck star from 
Kent Stah~ appeared on the 
scene and removed the necessity 
of the recording. He was 
introduced by Wilson to the 
crowd, Who gav~ him J standing 
ovation. 
The day's adivities began 
shortly after 10:30 A.M., when 
SGA President-elect Jim Sh~t:wn. 
SGA delegates Jim FOley llnd 
Mike Perchanl, Creal Hill Men's 
Dorm President Joel Weissman 
and Comment Editor-in-Chief 
Dave Wilson went to Presidl~J1t 
Adrian Rondileau's office to 
request that dasses hl~ cancdlcd 
in honor of the slain .'}tudcnts. 
Thc'Jjresident was ill Hoston. btl t 
he \(,hs ~O/hacled by telephone. 
lie ;sah~b with Jim Stetson ami 
Dave Wilson and agreed 
immediately that it would be in 
the best interests of the 
institu !ions to forr,o dass.:s for 
thl~ halance of the day. No 
classes wt're held after 12 noon. 
A t 12; JO a scheduled 
eClImenical service Was held (In 
the ~lladntngle, preceded hy a 
dramatic first-hand account uf 
ttw trugedy at Kent Statl' by Ed 
Norris, II stullent at the Ohio 
Unive-·if)<' Who caml! home to 
Norris told the 500 students 
that he had seen tIle Natiollal 
Guard troops fire "blindly and 
without w:·rning" into the 
crowcl {if student.s wItO had 
assem~lcd to protest the 
Cambodian developments. He 
said that the only rifle shots he 
heard were the ones fired bY'thc 
troops. Thinking the shots were 
blanks, Norris joined his fellow 
students diving to the ground, 
and remenilJt!rs "the people 
lYing, bleeding and moaning, and 
ollr shock that the GUardsmen 
were using live ammunition." He 
called on the Bridgewater 
.1;-,,,· la~ n;'tht aftt~r ttH~ 
If .cul State dosed 
Frank Harrington led the 
in singing of "The Tinles 
Are A Changing." 
President of the College 
Adrian Rondi1eau delivered 
speech emphasiZIng th 
polatiz.ation of. our natio 
pOinting out the division a 
the people in the co~,ntry 
within the same age group, 
de p J 0 ring the trend 
dangc,:ous one. 
Follow ing Dr. Rondil 
address a number of 5t . 
came to the microph' 
. express their views, and 
portion of the pro 
concluded shortly· bd.ore 
P.M. 
~ 
( 'nlful Sq 1"1Iit S,h",,1 
\[ t .. rh tJl1"1tun .•. <!IUli ~rvallp' 
nit "L lIt' is f''ipeciaUy fluh' 
.:c-k 
HIt"I!!1 
.il fl {or at lea,'}t one 
ori£f'wd all faculty 
and students to leave 
students to react with 
non-violence, because he had 
seen what violence had done to 
his own school. He blamed the 
National (;uurd troop:-; for 
reacting irresponsibly and 
denoullced them bitterly for the 
"mass murder" they had 
cOIlHnitkd at Kt~rlt State. He 
pointed out that after the 
shuoting the (iurardsmen turned 
allll mardwd away. Il'Hving tilt, 
dead and wounded unattenlled 
where they fell. The Bridgl~watcr 
studl.~nh reach~d with horror and 
{/tsgll';t <II Ihc ~t()fy. He fCl.:ejved 
;tIlolltt'r lOUd oVtUioll when he 
At Ih·llt, •• h,t (hIH! 
HI l1l4t' "'t,1/ Wll! I", 
h. h' inl PM UHt,! " ! 111 
,,,111:'1' rind '!""lih ,jwl 
tilt .. 




fIliilL '011 hltl'rprist" 
,'I,' ,if! !d.ltl' HI f1i'WS(Jilpcr 
II'. ,11''.1. tlit!! I '11'11 the 





Goodby /)()L·tor Dunbar, uaml1 it all. 
. Tlw results ot: the volL' is now known, and we've lost. We ull 
have lost thl' cntlfl' college cOlllmunity because one of Ll . t" •• t 
teu 'Il'r tl" . . 1l: JI1es c e S liS IIlstllutlOl1 has ever ha" \vI'11 not b b k 
' u e uc· next year The 
stUdents showed in their votL' as tlley L'IIOW"d la .. t k I' 
. ' . ., ... ., wee on t 111 steps 
at ~oYden I Jull, that this was a man they wanted to teaL'll th'lIl 
We VL' .Iost lIlon: than Dr. Dunbar. though, bCL'allse we've lost a g:ea~ 
deulol trllst and rcspc(t in each other and I't '''1'11 b • a v I t' 
• . '.. • n C ery ong Ime b~tOfl: the wounds suffered last week, and in the vote Wednesda 
night, arc healed. . y 
. From t~e time it was first allnounc.:ed that·~ vote would be taken 
J.~ w~s readily apparcn.t that students and faculty were looking at tlll.: 
~~ll1e problem but se:~ng b'.',' entirely different things. The students 
saw only that a qualifIed, perceptive, and <.:apablc teacher was being 
~cm~v~d fr?Jll th,;ir classroom because he was, in the eyes of the 
admInIstratIOn a poor administrator". The faculty saw only that a 
man. ,had ,be~n evaluated according to established and agreed upon 
procedures, and to challenge or overthrow those procedufl!s would 
be to I.nake a farce out of the entire system The students are shol;k..:d 
a.n~ d~smayed because they havy.lost a large bitter battle. Th~ 
~a~lIltj feels they have been cast in a villanous role they never sought. 
and would have .gladly avoided if they could have. We arc all tired 
but we have to pick up the pieces somehow. Nobody has a statell1cn~ 
unscathed, and nobody will ever forget. 
You just want to serve fo~r 
years and get the hell out! 
Our Ad Building will never 
be taken over unless it's by the 
Board of Health. Now don't get 
. ~e wrong, I'm not advocating 
vIOlence, but apathy it's not. I 
think it's great to solve your 
problems with peaceful talks but 
we don't know your problems if 
you don't care enough to state 
them. Is everyone at B.S.C. 
happy? 
This place is dying; dying 
with apathy! 
I got so shook up Saturday 
morning that I jumped up on 
that stage and showed the 
faculty and student leaders 
elected by you how I felt. J wish 
that auditorium was filled with 
students as it should have been. 
We can't solve your problems 
unless we know what they are! 
You weren't drafted into this 
college so it must mean that you 
want to be here. -
If you've got. a beef sound 
~ff! Do something. Don't pack it 
In your bags and take it home 
Friday. Tell someone. Tell me' 
write me; I love to get mail! Ii 
you don't have a problem help 
someone else with theirs. How? 
It's easy, go to a football game. 
. (There's one· this Saturday and 
it's free) Those players have a 
problem; they need support, and 




Ed Note. This letter was 
received by a student here from 
his brother. It is presented here 
in the hopes that some people 
will open their eyes to what 
happens to someone in a 
constant combat situation. 
14 OCt. 69 
HiT 
Got your letter a couple of 
days ago alon& with a few more, 
but I haven't had the chance to 
answer any of them until now. 
My nerves haven't settled yet. I 
had to go to Con Thien our 
northern most fire base and 
work on some 4.2 mortars. We, 
my buddy and myself, had a 
couple of close calls on the way 
back. The first one was'a mine 
the second one was an ambush: 
will be about $15,000 richer. All 
this killing and waiting to be 
killed screws. up your mind. 
Even the guys 1. live with here 
have said I changed.' I think I 
have. Before I was cautious and 
didn't want the gOQks to hit us, 
but now we've taken just about 
enough and waited too long. I'm 
supP?sed to go on a mission 
with two of our guns into the 
D.M.Z. with the 4/12 cavalry to 
b10w some gook bunkers and 
gooks to hell. At first I didn't 
want to go but now I don't care. 
I want to go and kill as many of 
them black clad slope eyed 
bastards I see. It's wierd and 
hard to explain. After a while 
you just do~'t give a damn when 
D.W. 
Now, after reading this if 
you're totally complacent with 
the scene at B.S.C., drop me a 
line, .I'd like to know. (That is if 
you're not apathetic), c/o paper. 
I'd rather not talk about them 
because I'm trying to forget 
them. Things were pretty quiet 
here at night for the past two: 
weeks until last night; we got hit 
by mortar gas rounds. We lucked 
out ... no casualties except a 
couple pairs of watery eyes. We 
had a red alert all night long. 
That garbage that was in the 
paper isn't half of what's going 
on, sure it was a major fight but 
they don't print much of what 
happens up here in the D.M.Z. 
The gooks are supposed to start 
their' winter offensive pretty 
soon and we have been trying to 
you see your' bu<i'dies blown QP 
or shot up. I've got a good 
camera but film is a little hard to 
get. As soon as I get some 
pictures back I'll try and send 
some. If you find out who those. 
guys were that got killed in that 
car wreck, let me know,. O.K.? 
You bitching about listening to 
the radio and can't think of ' 
anything to say! God! I'd give 
anything to listen to any radio in 
the world. The only thing we get 
·tolisten to out here G.I.station 
back at Quarig Tri and half the 




By Kevin D. Preston 
After reading J. Robert 
Mancini's letter in the last issue 
of the COMMENT it is obvious 
that he did not attend the 
Moratorium in Washington. 
You talk about love Mr. 
Mancini. Love is a person giving 
you a loaf of baloney when 
you're hungrcS'. Love is people 
setting up portable bubblers 
when you're thirsty. Love is 
people opening up their 
dormitories, theatres or homes 
when you're cold and need a 
place to sleep. Love is thousands 
of troops lined up on rooftops 
giving you a sincere peace-sign. 
Love is a weirdo hippie 
Communist troublemaker giving 
a cop a cup of co(fee because 
he's obviously cold. Love is 
thousands of parade marshals 
lined up arm in arm to make 
sure there isn't any trouble. 
Love is a fa~eless cop giving you 
directions to the Washington 
Munument. Love is one-half 
million people singing "give 
peace a chance". Love is 
hundreds of kids running up to 
give their last doHar so a woman 
there could fly to California to 
see her husband who was dying 
from inj uries received in 
Vietnam. 
There was love in 
Washington Mr. Mancini and 
peace too, more love and peace 
in that city on November 15 
than there was in the rest of the 
world. Too bad you missed it. 
Bachelor of Apathy 
. Degree 
9: 30 A.M. Saturday I found 
myself sitting in the third row of 
a somewhat bare Horace Mann 
Auditorium. To no one's 
surprise things were late. As I 
listened to two short speeches I 
was tempted to fall asleep and 
join the rest of my fellow 
stUdents who were physically 
absent. 
"Everyone's watching the 
college." "You students should 
lead a peaceful revolution." 
"Y ou have something rare here." 
"I've talked to a few ... " 
These are some of the 
Icompliments that were awarded 
the students at B.S.C. by the 
guest speaker, a muscular, 
come-on-strong female social 
worker. When her speech was 
over and the walls began to 
resettle, the.re was a question 
and an answer oeriod offered. It 
was then I tOOK the liberty of 
enlightening this dear sweet 
woman, making her truly 
cognizant of the B.S.C. we all 
know and love. 
No n-conformingly dressed 
in dungarees (slightly new) and a 
leather jacket and armed with 
only poise and frankness that 
anyon~ who knows me 
understands I possess, I stood 
erect and related the arsenal we 
stockhold, attributing to the 
ability of leaders of a revolution. 
What a joke!!! 
Bridgewater is a suitcase 
college.! 
Sure she talked to a few. 
That's all the students there 
were; a few. We couldn't have 
anything but a peaceful 
revolution because no one gives 
a damn! Apathy people, that's 
what you're al~ full of: aoathv. 
Love 
Steve. 
P.S. You faculty members, 
the profs, great mentors who are 
moulding minds. What the hell 
are you doing for apathy? 
Spreading it? How many kids 
learn from you. Does your job 
end with Keppler's laws? Most 
of you are socially castrated. Go 
out and make pregnant I say; 
instill a life into the egg of the 
mind of jl.!-st one of your 
students. 
stall them by putting out it load 
of rounds around and into the Z 
at suspected and active N.V.A. 
positions. Our main fight up 
here is with NVA not V.C. Just 
yesterday, N.V.A. "sappers" hit 
the "Rockpile, an outpost just 
about one km. to our N.W. and 
killed fourteen marines and 
wounded one. We expected the 
same except on a larger scale. 
Our perimeter wire is only fifty 
meters from our hooch, so if 
they hit us on this side we have 
about two minutes to get our 
stuff together and lay down a 
base of fire. If they're "sappers." 
we won't have to worry about 
writing anymore letters and Ma 
Oh yeah, prof, maybe 
you've got a hang-up or ~ant to 
sound off huh? Write me, also 
that is if you're not apathetic! 
Strike Mt B. s.c. 
by Vladimir Diatchenko 
April 2, 1970 
Dr. Dunbar had not arrived 
yet as I stood sale deep in the 
wet ground at the main entrance 
to the Boyden Hall. "At 2:00 
P.M., March 4th Dr. Dunbar will 
addres:: the student :body 
etc ... " so said the leaflet which 
was handed to me as I emerged 
from my class. This would be a 
great time to llleet Dr. Dunbar I 
said to myseir'.'. I hav.e heard of 
him since last s~i~t~~;! as being a 
great philosophy· instructor, 
adored and respected by the 
students who knew him' 
endowed with intelligence and 
resourcefulness to introduce into 
this school of advanced learning 
a curriculum method, a 
philosophical conception which 
is stimulating, enlightening, and 
perhaps revolutionary by this 
school's standards yet so 
desperately needed as a hungry 
man needs bread. If those were 
or are his genuine desires, I 
thought to myself, I stand one 
hundred percent behind him. 
However all the inquiries 
which were 'conducted by me 
between March 2, the first time I 
heard of Dr. Dunbar's 
controversy, and March 4, when 
I first met the man, were vague, 
incomprehensive, and at times 
down-right evasive. B9 th 
students and some of the faculty 
members gave me a curt "I don't 
know," when asked what is 
going on? ··Some volunteered to 
say that Dr. Du,nbar was fired 
because he is a good teacher, 
some said tha t most of his peers 
were jealous of him, some even 
said· that the Administration' 
fears him, etc... As I said 
before, the answers were vague 
and didn't make any sense to me 
and so I stood aloof of the 
marches and class cutting always 
keeping my ears cocked, eyes 
wide open for any 
enlightenment. I would have felt 
stupid to embrace a cause of 
which I knew nothing. 
So there I was, standing'sole 
deep in the wet ground at the 
main entrance to the Boyden 
Hall waiting for Dr. Dunbar. No 
sooner was he spotted by the 
cro wd than a great cheer 
reverberated throughout the 
campus and didn't stop until Dr. 
Dunbar began to speak. A hush 
came over the crowd as he 
eloquently and movingly 
addressed the audience. He was 
effective; the crowd was 
captivated by his words, his 
Tonight's pretty qujet but it 
probably won't last long. We had 
eight _ straight days of' pouring 
rain and no air cover or strikes; 
so Charlie had plenty of time to 
move their stuff out of the .; 
D.M.Z. into position. The past ., 
three days have been dry, so the 
mud's starting to dry up; the sun 
came out for the first time in 
about two weeks. I better close 
this off now because I still have 
to clean my weapon and ammo 
and touch up the edge of· my 
knife. So I'll see you for now. 
I'll write agaiQ if I get the chance 
it might not be for a while but if 
I'm still alive with two good 
hands and arms. I'll manage 
some more letters. 
Still surviving, 
y <?V;-!'-:c!t ~rqth .. er Biil 
gestures. The tone of his voice 
was like Walmer's melodv, one 
sways from inllection to 
inflection. For a few brief 
seconds I was transfixed by the 
atmosphere which hovered· over 
~he crowd. When I came out of 
It, I looked around: the crowd 
was still under its spell with few 
exceptions. The applause again 
reverberated, then back into a 
thirty-second trance. ) said to 
myself, what power, what 
control, as we all stood there in 
silence. Should any m~m have 
such power over our institution 
- any institution? Chills ran 
down._Illi'-.Wine,....!1ot from fear 
but from realization that 
somewhere not long ago I have 
heard such speeches, not in 
person but on films, but the 
effects of those speeches I 
personally felt in my mind, my 
-stomach, my 'back. Mental scars 
of that experience are still with 
me. Through my reverie I heard 
a loud Dunbar! Dunbar! then 
somehow a Sieg heil! Seig heil! 
crept in, then Hurrah! Hurrah! 
Dunbar? Sieg heil? Hurrah? No, 
not here, not now, not in a 






1000 students from area colleges 
and high schools including 200 
from Bridgewater State College, 
staged a massive peaceful march 
on the Brockton draft board 
yesterday in protest over the 
"involuntary servitude" of the 
for students marching from 
StonchiU College and Massasoit 
Community College to meet in 
Brockton to converge on the city 
from each side, a plan that 
worked beautifully as all arrived, 
marching and singing at the same 
time on the main street of 
Brockton, where they were also 
joined by several hundred 
students from Brockton High 
School. 
,. draft in forcing young men to 
fight in southeast Asia against 
their will and also in protest over 
the death of five Kent State 
University students who were 
gunned down by National 
Guardsmen on Monday. 
The draft board had been 
shut down for the day, 
"pparently in t:xpectation of the 
The idea for such a march march. 
originated on the Bridgewatr~r Chief of Police of the city of 
campus during a rally on Brockton, Joseph Hohnson, 
Tuesday, which followed a hailed the students'" as "just 
commemorative service Ilc!d for greal." He toldl'tHe COMMENT, 
the slain students. The B.S.C. "These young people were 
students who planned and simply fantastic. Ttwy were 
coordinated lhe march were peaceful, orderly, and 
Kevin' Preston, Tom Sullivmll, cooperative. ] am sure many 
Jim Foley. Michelle Leary, and citizens of BrQ(*.t~f~'. were 
Bob Sullivan. They worked until all1al.ed at the way thc'yfiandlcd 
the ellrly morning hours of themselves, in vi.ew of tlH.~rmany 
Wedncsday contacting area disruptive raiiics<vc've a'* ileard 
colll:ges to try and gainsupport, about. Students deserve a lot of 
amI were highly SlIl·cessfuL credit," he '; cdridlll:red'. The 
Yesterday morning at 10:30 a students wen~ 'eq:6alfy j high in 
rally was held and a few minutes their praise, of 'Chief·' Jc)hnson 
latcr the Bridgewater contingent and the Brockton Polite Forcc. 
moved out for the 2V!-hollr walk The rally \.vas orderli, with 
to Brockton. Polke cxcorts were speeches and· sirl"gtng and 
providcd through cach of Lhe dispersed peaceably·WiUi' thc 




October 15th, 1969, over 400 
American colleges and 
universities will observe a 
one-day moratorium to protest 
the present administration's 
handling of the Vietnam War~ 
and plans are underway for 
Bridgewater State College to 
participate. A <4Bridgewater 
Vietnam Moratorium 
Committee," whose chairman is 
this newspaper's Editor-in Chief, 
Michael J. Maguire, has been 
formed to coordinate the day's 
activities. 
"The purpose of the 
Committee," said Mr. Maguire, 
"is to organize observances now 
and in the future of national 
Vietnam Peace Action Days. 
These days will consist of 
peaceful, bipartisan, educational 
activities intended to cause the 
Bridgewater College Community 
and other surrounding 
. communities to pause in the 
course of their normal business 
and consider the role of the 
United States involvement in the 
Vietnam War and to help those: 
communities organize their own . 
activities. " 
Mr. Maguire emphasized 
that the Moratorium Committee 
is not advocating, nor will take 
part in, a strike at this College. 
The Activities that are being 
tentatively planned include 
teach-ins, seminars, vigils, 
and an evening candlelight 
parade, The faculty will be asked 
to devote their classes to 
discussion of the War, pro and 
con, on the 15th and will be 
invited to take part in the other 
activities that day. 
Last week, The Comment· 
was granted an exclusive 
interview with the man who 
started the entire movement, Mr. 
Jerome Grossman, who is the 
president of the Mass. Peace 
Action Committee. Mr. 
Grossman, who is also P(~$i<f~nt 
of the r..lass. E:'\JVELOPF 
Company and a dos~ fri~nd of 
Se;13tor Eug~ne ~kCJrthy, said 
that the current mo\'cmellt is, 
"growi.ng so fast WI: can't keep 
up with it - rill really amaz~d!" . 
. Mr. Grossman first thought of 
promoting some type of action 
last April, when it be~arne 
apparent to him that President 
Nixon had no concrete pia n to 
end the .current struggle, .. We 
are simply an expression of the 
people's discontent." Mr. 
Grossman asserted. "like Sen. 
McCarthy was in the primaries, 
I.f people flod to Ollr 
movement, which they have 
been doing, it is not becaus'.: we 
represl!nt any ideal - no. it i" 
rather that they are unhappy 
and we are their vehicle to 
express their discontent." 
Pn:sidcnt Nixon has' added 
fuel to the fire hecausl' of his 
statements at his last Press 
Confereri~e, which he now 
probably wishes he Ilt>vr;· madl!' 
The one thing he said that h_a~L 
caused backersof the 
Moratorium to take heart was 
t ha the would "never· be 
influenced in any manner" by 
this observance~ This remark 
which rings of contempt for th~ 
voice of the American peopfe, 
has given the Moratnrium its 
biggest boost to date. 
[f you are sensitive to the 
War that American boys are 
dying ill every day, and that 
means either a supporter or. 
non-!HII"'Iporter,You should plan 
to participate in some way in the 
October 15th observance, If you 
a['l~ willing to work on any of the 
various committees which are 
h dng orga n ize d for this 
Moratorium, please come to the 
Comment's office in Boyden 
lIall and sign your name for a 
specific activity. You have a 
responsibility as a free American 
to express your opinion, and 
you will have an excellent 
opportunity on October 15th, 
19(}l). 
ALLISON KRAUSE 
JEFF G. MILLER 






In· a, move that caught 
Bridgew~tef .. $tate College 
complete~~~:){~'iurprise and is 
su re to' have far-reachin o 
b 
repul"{;lIssions, resid~nti' {If 
Tillinghast Hall have voted hI: an 
?"erwhelrning margin to n;:'ign 
from the Women'" Oonnilqyv 
C"unci! and' f.)rrn their '.)',.\';1 
g')'lerlll1lL:lIf. Deluii-: ,d' the 
resignation :ut' ~lill . .; .. :f"l"~ :1-'; 
TfiF COMMENT J;',t:s to) yl\;,-~s. 
but thi" llc·W~r'~!r'.:.·r h,I·: : "I: ",'\! 
thal under tltl' 1!::Hi'.n r") •• ,. <. 
the fe':idenl< Til'I;,!'!:;;· .. '·;~.I:: 
wIli havl· 111) ,·iirk' . ., ">·l'·,·). n·.,. 
,U/k!J1CI11 \',.t\ pr.,,:.;. :';~1 
;ignr:d Fjl/~i!'·~:tL ' .. a;_l,i~~!. 
PreSident. 1111;,):!i;., 11;:1:. 
>'lIdtd. Di('·"p.:" ! '.i ... ,'t"'il)i: .. ;' .. 
,tJUI!,·!1 f~("I; .. :'Ill: \1;,:~ ··.1 
.\1 OP 1"', J. \ ... r)~·:r fllii,.~r··, \ i. : 'i .. ·i~ 
Rep. '1 hi·; Ii''''',. ;' ... ,:, .. '" ':'.,\' 
\vi\.le ~~tlrp'H" t'if'j: \,:"flii:fI 
It·'rlllItO.-y rni'\t;·li'· ,,: 1110:; 
c· il n lL' I.l n d l· 1 I : r·' f r (; n I 
adlllinistr;dlv.,: '1t'fi'·ds 
Footbridge Contract Sign·ed. 
B rid g e w ate r - G rea t Hill 
residents, even the newest. 
arrivals, are aware of the 
distance separating them· from 
the main campus. At the present 
time students are. using a path 
which runs across the sand to 
the Hill parking lot; from there, 
students cross the railroad tracks 
to the gym parking lot. 
tracks. According to Mr. Perry" 
the superintendant of Builldin.~~ 
and Grounds, the. contract 
the footbridge was signedab 
two weeks ago with· Gil-bern 
Contractors of Canton. If 
goes well, the work should 
by early October and 
completed by spring (no aellnl1te;c 
date). 
As planned, the f040tt,ri(htc 
will cross above the tracks. 
reach from the lower 
parkj.ng lot to the gym lot. 
bridge will be 161 feet 
This route' involves various 
problems; stopped trains 
sometimes block the path and 
the banks of the ditch become 
slippery in wet weather. More 
important than these, however, 
ill the fact that this crossing is 
illegaL 
,between stair towers iand eight 
feet high in the center. 
To solve these problems, a 
decision was made last year to 
build a foothridge· above the 
The cost of the footbridge 
will be about $125,000. 
BEAR 
TRA.CKS 
. By Jim Dpody 
The 1969-1970 academic" year at Bridgewater State· was· one 
characterized by· dissatisfaction with. present conditions,. and a 
will to make ammends. The sportsYearaLB.S.C .. was 
characterized by that same effort to improve. 
The Bears' football squad opened the athletic campaign, and 
turned in a somewhat dissappointing 34-1 record. A discouraging 
7-6 loss at Maine· Maritime, and the frustrating 21-21 come from 
behind tie with Frostburg State could have been the victories that 
could have made for a good season. The Bears lost only five squad 
members though, and with the addition of some very prospective 
tranferstudents, should enjoy one of their finest seasons in 1970. 
Returning next fall will be a strong backfield, led oy captain 
Jimmy Federico at left halfback slot along with quarterback 
Vinny Hickey, who should show improvement after one season at 
the controlls. Veterans Phil LeFavor, Bob Brin~ley, Pat Blalce, 
Don Houton, Gerry Indelacato, Pete Higgins, and George Kelly .• 
will be back to bolster the front wall. 
* * * 
puring the winter months, the snow fell, as did the Bears. 
basketball team, more often than not. The hoopm-en fmished 
10-14. Despite th~ir rather dissappointing record,a few 
outstanding individual achievements brightened the picture .. : 
Senior Danny Ryan set a new B.S.c. mark for total points in a 
season with 516. The Bridgewater native also set a new recotdfof< 
scoring average, pouring.in over 24 points per game. the play.of 
freshman cenier Keith Richards was impressive, as the Canton . 
product smashed· the school's game and season rebounding.,", 
records. Lost via the graduation route will be co~captajns Jerry 
Crowley and Barry Fitzpatric, along with Ryan and Barney RosS. 
Jack O'Donnell, captain elect, will lead a nucleus of· vets that 
include Richards and cornerman Frank Smi.th. 
* * * 
The 1969-1970 winter sports scene witnessed Bridgewater's 
first Intercollegiate Swimming Team. Despite the squad's 0-.8" 
mark in their opening year, the young mermen showed 
tremendous desire and determination, Bill Walker.and Ray 
Harrington will lead the team into it's second campaign as 
captains. The mermen are mostly underclassmen, so a strongteam-
looks near. 
* * * 
HOckey proved to be the surprise of the year for fan support: 
T~ough the skater enjoyed only enjoyed a "club" rating this 
wmter, spectator support at the Brocton Arena was _phenomal~· 
The Bears puckmen lost goaltender Paul Naper before the seaSon-
ev~n started, but Gump Cullen filled in admirably, to keep the. 
Bndgewater defence solid. Jim Taylor, Bob Lovett, and . 
McTernan were the big scorers for the icemen all season iong;The 
Bears should improve immeaSUrably with their hearty allotment 
from the Athletic. Fees Committee, The hockty -budget ...... . 
expended from $1200 to $4700 (almost 400 perc~nt) 
1970-71. A varsity team seems soon to come. 
2 J 
Student Union Or 
College Center? 
BRIDGEWATER-A minor 
controversy continues to simmer 
at Bridgewater State College as 
to what the school's newest 
structure, variously called the 
Student Union of the College· 
Center, will finally end up being 
known as. This was brought out 
in the January 28th meeting of 
the Student Government 
Association Council, a meeting 
in which the student government 
overwhelmingly rejected a 
motion forwarded from Col1ege 
President Dr. Adrian Rondileau, 
to endorse the name change to 
College Center for the building. 
A similar motion was already 
passed by the Faculty Council 
after being drawn up by the 
College Committee on Student 
Union Building, a group of seven 
faculty members and seven 
students whose function it is to 
formulate policy for the Student 
Union. This committee, 
incidentally, ceases to operate 
when the bUilding is formally 
opened. 
The building is scheduled to 
be opened in September of 
1970. 
Student 'government 
President Paul Kosciak stated' 
to the COMMENT that the name 
of the building was really not 
the most important issue 
involved as far as he was 
concerned. "I feel that our most 
serious consideration is how the 
building will be administered," 
Paul said. He gave the example 
of the Salem Student Union 
Building as the type he would 
like to model B.S.C.'s after, in 
which the students have the 
majority of voting positions and 
thus control of the. Center's 
activities to a large degree. 
President Kosciak elaborated his 
position: "This building was 
designed to b~ primarily a 






Robert J. Barnett, Chairm~n of 
the Student Union CommIttee, 
has announced that students and 
faculty will not be allowed. to 
enter the Student UllIon 
Building henceforth withou\ th~ 
prior appr~)val of either I rot. 
Mr Gardner, the Barnett or . 
... tatc's representative on the 
huilding sceIH:. 
It was explained to THE 
COMMENT that the hLlilding 
still belongs to the Park 
Construction Company and as 
such the problem of insurance is 
involved. All memhers of the 
college commu nity are asked to 
observe this ruling in the future. 
goal is to see that the original 
purpose is carried out." 
The motion to endorse the 
name change was introduced· by 
Sophomore delegate Kevin 
Preston, Who had conducted an 
investigation of the Student 
Union Building Committee at 
the request of the S.G.A. 
Council, who were concerned 
about reports of the name change 
and required fees. . 
The fees, according to Mr. 
faculty members will "pay their 
share. " 
The Student Union Building 
Committee, under the direction 
of Professor Robert ].Barnett, 
originally devised the/name 
change from StudenkUnion to 
College Centerhec~us¢ the 
Committee felt that keeping 
within the concept of the 
college-comm unity, this building 
should serve more as a college 
center because it was designed to 
be the center of an campus 
activities. 
The next move in the 
controversy is up to President 
Rondileau who must weigh the 
opinions of the three parties 
involved, which are the Faculty 
Council, Student Govefl1ment 
'Association Council, and the 
Student Union Building 
Preston, should be set at $3,500 
per person per year in order for 
the building to be operated to its 
fullest capacity. One of the main 
points of dissension surrounds 
the fee, for there seems to be no 
legal basis for requiring faculty 
members to pay their fee, and 
thus many student leaders are 
reluctant to change the name of 
the structure on what they feel 
js an unrealistic assumption that 
. Committee. The decision is now 
his to make. 
STUDENT UNION 
BRIDGEWA TER Pictured 
above is our rapidly growing 
Student Unh1l1 Building which is 
scheduled to open next 
September. The name of the 
structure is still lip in the air, 
and probabfy will remain there 
for the next several weeks until 
things have calmed down enough 
around the rest of the campus to 
allow people to think of 
something so mundane as 
naming buildings. You may 
notice that the front of the 
building is now adorned w~th 
"Auditorium, State College at 
, Bridgewater" which is sott ·of 
out Of dal:. The name of this 
institution is Bridgewater Stale 
College, and the older name, 
State College at etc., went out 
two years or so ago. 
Regardless of what anyone I 
wants to name it however, the 
huilding is just fantas~i(;. From 
the outside i' 
impressive, but .. '.uu 
get a look at the inside, WhICh 
THE COMMENT did three 
weeks ago on a special tour 
arranged through the courtesy of 
Professor Robert 1. Barnett, 
Chairman of the Speech and 
Theatre Dept. and Chairman of 
the Student Union Committee. 
The space inside is 
surprising, because as large as the 
bLlilding looks, it's even bigger 
than that. Nothing we can say 
does it justice, but we'd suggest 
that the first time a general tour 
is announced you take advantage 
of it and go along. Gn:at!!!! 
Fi rei n 
Tilly 
.. .··hy n:Jv,eWi1so1~ ~ 
BRIDGEWATER---.eA mfnorffre 
in the Tillinghast Dormitory last 
Saturday evening, January 31, 
caused some panic among the 
women residents and more than 
a few complaints. The fire, 
which started in the kitchen, was 
apparently not serious, but 
pointed up a number of 
inadequacies in fire safety 
education procedures, for, as 
one young woman stated, "there 
was simply mass confusion and 
no one knew what to do .. .If 
the fire had beenaserious one we 
all might have been killed!" 
Many complaints were also 
registered against the 
Bridgewater Fire Department 
because, it has been charged, 
they responded "too slow," with, 
some estimating that it took the 
trucks over five minutes to reach 
the dormitory once the alarm 
had been rung. Oth~r" students 
'Complained that· . ~n.~e. the 
firemen arrived tli~y "just. sat in 
their trucks until'thefwete good 
,·'1 
and ready to saunter over to the 
kitchen." After receiving the 
initial complaints, the 
COMMENT investigated the fire 
safety situation at Tillinghast 
and came up with the following: 
I. Many of the girls don't 
know where the fire alarm boxes 
in the dormitory are. 
2. There are no weekend fire 
plans that the girls consider 
adequate. 
3. Girls are instructed not to 
use the fire escapes because they 
are "unsafe." 
4. Some girls are smoking in 
rooms and burning candles 
contrary to regulations 
5. The fire gong is so weak 
that it sometimes is mistaken for 
1 telephone ringing, and some 
~irls are afraid they would sleep 
hrough it if it went off at night. 
6. Practically nobody knows 
lOW to operate a fire 
X tinguisher, 
L ... 
CAFETERIA TO OPEN IN JANUARY 
BRIDGEWATER - The 
massive gOO-seat cafe-
teria in the Student 
Union Building will 
be open by January 1st, 
according to the Direc-
to r of the bui lding, 
Mr. Edward Meaney. 
A total of 630 chairs 
and gO tables (sitting 
6 at each table) and 17 
smaller tables (sitting 
4 at each table) have· 
been ordered. The 
capacity of the cafe-
teria has not been met 
as far as ordering of 
the furni ture is con-
cerned because officials 
thought that the present 
plans were sufficient. 
The tables cost 
approximately $13,000 
and the chairs cost 
approximately $3000. 
Mr. Meaney also 
told the COMMENT that 
the Union will probably 
open full-time in about. 
two weeks, which means 
that it will be open from 
8: 00 a. m. to 12: 00 mid-
night dai ly and from 
8: 00 a. m. until 2: 00 a. m. 
on Friday and Saturday. 
He stated that he' 
is waJ ting for the arri-
val of the 5 pool tables 
and 4 ping pong tables 
which will signal the 
opening of the game 
room. With this opening, 
Mr. Meaney says, the 
bui Idingwi 11 be in opera-
tion as a Union, although 
he pointed out that there 
are sti 11 a great many 
things that the bUi Iding 
wi II be offering to the 
stUdents. 
A mong those things 
are a darkroom fOJ 
photogrpahy fans. The 
cost of fi tting this area 
is $9000. 
A total of $15,000 is 
being spent on staffing 
a workshop with . saws 
and other power tools 
for students interested 
in· that area. 
Both of the above 
should be in operation 
by the middle of second 
semester. ~ 
$105,000 will be spent 
on BSC's television sta-
tion and $15,000 to the 
radio station, both of 
whi ch should be running 
next year somethne. 
The acute shortage 
of places to sit in the 
Union should be solved 
by the $8000 that will 
be spent to procure ben-
ches. Many rooms will 
have sofas and chairs 
to sit. In th~ main en-
trance hallway alone 
there are 14 swivel 
chairs and 8 sofas. 
In· the card room 
there will 3 tables that 
are 6 on.: round' and 12-
tables 36x36. with 72 
cane chairs. 
The Union should 
have all this and a lot 
more by the end of 
next semester, accord-
ing to Mr~ Meaney, who 
hopes to have the entire 
bui lding complete, that 
is with rugs and all other 
furnishings, before the 
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New I)orm Curfews 
by Dave Wilson 
B R I DGEWA TER Effective 
November 4th, 1969, B.S.C. girls 
who reside in the dormitories 
will be allowed to stay out later 
nights and weekends, as a result 
of recent agreements worked out 
between the Woman's 
Dormitory Council and the 
college administration. The new 
hours are as follows: 
Freshmen women may stay 
out until 11:00 P.M. on 
weeknights, 12:00 P.M. on 
Sunday, and 2:00 A.M. on 
Friday and Saturday. 
Sophmores are allowed out 
until 12:00 on weeknights, and 
2: 00 on Friday· and Saturday, 
with no curfew on weekends 
with parental permission. 
Juniors may have up to five 
1: 00 A.M.'s a month for 
weeknights, otherwise it's twelve 
o'clock. The weekend 
regulations are the same as for 
the Sophmores. 
A number of female 
dormitory students were 
interviewed by THE COMMENT 
for their reactions to the new 
rules, and the response was 
overwhelmingly favorable. "I 
think it's II vast imporvement," 
said Miss Jean Murphy, a Senior 
who resides in Woodward Hall, 
"and a very progressive move." 
Her roomate, Diane O'Neil, a 
Junior, agreed, and added, "It 
certainly is a good idea, and will 
be a welcome situation with the 
girls here to be able to stay out 
later. " 
Mary Ellen Donahue, 
Presiden t of the Woman's 
Dormitory Council, said "it's a 
step in the right direction" and 
indicated that steps such as this 
have to be taken slowly and with 
proper planning. Mary Ellen toM 
THE COMMENT that the 
reaction that she has received so 
far has been definitely In' favor 
of the new' regulations, and most 
of the girls agree with her that it 
has to be a cautious process to 
change such long standing 
regulations. 
Som e students have 
questioned the necessity of 
curfews at all, but, according to 
dorm proctor Mary Welsh of 
Woodward, most of the girls 
who attended the general 
. meeting which was held to 
discuss the rules expressed the 
opinion that the proposed. rules 
were "adequate" and many were 
openly opposed to no curfews at 
this time. 
A traditional complaint has 
been . that males are allowed 
greater freedom in college, and 
that both sexes should have 
equal rights. The traditional 
answer was. voiced in the early 
1880's by Pre sid {"". t White of 
Cornell University, who, reacting 
to objections of Cornell's female 
populace . against the un-equal 
restrictions showed them that "a 
Ium public opmlOnwas an 
invincible barrier to the liberties 
they claimed. "Many students 
and administrators feel the same 
way, and agree that change must 
be gradual for the sake of all 
concerned. 
For Senior girls under 21, 
the weekend rules are identical 
Nith the other dasses. Girls over 
21 may sign their own 
?ermission slips on weekends. 
All senior girls are allowed as 
many weeknight 1 :00 -A.M. 's as 
~hey desire. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dorm Judiciary Passed 
BRIDGEWATER •. ~Wednes­
day, 12 November from 
5:00-8:00 PM, the Men's side of 
the Great Hill Dorm approved, 
Plan A of the Dormitory 
Judiciary. 
existed before. One person will 
. be elected from each of the five 
floors to serve on the Appeals 
Board. This will be a change 
fro m elected to appointed 
officials. The board will handle 
all cases except those dealing 
with expUlsion and those 
A total of some 171 
students out of nearly 300 
stopped off at the desk to vote. concerning state laws. , 
A copy of. the proposed 
Judiciary was given to each 
room on the Men's side of the 
dorm. A meeting was devoted tQ 
the proposal and the minutes of 
this meeting were posted on the 
This Judiciary will go into 
effect almost immediately. 
Tuesday 18 Novemuer another 
dorm meeting was to have been 
held. At this meeting 
nominations were made for 
justices fro m each, floor. 
Elections will take place in a 
week or so in the lounge of the 
respective floors 
bulletin board. 
The Judiciary will improve 
student representation here in 
the dorm as nothing like it has 
TILLINGHAST WOMEN MOVE TO 
FORM OWN DORM GOVERNMENT 
BRIDGEWATER - The women 
of Tillingast Hall are proceeding 
with plans to form their own 
government in the wake of their 
resignation last week from the 
Women's Dormitory Council. 
Officially, the girls are still 
in Dormitory Council to the 
extent that they have not as yet 
drawn up a consitiution which 
required in such a case and this 
constitution must then be 
approved by the administration. 
The girls made known their 
feelings at a stormy session in 
Tillinghast last Tuesday (April 
7th) when they met the officers 
and members of the Dormitory 
Council. After much heated 
debate, the Tillinghast women 
walked out en-masse from the 
meeting thus signifying their 
break with the dormitory 
government that controls as 
women residents living on 
campus at Bridgewater. 
In their two part resolution 
announcing their resignation, the 
Tillinghast representatives, who 
were Elizabeth Graziane, 
President of the dorrritory, 
Sandra DiCorpo, formally Dorm 
Council representativ~ and Mary 
M. Moore, also a forner Dorm 
Council representati~~, stated 
that the dormitory residents. had 
voted that they would have no 
curfews, and plans are~' now 
underway, according to 
President Graziane, implement 
this next week when the 
constitution is expected to be 
conpleted and ratified. 
The Tillinghast residents 
have issued the following 
statement on the matter: "We, 
the womm of Tillinghast, in an 
effort to establish autonomous 
government for our dormitory, 
have agreed to resign from 
Women's Dormitory Council by 
a vote of 73 yes, 0 no, and 7 
abstaining, taken on April 6, 
1970. We feel that in a 
dormitory of our small size, 
problems and needs can be 
attended to more effectively." 
THE COMMENT contacted 
Mary Ellen Donahue, President 
of the Women's Dormitory 
Council, and she gave the 
newspaper the following 
statement: "According to the 
power designated to the 
Women's Dormitory Council by 
the administration, all women 
Each dorm student was 
given a choke of ·voting 
No,Yes-Plan A, or Yes-Plan B. 
Plan A was accepted. Plan B 
would have allowed for several 
minor changes-mainly there 
being two more reprt'scntatives. 
The Executiv.e Board of the 
Great Hill Dorm has several new 
ideas. First;'ift importance is the 
writing and passing of a 
Constitution for the Dorm. As 
of now the dorm has four 
e I e cted officers but no 
Constitution. Other ideas for 
improvement of the dorm 
include the improvement of the 
week-end meals system; a bus 
schedule; and the purchase of a stereo. 
residents of this college are 
subject to the jurisdiction of the 
council. Therefore, Tillinghast 
Hall still remains a member of 
this Council until such time as a 
constitution is drawn up, 
submitted and approved by the 
administration. Whether or not 
they wish to remain as 
contributing members of the 
Council by truly representing 
their fellow students is a 
decision not be be made by only 
the three representatives 
involved but also by the 
conseml1S ',6f'the entire 
dormitory,f' '!c'~ ~;' 
During thi!Jwa'ed uebate at 
the Dorm Council meeting 
charges were made that the 
Tillinghast women had not tried 
to work through the Council 
system, and therefore hadn't 
allowed it to work for them. The 
Tilly girls replied that they had 
tried but that procedures were 
slow, and more importantly they 
felt that each dormitory is 
unique and individual, and 
therefore should be autonomous 
so it could deal with its own 
problems in its own way. 
The Tillinghast women have 
received notification of support 
by the Dormitory Government 
of the Great Hill Dormitory, 
Men's side, and Lower Campus 
Men's Dormitory, both of which 
passed resolutionr-: in their 
residences in support of the right 
of the Tillinghast women to 
resign if they wish. It has been 
rumored but as yet unconfirmed 
that there is a strong movement 
ARTHUR CLARKE BOYDEN 
The Last Of 
The Boydens 
By DA VE WILSON 
It's been over thirty seven 
years since the last of the 
Boyuens. who. were conneded 
with this institution for 
eighty four years, passed on 
and ended to long connection 
that the father and son 
combination had with 
Bridgewater. Arthur ('Iarke 
vice-principal in 
in 19(}6.· and 
Bridgewater's first 
when the normal schools be 
slate tcachers colleges. 
Bridgewater. of coUrse, 
Boyden, son ofAI.hert Gardner· 
Boyden, sucCl~eded his father as 
principal in 1906, and only his 
death in 1933 prevented him 
from approaching the length of 
service his father held in that 
position, which was forty-six 
years. 
cntirdydiffcrcnl then. 
were rules for almost every 
one made, rnel 
conv-crsalion, but jUdging 
thcrcl:dUedron's of gradu3 
around the turn of the ccntury:j 
was a· simple, pkasan 
atmosphere. Arthur Clarke 
Boyden must have witnessed 
highlY'unusual extremes,. from a 
boyhood in Bridgewater before 
the dvil war 10 his old-ageatthe 
rise of Hitler. 
It's hard now to think of 
Boyden being more than a 
build'ing, hut one can understand 
how . Bridgewater and Boyden 
were once synonymou'i. After alL 
eighty-four yean; is a long, long 
lime. 
Arthur C. Boyden's life was 
completely intertwined with 
Bridgewater, for he was· born 
here while his father was 
employed as a teaching assistant· 
to lhe school's second principal, 
Marshall Conant, and except for 
a period of four years when his 
father left Bridgewater to teach 
in a public school, he grew up at 
the school. He attended 
Bridgewater State Normal 
School. naturally, and graduated 
from here in 1871. After earning 
an advanced degree from 
Amherst, and tea.:hingat the 
Chauncy Hall Schoo] for three 
years, A.C. Boyden returned to 
Bridgewater and remained for a 
tc)ial of fifty-four years. He was 
appointed instructor in' 18 79 ~ 
among Grtat Hill women to 
follow their sisters in TilI.in:ghast 
by resigning from Dorm Council. 
Paul Kosciak, President of 
the SGA has endorsed their right 
to resign and Jim Stetson, 
President-elect of the SGA, told 
THE COMMENT "Tillinghast 
Dormitory is the first women's 
dorm to stand up and fight for 
autonomy. This is great and I 
support them. It was 
unfortunate that they found it 
necessary to step on so many 
toes in doing it; i.e. withdrawing' 
from Women's Dorm Council. I 
can foresee the time when the 
Women's Dorm Council can 
assume a more positive role than 
the negative attitude it has taken 
this year. It should foster and 
support individuality in the 
dorms, not stifle or set limits on 
it. " 
The . situation as it now 
stands seem~~ to be a waiting 
penod; unit! the constitntion is 
A.C~ Hoyden' was'a n1an~6f 
scient inc interests, interested 
particularly in mathematks and 
nature study. He was also 
. diversified, though. be<.:ause he· 
also taught history during hjs 
long professional association. 
with Bridgewater. He received 
many awards and distinctions as 
a resultof his studies. 
Undoubtedly one 
Boyden's mbst. tragic moments 
came .on. December 26, 1924: 
when he awoke to find most 'of 
the school in flames.· This w:as' 
his entire 1ifc~ and it was. 
disappearing hefore his eyes. But 
the. s(.;hool did not die,bel;3 
A.C Boyden began to ,fight 
buildings to replace 
burned down,' and 
Boyden Hall' ~. 
testimony to his SUccess. 
When he died in 1933, 
had lived a phenomenal 7 5 ~ 
of his 81 years at this school. 
passed and'adopted the ~ .. ,~~~·o', 
are observing the same curfews' . 
as all other women residents on:. 
campus. Betty Graziane toll-
THE ~OM!/tENT she foresees no 
complications and expressed heT'; 
willingness to discuss her 
dormitories actions with any" 
interested residents. She can be 
reached at Ext. 361. 
Dr. Ellen Shea, Dean of 
Students and Dean of Women; 
told THE COMMENT, "The. 
women of Tillinghast Hall have 
not as yet presented to the 
Women's Dormitory Council or· 
to me, any proposal for a' 
separate government for their 
residence hall. The situation was 
discussed informally by the 
officers of Tillinghast and myself 
on Monday morning. To my 
knowledge, no dermiteaclian· 
has been taken on the situation~ 




FACULTY TURNS DOWN 
OPTIONAL ANALS 
The thought of a 
quick solution to the 
parking problem on 
campus is more a dream 
than a reality; however, 
the situation appears to 
be better than in former 
years. The greatest help 
to the students has been 
the complete paving of 
the Great Hill lot, An-
other aid the foot-
bridge, will be com-
pleted in the spring. 
by Bill Manter 
& Frank McHugh 
field have been returned 
to the stUdents. 
Even though every 
stUdent who recieved a 
parking sticker this 
year was given a com-
plete list of parking re-
gulations, there were 
many new students who 
found their cars ticket-
ed during the first week 
of class"es. 
BRIDGEWATER - The 
S.G.A. proposal for op-
tional final exams was 
dealt a severe blow on 
November 17, 1970, when 
the General Faculty met 
and passed the follow-
ing motion , which was 
recommendation from 
,the Faculty Council: 
(I) " ... that the present 
policy of.final examina-
tions be continued, that 
it be. left to the indivi-
dual instructor to de-
cide whether he will give 
a final examination." 
(2) "that it be left to the 
individual' instructor to 
decide whether he will 
exempt a student from 
that examination" 
(3) "that final exami-
nations be given during 
the period set aside for 
for them, not in class 
time. " 
The motion passed 
by an ovelWhelming mar-
gin, 101 yes, 2 no, and 
8 abstentions. 
It is understood that a 
motion that would re-
quire faculty members 
who do not give a final 
examination to use the 
scheduled exam time for 
educational experience 
re lated to the course 
was defeated, 61-19 with 
18 abstentions. 
The S.G.A. Council 
last October passed a 
motion that all students 
with an A or B in their 
course be given the op-
tion of taking a final 
examination in that par-
ticular course. 
The results ofa po 11 
taken by the COMMENT 
indicated that approxi-~ 
mate Iy 85% of the 135 
students responding 
thought that the situation 
has been satisfactory to 
date. 
The COMMENT poll 
asked the stUdents 
if they felt parking signs 
would help clear up the 
problem. An overwhel-
ming majority thought 
that this could be 
a help and the Campus 
Police also agreed that 
it could alleViate the 
Situation, assuming the 
signs would not be de-
faced or removed. 
Students Favor New Registration 
So far, Great Hillhas 
had ample parking 
spaces for all the com-
muters 'using that lot 
with an average of only 
30 cars having to park 
on the dirt. But, as one 
student lamented, "What 
is this going to 'be like 
come winter?" 
Other complaints 
were aimed at the great 
distance one has to walk 
to get to classes, and 
having to traverse the 
railroad tracks. 
Officer Mc Affee of 
the Campus Po lice noted 
that he had been 
extremely pleased at the 
way the students had 
been able to park with-
out police assistance in 
the mornings. 
Many seniors stated 
that they were finding 
it extremely difficult to 
find a parking place in 
the Ke Hey gym lot. This 
has been due to an av-
erage of 100 con-
struction. workers' cars 
being parked in the back 
Jorner every morning, 
but the problem may 
have been alleViated 
since faculty parking 
spaces near the athletic 
Deen Deep is pres-
ently working as chair'-
man of a committee 
whose purpose is to 
study and remedy the 
major parking problems 
The committee decided 
last week to devote more 
space to seniors who 
are student teaching. 
Space prevoiusly allo-
cated to .Burnell facul-
ty and staff has now 
been made available to 
these seniors. For dor-
mitory students, a new 
section on the side of 
Wood, behind the philo-
sophy house, has been 
reserved. Additional 
signs will be posted di-
recting drivers to their 
specific parking area. 
The committee, ac-
cording to Dean Deep. 
is open to suggestions 
or criticisms from st~­
dents concerning any 
particular parking pro-
blem, and any informa-
tion offered would be 
greatly appreciated. 
NO SHOES- NO CLASS 
A recent COMMENT 
poll shows that an ov-
erwhelming majorityof 
Bridgewater students 
favor the new registra-
tion procedures which 
were used for the first 
time this fall over the 
methods used in more 
recent years. Of 104 stu-
dents polled,:,84 favored 
this year's registration 
over last year's, 17 pre-
ferred last year's and 
3 had no opinion. 
Unti 1 last year, the 
registration procedure 
involved students pick-
ing up their various 
class cards in the gym, 
filling out several sche-
dules, and retaining 
claf3S _admitta.nce cards 
C~Acrs' 
BRIDGEWATER-ThE 
edi tors and staff of 
the COMMENT met 
last Thursday even-
ing to vote on a changl 
of election proceduref 
Senior Lay-Out 
Editor Ray Messier 
had proposed one 
week earlier that the 
elections for Editor-
in-Chief, scheduled 
for December, be 
waived and that nor-
mal elections for a 
one year term be held 
in the spring. 
BRIDGEWATER'- A controversy is curr~ntly raging at the ~nive:sity of 
C 10f n"" at Santa Barbara because an Instructor at the umverslty threw a 1 or In. , ld W 
one of his students out of class for not wearing shoes. ~!o Dona eaver, 
'G 1 y professor gave the heave-ho to an un-named,student on October 
a eo og, 1 . t' bo t 16th and although no serious disruptions have taken pace, ques Ions a u 
academic freedom have been raised by the action. 
t · has never arisen at Bridgewater State College, but pub-The ques Ion.· . '., d 
It 1 . Massachusetts forlJ1d people to walk 111 state-owne lic bea haws In , 
buildings without some kind of foot covermg. 
which had to be pre-
sented t9 ,the lnstruc-·
c 
tor at the first class 
meeting. 
Last year each stu-
dent was given his class 
cards and class ad-
mittance yards. He again 
had several schedules to 
fill out and the class 
admittance cards to 
pass in, but this eli-
. minated the confusion 
of finding the right cards 
in the gym, which often 
resulted in students be-
ing put· into classes for 
which they had not 
signed up, both by acci-
dent and on purpose, 
This year, the student 
mere ly fi lIed out se-
veral schedlllp.l=I- as be-
ON ELEOIONS 
At the meeting on 
Thursday evening the 
staff adopted the pro-
posal by a 26-14 vote, 
which means that the 
current Editor-in-
ChIef of the COMM-
ENT, Dave Wilson, 
will finish out the 
year. 
Opposition to the 
;t'rlove was voiced by 
Ft~ature Editor Bob 
Su Hi van, News Editor 
EC: Molleo, and staff 
writer Scott Bennett. 
. Among those in 
sapport of the motion 
were Sports Editor 
J ~m Doody, Office 
M:anager Mari lyn Man 
te r, Managing Editor 
Phi 1 Conroy and Oper~ 
tions Director Linda 
I apierre. 
After the voting 
Sullivan and Molleo 
. resigned theirposi-
tions as did two writ-
ers, Jim Foley and 
George Perreira, be-
cause of their opposi-
tion to the proposal's 
passing. 
by DebPie Sperry 
fore, but the class 00-
mittancecards were e-
liminated. Each in-
structor was provided 
with a list· from· . the 
registrar of all the stu-
dents who had been ad-
mitted to his class. The 
present system seems 
to work more smoothly 
but it is also less fle-
xible than the older sys-
tems as far as changing 
classes are concerned. 
(It can no longer be 
done by the student him-
self simply svntching 
cards around,) 
The major com-
plaints against the new 
system were that the 
filling out of five sche-
dules was unnecessary, 
and that the timing, the 
week before classes, 
was bad. Generally, 
however, the opinion of 
the students was more 
favorable toward regis-
tration than in previous 
. years. 
LK:GJJOR COMNGT08S.C 
BRIDGEWATER - A 
good possibility now 
exists that a liquor 
lounge wi II be in the 
Union shortly. Today 
the S.G.A. will act on 
a proposal to recomm-
end to President Rondi-
leau that alcohilic bev-
erages be allowed on 
sale on campus, with 
Mass. law compliance. 
. The Board of Trus-
tees at their last meet-
ing left the decision up 
to each College Presi-
dent to decide whether 
he will allow it or not. 
U. Mass. already 









Protest wIling of Meeting 
BR.IIX1EWATER -Seven 
members of the SGA 
Council staged a dra-
matic walkout at last 
evening's SGA Councll 
meeting, and student 
government at BSe 
ground to a halt with 
their action. The group 
was protesting. the 
decision of SGA Presi-
dent James Stetson to 
call a meeting in order 
to get President Ron-
dIleau to sign the check 
he has been holding for 
the Bridgewater Free 
Press. 
Before' the meeting 
was officially called to 
order, Stetson address-
ed the Council and told 
them why hehaddec1ded 
to call the meeting. He 
saId that Pres. Rondl-
leau had assured him 
that It was nouhe admin-
istration's desire to in-
fringe upon' the autono-
my of student govern-
ment on financial matt-
e:ts. He also said thaI 
he had been informed 
that he faced a long 
court battle if he tried 
to bring the matter to 
a legal sel:tlement, and 
this was a factor in his 
decision. 
Stetson had also 
drawn up exte.nsive fin-
ancial procedures for 
yesterday's meeting to 
avoid the repeat of the 
situation i n the future by 
allowing students an 
avenue of appeal with-
in student governm ent 
on matters dealing with 
theallocatfon of student 
funds. The Council did 
not act on these before 
the walkout. 
After Stetson spoke, 
sophomore delegate Bob 
Sullivan was recogniz-
ed and he gave his 
reaSons for opposing the 
meeting being called. 
Stetson finished by 
saying that by holding 
the meeting he would get 
the check from the 
PreSident and hold it un-
til today. when another 
meeting would he called 
and the petitions calling 
for a student body vote 
could be acted upon. 
Sullivan s aid that 
by calling the meeting 
the student government 
preSident was "in effect 
saying to RondUeau that 
that everytlifug tie has 
done is o.k. with us," 
and referred to it as 
"buckling under." 
Sullivan went on to 
say that he thought that 
the meeting would be a 
"grave strategIc error." 
and hurting student 
government "immeasur-
ably:' 
"We can win," the 
sophomore . delegate 
was quoted as saying, 
by putting the respon-
sibility for stlldent 
government squarely In 
the Prsidenes lap. 
The strategy report-
edly Is that the Presi-
dent will give in even-
tually because he wIll 
have to perform all of 
the student government's 
functions. 
SenIor delegate Scott 
Bennett asked to speak. 
but was refused by the 
SGA President. who 
claimed he wantedtci 
get the meeting start-
ed. 
At this pOint, two 
delegates, Bob Sul11van 
and junior delegate Tom 
Sullivan, walked out of 
the meeti.m!;. 
Meditation was then 
led by the lsi Vice-Pre-
sident of the SGA, T.]. 
Gallagher. His medita-
tIon was: 
HDear God. we're 1n 
trouble and we're in 
trouble plenty deep. The 
results of tooay's meet-
Ing and tomorrow's 
meeting are not just the 
results of singular meet-
ings but will have re-
uslts probaly for years 
to come. In the increa-
singl y fast time that we 
live in • no small conse-
quence leads to other 
small cosnequences; 
like a hugepond ripples 
get larger. Pray God 
that we act as honest. 
intelligent men and 
women and pray God 
that we are judged and 
loved on that basis and 
not on the basis of per-
sonal problems and an-
tagonisms. God help us 
all." 
Secretary of the SGA 
Janice Indorsto then be-
gan to read the roll for 
attendance. and the 
walkout began. Those 
who participated were 
1st VP Gallagher t 
Assistant Treasurer Van 
Hayhow, senior delegate 
Scott Bennett. senior 
delegate Joanne Porter. 
and sophomore delegate 
James Foley. 
The SGA Council 
needs 12 members pre-
s ent for a quorwn. and 
the walkout brought the 
nwnber down to seven 
members ofthel8mem-
ber Council present. as 
four were already ab-
sent from the meeting. 
The Council was thus 
forced to adjourn. 
Stetson w11I try again 
today to hold a meeting., 
at 4:45 p.m. in the Coun-
cil Chambers 1 n the 
Student Union. 
After the meeting 
1st VP Gallagher told the 
COMMENT he was going 
to resign today andpre-
dieted at least two 
other resignations. 
The Council alloca-
ted $3.050.00 to· . Jhat 
, ; group on December 3, 
and the next day, after 
befng approached by 
a student group oppo-
sed to the funding 
of the publication, the 
PreSident' 5 representa-
Dr. Ellen Shea, refused 
to affix her signature 
to the check, which is 
necessary for it to be 
valid, and she was back-
ed up by the PreSident. 
PreSIdent RondJIeau 
told the SOA CouncIl 
that he would sign the 
check as soon as the 
Council met rohear the 
protests and accept the 
petitions of the student 
opposition who wanted 
a vote of the entire 
student body on the matt~ 
er. 
Stetson at first said 
he would not call the 
Council Into session un-
til the check was sign-
ed, but relented when he 
was advIsed that he had 
r~o C01~ H.a~~ aga,in~,t; 
~~~ D_~~'A"_. - - . 
area. 
PRESIDENTiRONOILEAU'S STATEM ENT 
ON FOOD CRISIS 
The COnHE:·;IJ.' hac asked o.e to sU1!lmarize \-That in my 
iJ1ind are the facts in rc10tion to the chDne:e in food 
services. They are a~ follows: . 
. Irirst, i t ha~ been my polic;r ~o 8.~lm,v. a~ much a~ 
oor.:"!:;i ble democratic r:tudent partlclpRtlon In the cholce 
of the food service. ThiE v-lac: done partly through the . 
.student Food Service Committee ?nd partly·through ot~er 
reasonable and appropriate expressions qf student ?pln-
ion, such BS letters Clnd petitionee Pertucnt to thls 
policy, the College had plan.r:ed.to employ Inter~tat~ 
Uni ted 18.Gt year \..rhen the maJorl ty of the Food SerVlce 
COmr.li ttee voted for Interste.te United rather the..n for 
Servomation ':Iil bur. HOl:!GVer, peti tion~ '.vere initiated 
with Eeveral hundred siGnature:: a~kinr:: for the choice 
of Servomation \:Iil bur's' instead of Interstate United. 
In re:::l)onr:e to these netitiollr: I made the finnl 
decision at ~ that time to Belect Servof!1r:ltion. '., . 
Eext i te:rJ.: For some weekr: no",; there WR.S consider-
able evidence of disr:o.tisfaction VIi th Servo!Ilation". cul-
minatine in [1 recor.L.':lendRtion of the Food Service • G0f:Lrni-
ttee that \IIC terminEtte their controct G...11.c1 that vIe c~ve 
the contract t~) Interstate United. I hnd nla.rmed. to do 
this as of f10ndny :norninc, Eovembe:i:' 2, 1970 
the contI'llct to InterE.tate Eni ted. I hnd plD.~nncd :te;' ,: 
rive Servomution f:ixty clay;. notmce 9.S of Monday morninG 
Hovetnber 2, 1970. 13ut Cl lone ctatement of the SCIlvoma-' 
tion CD.2e by the cor::p~"lny' s Pre~~ident I\lr • TerryVince c 
which had been distributed on Friday, October 30~ was 
brou~~ht to my attention. 1 discu~:sed thir- \"li th-~Bevera:l 
persons inc Iud inc.; the edi tOT of the student ne""spnper~ 
David l,li 1 ~:on, expI'e Sf: inc ;ny concern thnt not' only 
Gervomation but more importantly the student::: miGht 
feel that terninntinr': the contrnct i~;ll'":1edi8.telv after 
they had pleaded their case r.ri_C'ht ~,:eer.l unfair: On the 
other, hand, I did feel thilt further evidence of unsatis 
18.ctO'TY r:1881r.~ 1'!ould be sufficient reason for moving 
ill1'1led'i2tely. 
:-Jext i ten: 3uch evidence came to ;ny attention on 
'¥jednei:.~dny nif~:ht, ~:over:lber 4. 11'r08 I1Y point of view, 
it is cxtre:n.el;y unfortunate that th8.t evidence was 
brout'ht to me iYl nn entirely unnecessary manner Rna 
[.ince I h:l'.re affirmeci Sf:' acle(~.l' T)olicy that I ,,·rill do 
nothin~' unc.er Tlre~Cl.~re or threat: . 
1.1he irorlY of the ~i tll~tion 1'[(1: thnt the very 
people \'Jho }~['=I\i· been r::o~]t inr:tru1.lento.l in ~endilr around 
peti tion'-~ to [et 3erVoI;lation \·Jilbur' E', illE~teaJ of Inter-
rtate Uni teG. in the firEt place lact ~reClr "'lere the very. 
ono~ who were now the ~o~~ ~i~~nchanted with the food 
Eervicc ~~lic~ they h~J once ~o ent~1~ia8tically support-
~(~. Ho\':cv~~.:' It :~ec;~~J perfectly cleaT to me thnt the 
~ ood wa~' not :Jectinf.:; tho stGnJ~rd~, thn t the Food Service 
C~.r.~~i tte~ ~ .. n'~ the ?th~r ,s~uden:ts had cJ...rp8ctod in spi to 
?~ J~. Ylnce D clalm ln nlS letter of October 30 that 
It W?Ulde ~hereforc it ~ee~cd entirely appropriate to 
c·o 8heO.d ,,·~!..t~ th~ ol'2.Linn.l deci~iOll made· with my o'rir,i-
~cl pInn to -:.;crIL.lll8te the contr8ct r~~ of HoncQY i1ove!nber 
c. 
1.''; Y' '·t1 'l"<T T '0 +- t t l' b 
• £~~~ ~, ~ ~(nV 0 a k a out the neoDle I talked 
1 .. ;1. th ,:·~l·~~e Di:!vid '~·Jil[:on. All oJ:' the~ hD~! Hr:reed Fi tb ~ nie 
th(~t,:n,:Wrtrt? "·n.~ ?eriou:~ dancer thR tf'tudents would' f~ei 
~hat_j!ic· v;ere uelIlC uni'[-li.::: to ServoDntion in the li~"ht of )""" Vlncp'" l~tt .'. -'.~ t, 
L_ • J.',;, .L'::::er !..' UC \:1.'.,. :::lot ;-:i,,-e the!.'!. ~~o::n.e opnotuni 
~::-l to prove that they could furni::h a co!':m1etel v ~atis-
1 actory meal. - v . 
'rhe Jin'll nnc; mo~:t i:raportnnt point of all It '~ P'y e ~ r +.' 1 • l "' 
•• 1 c,-'ne~:v nope [1nc .. c;xpectntion that Intc-r>:-t.gte U·;+- d +- b . ... . ..L. • . n-L ve , 
'-' ... ~ n~i"l .i 0011 r:ervl:e ltlhich t·!as unanimously the choice 
nov', 01 '111 the mcr:iocr;' of the Ltudcnt Food Service COIfl1!li 
months 
Home for Humanities {:-r;:{;tY} I 3 
The Chairman of the. Depart-
ment of Elementary Education 
Dr. Wayne Dickenson, whose offic~ 
last year was located in Woodward 
Residence Hall, will join his 
department in Boyden HaH. this 
year. He will occupy the. ,office 
ad~acent to the former English administration reserve this room 
offIce. . With d . . as a permanent conference room 
the regar. t~ the, deCISIOn of for various college committees, 
th c~lege admInIstratIon to locate The request was denied however 
S e . epa~tment of Educational because the administration felt Oeffrl~cleceDs In Hthe ~ormer EngJish "that the many confeI:ence areas. ean arrmgt'nf . . '., 
The COMMENT th on 1 o~ed In the new library and in the. 
si n' at ~ petItIOn Student Union will more than from which Dr. Clenl"ent 
Divisional Director, wiiI b~ 
leaving. Dr. Clement will re-Iocate 
i.n Dr. Ridlon's' former office, 
g e~ by a~out twent.y-flve faculty provide for the needs of college· 
~:~s e~:as r~~i::~IO~s ~epart- co~r~itt:es and that there was. ' 
ministration late 1 t y. t e ad- prI.ority myolved herein fac.u1 
. . as sprmg.The offIce space" 
nl"h hon rIlOIIl>d"'i! th-:.t th"" ... ",H",,.,.,,, . . ' 
:3ridgewater ••• Yesterday. May 5. 1971 
the Brdigewater State College commUnity 
held a Dedication Day to commemorate 
the formal opening of the SCUdent Union 
;Juildillg. "l1,c day Call1...! a;;; a climax to 
a decade of planning and construction 
involving all segments of the college 
community- students as well as faculty and 
administration. I Jighlighting the day was 
the tribute paid the RepJ.·esentative David 
L. Flynn, a IkidgE'water graduate, class of 
1958, Statf=· Si.~nator John F. Parker. ancl 
State SellLltor .Jame~: F. Burke for their 
cuntribution in hf'h.ling B.::i.C. realize 
its dream. 
The proceedings for the day began at 2 :00 
P.M. at Boyden Hall where the robing 
of the guests. trustees of the State College 
system, faculty members, and seniors took 
place. Approximately one -half hour later 
Prof. Georges Weygand, College Marshall 
begun the processionfrmn the adminibtra-
tion building ot rh(! Stuuenl· Union A udito-. 
riurn. 
vided a musical interlude after President 
Rondileau presented each of the three re-
pres('nt~tives of the state government cer-
tificate 11l aking them honorary members of 
the college community in t;OITIlflI?rnCI1;"llti0!1 
of their dedIcated efforts to promote 
the development of the Bridge;"'·ater ca~­
pus. 
Crectings were then extended to com-
munity from Mr. Jolm Revil. Chairman 
rl the Board of S~lectfllE:'n uf the town 
After a meditation offered by Dr. George 
Weygand, Presiuent Atlricll Rondi1€uu in-
o'oduced Senator Parker:. Representa-
tive Flynn and SenOlar Burke. cadI of 
whom gn·eted tit{.' college conullwlity. 
The [Jridgewatt:r :itatc Collcl{,c Churale, 
condt!t,TPrf hy Mr. David H. Rillald pro-
• .,f Rridg ew ater , Mr. EdwanI Meany. 
I'rcsidem of the Alumni .~ssociation and . 
Director of [h,: Studem Union Building, 
:}:!<l Mr. Janl!2s Stetson. President of the 
19 STEPS TO NOWHERE ::} .~" '~. ~ Rembdeling 
Boyden Hall 
I, 
WIth stuaent groups and faculty 
groups, has felt over-crowded. In 
additicm to modernization, the 
corridor outside of his old office 
which was felt by some to have 
been wasted space, has now been 
included within his office to 
provide additional space. 
The completion of the new 
Maxwell Library was not the only 
construction to occur on the 
Bridgewater State College campus 
over the summer. In addition to 
the completion of the new foot-
bridge connecting upper and lower 
campus, Boyden Hall has un-
dergone three principle con-
structive alterations, all of which 
will be completed by the opening of 
OR I WA the academic year. ' LK THE LINE There have been three major , . , areas of change made in the 44 
The former English Offices in 
Boyden Hall, which once housed 
the college librarY,will be given to 
the Division of Professional 
Education. This Division, the 
largest at Bridgewater, has badly 
needed additional office space. The 
members of the Division's 
Department ofEduca tional Services 
will move to the room across the 
hall once occupied by the English 
Department. The Department·' of 
It's, 7:45. You've just parked your 
car in the Great Hill parking lot and 
you're rushing to get the 8:00 class 
in Boyden Hall. 
Along ~omes the '7:50 local freight 
train. It stops at the Bridgewater cros-
sing. All 60 cars of it. The train is 
too long to walk around, so you climb 
over it. 
This was the situation a year ago. 
when construction began on a foot-
bridge to span the railroad tracks. 
The footbridge was expected to be com-
pleted by early spring. At this time, 
however. the footbridge remains a skele-
ton frame over the tracks. Students 
are still forced to cross the tracks. 
Construction began under a contract 
with a limited budget. Unfortunatel) 
for BSC students, it was not realized 
exactly how limited. After construction 
was underway, the builders discovered 
that they were required to relocated the 
overhead electrical cables, such as a 
giant 13,000 volt cable, running up to 
Great Hill. 
But tbe original contract failed to 
provide enough money to pay for this 
electrical work. so a second contract 
for electrical work was isstl'~d. In 
addition. some of the money allocat .. :d 
for a campus lighting system was chan-
neled in to the footbridge to help defray 
the cost of the electrical work. 
Due to the fact that work on the foot-
bridge couldn't continue while the cables 
were being relocated, conStrUctiidlcame 
to a standstill. 
After the wiring was compiet(.'<i. the 
builders announced that there wasn't 
enough time to complete the job in the 
specified time. So, the state Buteau 
of Building Construction. which is in-
volved in any project that involves ov.;>.r 
$10,000 on a building. was forced to 
extend the contract limit. ~ 
new footbridge ready 
. year old administration building. 
The first of these of the remodeling 
of the Plymouth County Room into 
four separate offices all related to 
student finances. The Payment 
Office, under the direction of Mr: ' 
Leland Lemieux, will occupy one 
cubicle. The Financial Aid Office, 
under the direction of Mr. David 
Morwick, will operate a second, 
and the Federal Grant Coordinator 
and Director of Veteran's Affairs, 
Mr. Edward Elias, will occupy a 
third. The fourth will be left 
temporarily unoccupi~d but is 
The second major renovation in 
Boyden Hall involved the con-
version of classroom 17 into extra 
office space for the Division of 
Student Services, headed by 
Deanof Students Dr. Ellen Shea. 
The reason behind this change is 
the growing student enrollmen~. 
. As the college has expanded Its 
enrollment, this Division has been 
pressed for office space and for the 
privacy necessary to handle the 
students' personal problems.. . 
The third principle renovatlOn m 
Boyden Hall which took place over 
the summer was the re-modeling of 
President Rondileau's office. As 
with other changes, the purpose 
behind this move was primarily 
space consideration, according to 
Dean Harrington. Over the years 
the President, in his man~ meeting 
Elementary Education wiIllocate 
in tb!Lm:..e.sent _d.ivisional office 
mtended to be used by an ad-
ditional person concerned with 
Bursar's operations. 
The COMMENT asked Dean 
Harrington why these renovations 
were made and why the Plymouth 
County Room was chosen' for re-
modeling. He answered, "The idea 
behind the move was simply to 
attempt to make it more con-
venient for a student to settle his 
financial affairs all in one location. 
The Plymouth County Room has 
served the college for some years 
as a social meeting place and a 
conference room for student and 
faculty committees. The ad-
ministration now feels, .however, 
tha t the social life of our college 
has moved to our StudentUnion 
Building and that with the opening 
of the library and its many lovely 
conference rooms we would no 
longer get the mileage out of the 
Plymouth County Room that we 
have had in the past, and space is 
at too great a premium here as the 
college to afford the luxury of a 
room seldom used." 
After ten months of construction 
and at a cost of .$105,990.00 the 
eagerly awaited footbridge. over 
the railroad tracks was fmally 
completed on July ~,1971. Con-
structed by the Gllber~ Co~­
struction Co., the footbndge IS 
designed to link the upper or 
"new" campus with the lower or 
"old" campus. 
outdoor playmg uelOS and football 
stad urn as well as the planned 
twelve million dollar teacher 
training complex to be constructed 
between Burrill Avenue and Route 
104 known 'as Plymouth Street. 
Although train service in recent 
years has been practically 
eliminated along the tracks, the.re 
have been two or three dally 
freight trains using them. As far as 
I am personally concerned, ~nd I 
am sure President Rondl~eau 
shares the feeling, my sleep wlll be 
more restful now that this b~i~ge is 
a reality since I have been hvmg a 
horrid nightmare with the constant 
fear of a student losing his or her 
Student Government As~ociatio.u. Miss 
Mary Moore, ChaIrinan Of the Board of 
Governors for the S. U. Building then 
greeted the assembled group. She em-
phashE·d the community efforts lll1d unity 
, • which the building represented.. 
Led by Pres ident Rondileau the entire 
audience then particiDated in the dedication 
of the new building Mr. Philip Lowe, 
a member of the Board of Trustes, then 
unveiled the dedication plaque. The 
ceremony ended with the singing of the 
AJmaMater after which the group receeded 




Now tha t the Bridgewater 
campus has a new library building, 
what use will be made of thepld 
Clement C. Maxwell Library? In 
short, the library will, be used to 
alleviate the over-crowded office 
conditions under which the 
Divisions of Humanities and 
Professional Education have 
worked for several years. 
In an interview, a spokesman 
for the administration told .the 
COMMENT thatthe main floor of 
the old library building will be used 
to house office space for the 
Division of Humanities including 
. the Departments of English, 
Philosophy, . and Fo.reign 
Languages. . 
Over the summer months a part 
of the basement area was con-
verted into a textbook outlet for 
freshman and sophomore books. 
That area will remain a permanent 
annex to the bookstore. A second 
area of the basement will be 
renovated as a much needed 
language laboratory. Finally, a 
third area which was until this 
summer utilized by the Library'S 
cataloguing department, will be 
converted into an eXQerimental 
psychology lab. Both of these areas 
will be put into use this academic 
year as soon as the renovations are 
completed and the equipment 
arrives. 
While the faculty members of 
the English Department may be 
dismayed at losing their excellent 
view oLthe quadrangle, they have 
gained the Julia Carter Room. 
Once used for meetings of the 
college standing committees, 
college organizations, and as a 
,study room for faculty members, 
this room will now be reserved as 
an office area for meetings of the 
individual departments and for the 
Division itself. 
continued-U 
the new campus includes the 
major parking area, the six hun-
dred bed residence hall on Great 
Hill comple~ed in 1967,. a.nd the 
The foQibridae W~S built 
primarily for the benefit of the 
residents of Great Hill and the 
commuters using the parking area 
across the tracks froI? the 
Newman Center. Concernmg the 
completion of the footbridge, D~an 
Harrington made the fonowmg 
.statement to the COMMENT: II 
life in crosE".ng these tracks." .. 
F-ormer Maxwell Library now to be known as the Humanities Building 
13 
14 
BEARS 1970 HIGHLIGHTS 
Vince.Hickey.(ll).is tr~pped up by,an 
, tified 'NichoIS.aefender alter plcKing up ......... ' ...... ",:. 
down' on second period scramble. 
Bears~ Phil LeFavorbqoteti:atecord ?re:aki~_g. 
3,7' yar{:\·fl~~~ld'goal, but·they lost- agai.n,.th~s. t:lIn~ 
14~10 to Trenton state • 
• 
Bear's Richard Roath (25) leaps desperately for a pass in the third 
period action at Milton. 
Mud soaked Jim Jrederico (15) looks foropen,i_D( 
. ,': 1.-· 
The Athletic':Fields':: heavy traffic • Where.A.re They? 
The college administration'i.not be ready forUseibeforethe:faU 
announced last week that the bids' of -1972.T.hose areas, whieh call for 
for the athletic playing fields which "sod" should be ready before the 
were supposed to be ready by the 
I 
only later this month. The ad-
ministration had hoped that the 
bids for the des perately needed 
outdoor facilities would be ready 
by the middle of August. Un for-
tunately, unexpected difficulties in 
the architectural design led to the 
delay, Now the entire complex wi~! 
close of the school year. Originally 
included in the plans for the sports 
areas was a building to be set aside 
for lavatory facilities for the 
stUdents using the fields. 
"However," a spokesman for the 
administration informed The 
COMMENT, "somebody in the 
Commission of Administra tion and 
Finance, reading the original 
'legiSlationl~i!~~t~~ to provIde the tennis'courts, tour field hockey- monies.will be'sought for capital three"quart?~:'of~'million-dollars' lacr'osse fields, four softball outlay for the . construction of 
for the play~nfri'elds literally in- diamonds, one baseball diamond, lavatory facilities on the fields. 
terpreted the wording to mean that one soccer - football field, one Bridgewater hasheen destined 
we could spend the money. only quarter mile track, four handball to recieve new athletic 'facilitieS 
fur fields" and noUor a buildiM on courts, one golf green, two sand since July of 1969 when' the state " 
College facilities, Bridgewa- ter traps, and one archer and golf legislature passed the gove:rnor's 
was allocated $750,000. range. ' request for capital outlay funds.' 
When completed, the new I~ order not t? further delay, the From a lump sum passed for State 
proJect, PresIdent Rondileau ' 
facilities will be locatea in front of advised our engineers to eliminate 
Great Hill Dor mitory and along the plan for this small building and 
the north side of Route 104. The to proceed with the bid for the 
facilities will include e:ighteen fields themselves. Additional 
II 
-
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September 8, 1971 
Circulation desk .st new library 
New Maxwell ... 
Library CompletJd 
by Ron Petrin 
BRIDGEWATER -- On September use for the next academic year, will begin the shelving installation 
1:3,1971 Bridgewater State College Explaining that one of the major this Saturday morning, September 
opens a new academic year as problems facing the college ad- 4, and President Rondileau and I 
well as the doors to its recently ministration over the summer are confident that a library of some 
completed library building, That months has been the completion kind will be functioning by the 
docs not mean, however, that date for the library, Dean opening of classes on September 
Bridgewater students will have its Harrington remarked that, If the 13, It should be noted that we are 
four floors to browse around or classrooms were not ready for deeply' grateful to the Westcott 
study, At least not for a' while, For occup!lncy I honestly could see no Cpnstruction Company for their 
as Mr, McGowan, librarian, ex- other solution except a post- cooperation in these last hectic 
p\ained in an interview with The ponement of our academic days of construction and for giving 
COMMENT, the entire library will calender," us what I believe is the most 
not bf' put into use until the new The new Clement C, Maxwell beautiful college library I have 
furniture and shelving are Library was constructed over a. ever seen," 
received, D.elivery is set for early period of four years at a cost of six Library Layout and Facilities· 
1972, That means that though the million dollars under the direction The COMMENT asked Mr. 
first semester, and possibly for the and with the constant en- McGowan to give a brier' 
beginning of the second, B,S,C,' couragement of President Ron- description of the layout of the 
students will be able to utilize only dileau and Dean Harrington, Mr, building and th'~IJ~~~lities which 
the ground floor of the new McGowan told The COMMENT. will beavailaDi~ ~n~ll the entire 
building, The ai'chitectsof the huge ediffce stt"uctureis op,en,pq'lo,r use by the 
During that time equipment 'were Hoyle, Doran-,and Berry of college community~·lTbemain, or 
from the old library will be in~ Boston and the builders were the first fioDrof the library, will, when 
stalled on the ground floor and Westcott Construction Company of operational, beehtered from Park 
most activities will be carried on Attleboro, It is now complete with Terrace only, he said. Students 
there, Evetually the ground floor the exception of finishing touches, will come into the large reception 
will house back issues of As noted earlier the major area, with a comfortable browsing 
periodicals and will aJso have a concern of the college ad- room on the left and the library 
f 'J ml'nl'stratl'on over the summer had offices and a conference room on J'(~ading room. The micro I m 
reading room and group listening been the completion of the library the right. Immediately beyond the 
d fl 'II bUI'ldl'ng. Dc'an Harringotn ex- entrance are the circulation desk area, also on the groun oor, WI 
I th pIal'ned the problem in the and the two shell-like offices, )c put to use as soon as e 
h f' t [ollowl'rlg words', "As usual the situated in the middle of the main equipment arrives during t e Irs 
target date for completion seemed reading room, They will be oc-semester. 
There arc eleven classrooms on to keep fading away from the dates cupied by the reference librarian 
11 h Wlll'ch wer'e suggestcd months ago and the serials librarian, the ground floor as we . T ese I 
t t lJY OUI' Central Office engineers. Every floor of the ibrary will rangl' in capacity from twen y , h' 'I bl 
, I)ules I'n June, .July, and August have copymg mac mes aval a e forty students with a total capacity 'd 
d' t C'anl(', ·<'lnd passed without final for students, sal Mr. McGowan, of :l25 students. Aceor mg 0 h 
h acee·pL,'llle" of the building." There will be a typing room on t e Librarian Owen McGowen, t ese ... 
. "I am dell'ghted and relieved to firsl floor to which students may 
classrooms will be used Im-
h report that the ground floor of the bring their own typewriters, An mediately at the start of l e fIr 'd' 'd I 
blll'ldt'ng was tak"n.ovcr finally and abundance 0 carre s or m IVl ua academic year, ~ d h h h 
offl'c\'ally by the college on study will be scattere t roug t e Crisis Avoided Id' I dd't' t th th 
d Tuesday, August 31. Atthat precise bui mg, n a 1 IOn 0 ese, ere Dean Lee Harrington, informe II h' h 'II 
moment our truck began to move are thirty sma rooms w Ie WI The COMMfi:NT that there are b . d h t t b' 
books, Whl'ch had previously been e asslgne on a s or erm as IS fourteen classrooms and a 198 seat I b k' 
h boxed by our student work force, to facu ty mem ers wor mg on auditorium in the library wit ' 'I 't 
I'nio the ground floor of the new specla proJec s, some 500 student stations all of h fl h t d 
II bU 'lldl'ng, The shelvint"l concern Eac oor as wo stu ent which have been scheduled for Cu f'> 
15 
lounges in addition to many as classes begin next week, They 
comfortable reading areas in the are Mr. Tom Watson, formerly of 
open parts of the building, Mr. the B.S.C. English Staff, who will 
McGowan added, now be t.he assistant librarian; 
The library has a rare books Alan Howell, circulation 
. room and several walled areas Librarian; Ronald Gaufreau, 
'designated and espeCially lit for catalog librarian, replacing Miss 
what is expected to be constantly Joyce Leung, now in the reference 
changing displays of paintings and department; Harrison Fiske, 
other art forms. One room will media librarian; and Robert 
house exhibits from various Simmons, curriculum and 
college departments, These, too, government documents librarian, 
will frequently vary. In addition to these, three junior 
The Library Science Depart- library assistants have been ap-
ment, including class and seminar pointed: Mrs. Dorothy Eastman, 
rooms, faculty offices, and a large circulation; Mrs. Elsie Hill, 
work area, is located on the second serials; and Mrs. Catherine 
floor. The concept of open space Yellope, curriculum library, 
has been translated in the new 'Beginning in May with the start 
building into a graceful balcony of the inventory of library 
which opens up the second and holdings, the library staff has been 
third floors to the radiance of a very busy planning and preparing 
skylight, he added. for the transition from the old to 
On the third floor are the the new library. After inventory 
acquisitions and cataloguing was cmpleted in June, the student 
departments, and also on the third work force under the direction of 
floor are some of the most enviable Dean Harrington assisted in the 
views on the Bridgewater campus, boxing of books. Later the books 
" I think we'll have to close the from the ground floor of the old 
curtains during the fall foliage if library were transferred to the 
we hope to get any work done," storage areas in the Science 
commented Mr, McGowan. Building to make room for the 
Staff for New Librar b90kstore annex for the sale of 
At the beginning of the last freshman and sophomore books, 
academic year a panic struck the In addition to the regular library 
administration building as well as staff, 28 students were employed 
the library offices. Although the by the llbraryover the summer, 
completion of the library .building including eighteen un-
was establishedtooccurwithin the dergraduates, four graduate 
year, the State. Legislature had students and six high school 
failed to approve Bridgewater's students; Students will continue to 
request for additional staff for the. be employed as aides during ,the 
new library. Due to a severe lack of coming year, said Mr, McGowan. 
staff Bridgewater was faced with Applications, Cpr employment 
possibility of having a branci new, should, be ma'de through the 
but only semi- functional library . Financial 'Aid : OffiCe in Boyden 
Through the efforts of· the college HalL 
administration. and a group .of New,Library Hours 
students, especially when Dean New library hours will.go irito 
Harrington who· went beforelhe effect with the beginning. of the 
Legislature to explain academic year, stated Mr. 
Bridgewater's desperate plight, McGowan, The building will be 
however, the library received at ' open froin7:45:a.m, to 11 p.m., 
least a few of the badly needed Monday through Thursday; 7:45 
staff positions: 'a.m; to.s p,m::f.ridaY,;lOa.m. to 4 
Eight- new m~mberswill p.m" Saturday ;and5 p.m. to 10 
aug~ent the present library staff ,p.m.,~Sunday: ' -
PRESIDENT'S LETTER 
ON ACCRE'DITATION 
Last spring a committee of four membership of the Association as 
representatives from the New a whole, on recommendation of the 
England Association of Colleges Executive Committee, at its an-
and,Becondary Schools visited the nual meeting in December," 
Bridgewater campus to evaluate The NEACSS through its 
BSC for accreditation. President Commission on Institution of 
Rondileau wrote a public letter to Higher Education ahs also voted to 
. th~i member.sof the college com~l; ask Bridgewater State College to 
.. munity announcinit,the results of submit a progy;ess report in May of 
that visit on May :~i4, The COM-. 1974. with particular emphasis on 
MENT has· reproduced that letter developments in the following four 
below, areas: 
Dear Members: 1. The obtaining of additional 
I am happt to be able to an~ resources on the administrative 
nounce to you that we have had a faculty and financial levels in th~ 
favorable preliminary report from areas of graduate and continuing 
the New England Association of studies, 
Colleges and Seocndary 2, Continued emphaSis on the 
Schools(NEACSS) which visited building of appropriate ad-
our campus March 7-9, 1971. college structures and processes 
The precise nautre of ths for handling an ever-increasing 
preliminary report is as follows: number of decisions as tehCollege 
"It is my pleasure to inform you expands in the size of its faculty, 
that at its !fleeting on May 7, 1971, student ?ody, and physical plant, 
the Commission on Institutions of 3. WhIle the new Library Biding 
Higher Education voted to is truly commendable, the Com-
recommend to the Executive mission hopes the College will 
Committee of the New "England make every effort to increase its 
Associaiton of Colleges and library holdings to support the 
Secondary Schools, Inc" that liberal arts and ;gl;aduate 
Bridgewater State College be programs adequately. / ' 
approve~ for continued mem- 4, Alleviation of overcrowded 
bership Bssociation as a general facilities, particublrly faculty 
purpose 'institution for the normal offices, 
period of ten years, As you know 
final action on this recom~ 







Rathskeller Estimate An~c~~nced 
The Student Union is proceeding 
with the construction of the 
Rathskellar,; located in the lower 
corridor of the ground floor. As has 
been mentioned in previous ar-
ticles appearing in the COMMENT 
this area was originally 
designat.ed for bowling alleys. The 
unfinished area was designated for 
the Rathskellar by the 1970-71 S.U. 
Board of Governors, the first 
Student Union Board. 
The first place of construction is 
now being completed in the area. 
An independent heating and 
ventilation system is being in-
stalled specifically to service 
thisarea. The Student Union ac-
cepted the low bid of $13,500 from 
the Construction Co. of 
. The second low bid was about 
$8,000. The ventilation system, 
which includes air conditioning, 
was decided upon because the 
ventilation which exists in this 
area of the bui1ding services the 
S.U. Auditorium. The expenses 
occured in this type of ventilation 
system would eventually be more 
costly than an independent system. 
The Auditorium System requires a 
qualified engineer to be on duty 
while the system is in use. Since 
the Rathskellar will be used almost 
daily the cost of paying an engineer 
would be high. The independent 
ventilation which passes out 
through the Print Shop, will not 
require an engineer for operation. 
In action taken at the November 
:30. 1971' meeting. the Board of 
Govemors declined to allocate the 
estimated $52,:350 needed to 
complete the Rathskel1ar area. It 
was the desire of the Board of 
Governors the student body be 
informed of the amount necessary 
for construction of the Rathskellar. 
and time be allowed for opinions, 
either pro or con, to be presented. 
The $52,350 will be taken from the 
Student Union Reserve Fund which 
." 
area amount to the. heat and 
ventilation and approximately. 150 
tables and chairs purchased from a 
country club in New Bedford. 
According to S.D. Director Edward 
Meany, an additional $1,000 will be 
needed for furnishings i.n order to 
bring the capacity of the room to 
250 . 
• -......;.,.....----- As far as the serving of liquor is 
concerned lVIr. Meany told the 
COMMENT that the Jaws of the 
Commonwealth still say that the 
drinking age is 21 years of age. lVIr. 
Meany told the COMMENT THAT 
THE COMMENT that the College 
has no choice but to enforce this 
,:-J1,;'1. law. Asiar as a liquor license is, 
concerned prospects for the 
College receiving an unlimited· 
liquor license is are ilot good at this 
point. This is governed by a quota 
system with each city and town in. 
the state being given so many 
licenses. The town of Bridgewater 
seems reluctant to give up one of 
its licenses for the use of the. 
College. The COMMENT learned 
however, that the College is 
will largely erase the remainder of eligible to apply for a beer and 
the find. The Reserve Fund was wine license which \vill not effect· 
established by the Board of 
. the town quota. lVIr.lVIeany in-
Governors last veal' as a result of formed the COMMENT that the 
the large surplus which existed at Student Union is applyiIig for.such 
the end of the Building's first fiscal a license. Mr. Meany also said this 
vear. THE Student Union Fee was application is being made in the ~ollected in Septe~ber, 1970 when hope that the General Court will 
t~e Student Umon flrst o~en~d, but lower the drinking age and make 
SInce t?e Board was st~ll In the the unlimited license available to 
for~atlOn pro.cess sp~ndmg of ,fee colleges without effecting the town 
momes was lIght dur:Ing the fIrst quota system .. Both of these issues 
semester. will be considered by this year's 
Purchases made.thus far for the . 
legislature. 
In discussing possible uses of 
this area. Sue Soares, Chairman of 
t he Board, explained tha t the area 
will probably be used as both a bar 
and a coffeehouse, so that an 
members of the college cOInmunity 
may enjoy the facilities .. Those 
under twenty-one \viII not· be 
restricted from the areati~t' they 
will bot be served alcoholic 
beberages. ThiS. s~mepolicyls . 
nm',' follQ\\'ed ~lt all functions· 
where alcoholic beverages ·are 
served. 
The Board of Governors. ac-
. I.'ording to Miss Soares. will be· 
voting on the allocation during the 
month of February. If the· 
allocation is approved it is hoped 
the Rathskellar will be ready 
forthe start of the fourth quarter. 
The COMMENT was provided-
witha breakdown oUhe estimated 
expenses, which are listed .below. 
--------------------------- ----------------~----~---------Cost Estimates 
Carpet 
for the Rathskeller 
















ST AG E 
$3, 150 -bid 
4,000 - bid 
4,000 - est 
6,000 - bid & est. 
i3,500 - bid 
15,000 - est . 
3,600 bid 
3,100 - bid 




in the ReappointlTtent 
of Non- Tenured Faculty 
To collect and report the opinions of students . 
t , . d f It b h concermng non-(':lUle acu y mem ~rs w 0 are. being considered foc rea _ 
pomtmenL (There will be established in each d tm p St~dent Departmental Non-Tenured Faculty Evalepatr eeont a 
nuttee) ua IOn m-
n Composition and Election 
A. The student departmental com mittee is to be ed f 
f· t d ts h ,. compos 0 lve. s u ~n .w 0 are jUmor or senior department rna 'ors If no In::l~or eXIsts m t~a t department, or if fewer than five s~de~ts are 
eligible for election, a committee may be elected f tl 
did t ' t' d'" rom Ie can-a e s en Ire IVlslOn, consisting of tlx>se members wh . II 
have had at the least, twelve hotn's in the subject' a~~or~hY ~~~ 0 e 
. ~. The me~bers of the committee are to be elected by vote of 
J11!1lOr and semo~ departmental majors from nominations sub-
nutt~d by the majors. C. The commi ttee is to be elected in Ma 
and Its me~bers to serve until the election in the following Ma~' 
III. The VehIcle A. The vehicle !"ecom mended for the evaluatio~ 
<f. non-te~ured facu,lty by students .is the McKeachie fonn 
However, !f the candIdate .foc evalua tion of non-tenured faculty by 
studen~ IS the McKeachle form. However, if the candidate for 
evalu~tion does not agree to the recommended forms the 
followmg procedure must be followed: ' 
1. A form may be substituted for the McKeachie fonn if 
agre~ab]e to both the student departmental committee and the 
candIdate. 
. 2. Shoul~ the. fa~ulb: m~ber agree to the use of the form, yet 
disagree to Its dIstrIbution 10 t~e classroom, or should the facu1ty 
rrember and the stude!?t commIttee fail to come to an agreement 
upon the use of some sUItable. ~c::thoo f or evaluation, the committee 
should assum~ t~e responsIbIlity a. collecting data, using some 
rrethodC s) WhICh It deems appropriate. Among these methods are 
the ,use of a questionnaire d istriw ted, and collected upon com-
petlO~ by the student committee, written statements by students 
In the mstructo~s courses. A complete statement concerning the 
method used WIll accompany the final report. 
3. Sho1;Ild the faculty member choose to agree to the use of the 
McKea~hle form, or any other form, as a basis for student 
evaluation, he may, upon procurring the necessary number of 
forms through the Committee: 
a. Allow the distributiro and completion of the forms in the 
classroom during the class time. 
b. Collect the forms and return them to the comm·ittee. He 
should be told that the form is available to any studnt who were 
absent from the class on the day of distribution. 
4. Should the ca ndida te prefer not to allow the use of an agreed 
upon form in his classroom, the stooent departmental committee 
shall assume responsibility for collection of the data. 
IV. Tabulation 
It shall be th e responsibility of the student committee to 
tabulate the ~esul~s of the forms, if forms are· used, and present 
these tabulations, mUle form of a written summary, as well as the 
actual completed forms along with ant other materials from which 
they drew the'summarization to the chairman of the candidate's 
(~partment, who should give the report to the appropriate faculty 
mmmittee, as well as to the candidate. Then the report will go 
through the department of the divi sional director, who will forward 








$200,000 has been :l~.;­
propriated for' cons-
truction 0f the radio and 
T. V. stations to be 
located in the Student 
Union. This appropri-
ation is the result of a 
great deal of pres-
sure by Dean Harrington 
on the Massachusetts 
Legislature. It means 
that Bridgewater will be 
better equipped than any 
other state co llege for 
audio-visual broadcast-
ing. 
Upon .the release of 
the funds by the Bureau 
of Building commission 
which controls the use of 
the funds, Mr. Meany, 
Director' of the Student 
Union, will announce the 
specifications and plans 
for bids. Those who bid 
have sixty to ninety days 
in which to reply. The 
. lowest bidder will re-
ceive the contract. The 
company then has up to 
six months to complete 
the job, which means 
that the stations may not 
be opened unti 1 Septem-
ber 1971. . 
Operation of the sta-
tions will be guided by 
strict F.e.e. rules, re-
quiring the employment 







Opinion on New 
Calendar 
What would students think of a calendar", the vote was 92 in favor, 
new academic calendar'? Next 6 opposed and 2 abstentions. This 
week, students will have the op- vote did not endorse any specific 
portunity to voice their opinions ch,:mges, The final form of the new 
concerning the new academic calendar was left to be worked out 
calendar proposed this week by the by the college administration. At 
college administration. The chief that meeting President Rondileau 
characterisfic of the new calendar pointed out that the new calendar 
is that the first semester would end would not be put into effect unless it 
before the Christmas vacation and had the approval of all segments of 
would be followed by a three-week the college community. 
long vacation. In order to solicit student 
The college administration opinion, President Rondileau asked 
decided to consider the possibility the SGA Council President Joel 
of implementing a . new calendar Weissman to distribute copies of the 
during the next academic year proposed calendar to students. 
when it was preparing the college The college catalogue, except for 
catalogue. Rather than make an the section reserved for the 
arbitrary decision concerning the calendar, was submitted to the 
innovation, President Rondileau printer on January 25. A final 
decided to submit it to the college decision on the type of calendar 
community in order to solicit the which Bridgewater State will use 
comments and criticisms of the new next year must be made by 
plan from both faculty and February 18 in order that the 
students. Were either the faculty or calendar be included in the 
students violently opposed to the catalogu'e. During the next week, 
proposed calendar, it would not be then, students who have an opinion 
put into effect next year. on the proposed calendar change, 
On Tuesday, February 8, the can express their opinion. Should 
members of the faculty attending many students approve the idea of 
the general faculty meeting en- ending the first semester pefore 
dorsed the cncept of ending the first Christmas, the revision will be 
semester before Christmas. On the implemented. Even if rejected, th 
motion by Professor Thornberg calendar willbe subject to criticism 
"that the general faculty endorse and revision next year. 
the revision in the academic 
most of whom will be 
drawn from the student 
body. Because of the 
training involved. these 
students would be ex-
pected to remain on the 
staff for at least three 
years, and tIiey would 
be carefully chosen by 
Mr. Meany and Dr. Hen-




In an effort to minimize the changed. 
The S.G.A. Council voted to decision on the Consitution and By-
overrule an I<~lections Committee laws of the Student Government 
ruling. in heated debate in the Association. 
S.G.A. Council Chambers on The Council's action culminated 
Tuesday night. The Elections a long and heated debate on 
Committee I'uling involved the Tuesday night resulting in the 
digihility of presidential can- overruling of the S.G.A. Con-
didat('s (iregory Lee and Michael situHon. According to several 
1I0wdl; and Second V.P. Can- members of the Council they felt 
didate Dennis Mallinson. The the constitution should be 
d(~dsi()n involving the two overruled in this case and the 
IIn'sidplitial candidates revolved student body given the oppertunity 
around til(' fact that both of these t () select the people they wish to 
JUm an' comlJleting their seventh serve regardless of their 
s('mester of study at Bridgewater qualifications in meeting the 
Stah' and will be graduated in minimum standards necessary to 
.Jalluun, I!In. thus allowing them hold an S.G .A. office. 
changes in programs students With this new system, the 
sometimes are forced to undergo Registrar's Office will mail a copy 
because of overcrowded classes, of the student's schedule to their 
the College is instituting a change PERMANENT ADDRESS in the 
in the preregistration procedure Summer so the student may verify 
this year. In place of the previous it, or notify the Registrar of any 
method whereby studetl;ts met with conflict, mistake or other 
their department chairman to necessary adjustments. This will 
select courses for the coming enable us to minimize much of the 
semester by indicating their choice confusion caused by changes in 
on long schedule sheets, the new September and in so doing will 
procedure will entail the use of make the registration procedure 
data processing cards for each as orderly as possible for everyone 
course and section being offered concerned, 
made available to students ap-
proximately one week prior to 
registration so that each student 
will have ample time to plan his 
desired schedule. It must be 
emphasized, however, that the 
responsibility for students ob-
taining admittance cards to these 
students rests with the student. It 
is suggested that students arrive 
for registration, on thier assigned 
date. as early as possible in order 
10 enchance the possibility of 
achciving their desired schedule. 
All students, including those 
presently practice teaching and 
[hose assigned to practice teach 
during the first and second 
quarters next fall must participate 
in registration at this time. 
to s('rv~ only one term in office. It In related action, the COM-
was the f('(~ling of the Elections MENT has received unconfirmed 
('IlmmiUet' that such an election reports thaI President "~dl'ian 
would 1)(' to til(' dctl'("ment of the {{ondileau has stated he Will not 
stut\pnt body and they W("I'(, both recognize Mr. Lee or MI'. Howell be 
dt'('lared in ·('ligibh~. . yond their January graduation 
III Mr. Mallinson's case the (late if they are elected to office. 
1~I('eti()ns Committee found that Students at Bridgewater State tlH~ candidates Cumulative College arc given eight semesters 
aVl'rage was a 1 J) __ below the to corllplele their course of studies-
Il('('(,ssary 2.0 required to run for if additional time is required, they 
'III I S (" \ ()l't'I',·" stlldpnt is classified a special 
, ( occupy an .. _f.f .. "",,. . 
Till' E:IC'diolls ('ommiUpt', :-;tll<.ientandisnolongerconsidered 
lll'<ldn\ hy incumbent President, a full t illw mt'mlwI' Ilf, t.hl' un 
,Iili'l Weissman , ha:-;ed their dprgraduat!' studl'1l1 !Jody. 
this fall. Students may enroll in the Preregistration will take place 
course and section of their choice on May8,9,and 10 in the Student 
as long as there are still cards Union Ballroom. Students will be 
aVclilable indicating the number of able to select all their courses, 
openings that class still has. When including laboratory and physical 
all cards are given out indicating education courses in one place. 
that particular course has reached The respective classes will register 
its maximum enrollment, a notice as follows: 
will be posted stating that class is May B.1972-B:OOa.m. to ll:OOa.m.-
closed. This will enable students to Class of 1973 incoming Seniors 
select an alternative class thus May H,1972-8:o0a.m. to 11 :()()a,m.-
ensuring they will not be ar- Class of lH74 ine9ming .Juniors 
bitrarily removed from a class in May IO,lH72-8:00a.m, to 11 :OOa.m.-
Septt'tnbt'r. In the. P~lSt students Class of 1~75 incoming Sophomores 
hnvp found themselves unable to Oates for incoming Freshmen, 
entpr a class they had Iransfel's and readmissions will he 
preregistered for, and in llIany 1H'ld at a later datf~. 
east's. have had to make a !lumber Copies <If t he master sehedul(' 
of unwan1ed ('!lange!:' lH.'ci:lUs(' their listing cIJul'ses. instructors, tinws 
schedule was tIIJav uidably alld rnom ,lssi!~nnll'nis will he 
SI udents who do not register for 
courses during their assigned date 
and time period will be assessed a 
$5.0() late registration fee before 
Ihey can !'egister. Unfortunately, 
many of the classes that late 
regiRtering students may desire 
c()uld possibly be filled at that 
liInP. 
More speeific information will 
be available to all students during 







December 2. 1971 
President joel Weissman 
called the meeting to order 
at 5:00 pm intbeCouncilCham-
bers. Dean David Deep then 
swore in the new delegates; 
DanielCalegari -(7i)~ christine 
Foley (73)~ and john Dixon (74). 
Fran Canute than made 
the following motion: FINANCE 
COMMITTEE MOVES WAT 
SGA ALLOCATE $500.00 FROM 
COUNCIL FUNDS. Teo Rets 
brought up the fact tbat this 
recommendation had to be 
tabled for a week before it 
could be voted on. 
EY BE GNEN TO CHARITY: 
The mol:ion was defeated 8-12-
0-0. More discussion continued 
on the priginal motion both 
fom the Council and from the 
. -
gallery. When the vote was 
finally taken. it stood 6-11-3-0. 
The motion was defeated. 
Under Committee Reports 
all chairman scheduled to re-
report· did so as usual with 
no outstanding progress on any 
of them. 
Under Old Business was the 
State College Convention at 
Framingham. It was decided 
that Carol Palmer and possibly 
Tom Sulliv~ would represent 
ESC at this convention. 
Elections Director Susan Cai-
vano then gave the results of 
last weeks elections and re-
ferendum. She also made the 
point that the voter turn.-out 
was quite ,disappointing and she 
could not see where these re-
sults. especially the referen 
dum. could be used as solid 
criterion for any arguement. 
The recommendation to the 
President by Greg Lee. was 
moved to next week's meet-
ing. nima Pierce made the 
Joel then moved immediate-
ly into his Chairman's report 
where he attempted to clear 
up accusations by Greg Lee 
in the HARD TIMES to the 
effect that he bad without the 
permission of the Council 
promised money to the Christ-
mas Committee for campus 
decorations. Danny Calegari 
speaking for Mr. Miller. David 
Elworthy speaking for Mr. 
Meaney. Diane Downing for Wo-
men's Dormitory Council. and 
Rich Kane speaking for himself 
as a member of the -Christ-
mas 'Committee. all stated in 
fact that Mr. Weissman had at 
no time made any such state-
ment or promises. At this time 
Mr. Lee was asked to recon-
sider . his . accusations and he 
proptly refused. Tom Gilmartin 
then asked the above witnesses 
whether or not they felt that 
this promise was implied. None 
of them felt as if it had been. 
Tom also remarked that he had 
spoken to Lou Perry earlier 
in the day and Mr. Perry as-
sumed that the money would 
come from the Council but he 
declined from commenting 
whether this promise of money 
was actually stated to him. 
Greg Lee asked Joel' to make 
clear what his position was. 
Some people felt that joel had 
a double position. SGA ,Presi-
dent and Christmas Committee 
Chairman. joel stated that when 
he chaired the Christmas m~t­
ing he was acting just as chair-
man and at no time did his 
position as President enter the 
picture or influence any of his 
decisions. It was obvious at 
this time that the debate was one 
of personality. David Ekworthy, 
requested that the CounCil move 
on as nothing was really being 
accomplished. The majority of 
,the Council agreed. 
, Because there was sucn 
an outstanding turnout of 
students for this matter it was 
moved that the Council suspend 
its fiancial procedures in or-
der to vote on the motion im-
mediately. This motion was de-
feated 11-9-0-0-. Greg Lee 
moved tbat the Council move 
into a Committee of the Whole 
to discuss the matter and this 
too was defeated. Prior to this 
suggestion by Mr. Lee, Tom 
Sullivan had objected to the 
consideration of the motion con-
cerning suspension of financial 
procedures. This objection was 
defeated 11-8-1-0. Afterallttle 
more discussion on the entire 
matter Greg .Lee again asked 
to suspend financial PJ;"ocedures 
The vote was 13-7-0-0-. A 
vote from the Chair was re-
quested and joel voted in favor 
of suspension. At this time 
Mike Howell the Parlimentarian 
made a note of the fact that 
the COWlCn'S actions were out 
of order. According to Parli-
mentary Procedure the same 
motion cannot be moved twice 
in succession without new bus-
iness intervening. To rectify the 
situation. the Council moved 
on to the next motion from the 
Finance Committee which reads 
as follows: FINANCE COM-
MITTEE MOVES '!HAT SGA 
ALLOCATE $470.00 FROM 
CONTINGENCY TO LE CER-
CLE FRANCAIS. THIS wrrn· 
TIlE STIPULATION WAT IF 
TIlEY HAVE NOT SIGNED UP 
ENOUGH MEMBERS TO FILL 
UP 1ME BUSES BY DECEM-
BER 16, THE MONEY WILL 
BE RE1URNED TO SGA. This 
recommendation was automat-
ically tabled for one week as 
was the Verse Choir budget. 
following motion: RECOM-
mend to the faculty cOWlcii 
that a C~ittee be establish;t 
to set up fines for overdue 
, material borrOWed by the faculty 
'members. 
The Secretary's Report was 
read and accepted with the fol-
lowing corrections: Add into 
the discussion on the Speech 
and theatre fee debate the fol-
lowing: Arguments for this fee 
were brought up by Tom Gil-
martin who presented· a peti-
tion of 410 student signatures. 
The Treasurer's Report was 
read and accepted as written. 
The Council returned to the 
Christmas matter. Again the 
motion to suspend financial pro-
cedure was put on the floor 
and. it was passed 14-7-0-0, 
. including a vote of the Chair ~ 
Arthur Silva moved to ammend 
the motio~ to read $200.00 in-
stead of $500.00. Francine did 
not accept this amendment. Ar-
tie then proposed a friendly a-
mendment to read: MOVE 1HA T 
AT L~AST 1/2 OFTHJS MON 
This motion passed. Bill Manter 
then asked that the Council 
recognize the Commuter Ser-
vice Organization. TIlls motion 
was alos passed. The budget 
request from the Menorah Club 
was defeated 14-2-0-4 by the 
Council:. 
oa1iliy Claegari· and Greg 
Lee introduced the motion that 
a recommendation go to the 
President asking that all cam-
pus police refrain from wearing 
firearms and only carry them 
in the cruiser. A friendly a-
mendment was propsed to read 
that the officers refrain from 
wearing firearms at social fun-
ctions only. It was suggested 
that this matter to be tabled 
until such time that more in-
formation was available. Roger 
Perry recommended that more 
lights be put up in the Great 
Hill parking lot if for only 
better protection of the Resi-
dents' cars. The Spanish Club 
was given one more week to 
get their Constitution in order. 
A motion was made to ad-
journ. It was Wlanimouslypass-
ed at 7:35pm. 
Respectfully Submitted 
. Kathleen M. Germain 
. SGA Secretary 
Honors Day Combined 
With Commencement 
Convocation Day or Honors established during the 1940's when 
Dayf, as it is sometimes refered to the class of 1935 wished to honor 
will take on a new formate this' two of their classmates, Lt. Paul 
year, Hill and ... Capt. Dona]d Ross who 
This particular day, for those had been killed in WW II, by ex-
unfmniliar with the significance of tending an award to the student 
the day, is set aside by the College who over his four years at 
and the students to honor those BI"ldgeurater --JI-d-' _.J n exee e In a I areas 
students who during their time f II I 0 1(' college - scholarship 
lere al Bridgewater Slate - either athletics, Jeadership -- and wh~ 
during Iheir entire four year tenure was considered to have the 
or for achievements during a r I t 
single year _ excelled in their. ~r~a es pl'ofessional potentiai. 
various activities, Awards are not flus waward, which is the highest 
only made to seniors but to honor given by the college is still 
members of the three underclasses awarded to the outstanding fllcmbcr of the graduating class by 
as well. 'hI CI f 193 ~~ ,ass 0 • , 5, 
This year, Honors Day will be S held in connection witb Com- ,oon other groups established 
awards, until Dr, Clement Max-
nwncement activities on June 4, well; during his administration 
Originally. Honors Day was held at t bJ' h .• 
r', ...... m"n~orn"nf .. fl".. h ... ;...... ;s a IS ed ::1 seperate. cere~ony 
numerous awards. The total 
number of awards now presented 
annually, numbers well over 
thirty, 
This year the format has been 
changed by the Convocation 
Committee after careful research 
and the study of the results of a 
questionnaire to the senior class. 
As a re~ult ofthis inquiry, in which 
1 he semors voted for their awards 
sepera lely, and careful con-
sideration by the committee into 
all aspects of the situation, the 
following decisions were made, 
All the undergraduate 
scholarships and awards will be 
presented a L an Honors Day tea to 
be held in the Student Union on a 
Sunday in May. The Committee 
: plans to invite .not only the 
Administration 
·Picks Up Tab 
The Christmas Committee 
met on Monday. December 6. 
1971 in the Green Room. Speak-
ing at the meeting was AcademiC 
Dean, Lee Harrington. Dean 
Harrington. speaking for the 
administration. remarked that 
the idea for the Christmas Cele-
was a student initiated idea. 
He explained that he felt the 
stucents not only wanted to 
decorate tha campus for Christ-
mas for the enjoyment of the 
college community, but alsofor 
the community at large. Dean 
Harrington then noted that many 
students were not happy with 
the decorations and these sru-
dents felt the money should go 
to charity. 
Dean Harrington then in-
formed the committee that the 
college would pay for the 
Christmas project if a recom-
mendation came from the' 
Christmas Committee. He· ex-
plained that- the money for this 
decorating project will have to 
come from the 12 account-gen-
eral maintenance. Money from 
this account is used for such 
items as salt and sand for the 
roads and sidewalks during the 
winter months. Dean Har-
rington added that since this 
project must be paid for via 
this accotmt some other main-
tanence needs on camous may 
have to be neglected. 
Joel Weissman. sp~aking as 
Christmas Committee Chair 
man and not as S.G.A. 
President~ pointed out that these 
decorations are reusable and'· 
predicted a 10 year reusabili-
ty for most of the decorations 
purchased. At that rate, he 
said the cost would be $100 per 
year or approximately 30¢ per 
student per year. 
Art Silva, senior class presi-
dent. stated many organizations 
were interested in donating 
money to charity in addition 
to or instead of contributing 
funds to the campus decorating 
effort. The discussion then cen-
tered around a camp~-wide 
charity drive for the pooroftbe 
town of Bridgewater. In con-
junction with the Christmas dis-
play o,n the quadrangle. a booth 
will . be set up for donations. 
The display on the quad will 
be ready for lighting onSunday, . 
December 12.· . 
Board Of Gov. 
Give '200 To 
XMas CoDllllittee 
In action relating to 
the Christmas Display, the 
S.U. Board of Governors met 
in _ a special sessjon. on Tues. 
to reconsider the Board's $100 
donation to the Christmas 
Committee. . 
The disCUSSion centered 
around the purpose of the S.U .. 
Fee which is paid by all stu-
dents. day and 'night divisions. 
The lIuestion was raised as 
to whether or not it is leg.;. 
a1 to use S.U. fee money for 
projectS outside of the S.U. 
Building. It was felt by many 
Board members that S.U.fee 
money could not be used for 
projects not connected with 
the Student Union. This que-
stion was referred to the 
constltutioncommittee for 
further defining of the philo-
sophy of the Student Union . 
and its relation to the S.U. 
Building Fee. 
which h~s not been done in past 
ceremomes, as well as members of 
the faculty. 
Senior awards, as decided upon 
by the Senior Class, will be 
presented a t the Commencement 
Exercises on June 4, 
. . n is hoped tha t this plan will 
gIve more honor and attention to 
both undergraduates and 
graduates, 
Descriptive listings of all prizes 
and awards will be included in the 
program at the Undergraduate 
Tea and on a seperate insert in the 
Commencement Program, For the 
benefi~ of th~ college community, 
~oth lists WIll be published in a 
future edition of the COMMENT 
C"Nt~ Fm '7 ' 
the Department of In-
structional Media. 
With the introduction 
of these faCilities, it 
is hoped that a major 
will be offered in the 
fie Id of media. This 
could pro bably be used 
in conjunction with the 
major in speech and 
theater. The courses 
In action dealing with the 
Christmas donation, Prof. R. 
Barnett pointed out ,that al-
thoUgh-there 'are questions 
dealing with the· purpose and 
use of the Student UniOIi Bldg. 
Fee, there are flDlds in the 
Student Union Bui1~ FlDld 
which - are deJ;ived from other 
sources such . as· dining hall 
commisSions which migbt be 
used for the Christmas Don..: 
ation. 
It was telt by several Board 
members that the money should 
go to charitable purposes rather 
than the Christmas display. Pat 
Golden then suggested that the 
Bo.ard of Governors donat~ 
$200 to the. Christmas Comm. 
with $100 going to the Christ- . 
mas: Charity Drive with the 
stipulation that this -money not 
come from S.U. Fee money 
but from S.U. commissions 
people for work in that 
field upon graduation, 
but wi II also help teach-
ers to teach. via media. 
The availability offunds 
however, controls to 
what extent such plans 
could be carried out. 
It is hoped that even-
tually every facility on 
campus will be wired for 
closed circuit T. V. 
Then we can receive 
programs via telephone 
lines from anywhere; or 
broadcast programs o-
riginally transmitted by 
satellites; or make use 
of a '~film chain" . the 
. ' SImultaneous broad-
castir..g of different 
types of programs to 
different parts of the 
campus (i.e. demon-
strations to one part 
live T.V. to anothe; 
part! etc.) The possi-







Bridgewater-Buzzards Bay' -- Harrington's decision was that he President Rondileau im-
Bridgewater State College's believed it was time for a change, medialte)y initiated procedures 
Academic Dean Lee Harrington both for himself and for the upon hearing of Dean 
was elected President of the 'Academic Dean's' Office.' Mr. Har,rington's appointment. Dr. 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy Harrington stated that in his Rondileau presented his proposal 
by the Board of Trustees of' the opinion, ten years was long enough for the formation of an 'Academic 
Massachusetts State Colleges at for an administrator to hold the Dean Selection and Search Ad-
their December meeting held in same position and he has been at visory Group' to the Faculty 
Boston. Dean Harrington received Bridgewater fourteen years, only CouncH at their regular Monday 
word on Sunday, January 2, 1972 nine of which were spent as the meeting. According to this 
that the presidential appointment Academic Dean. proposal the group would act as a 
would become effective im- The former Dean's ap- recommending agency to the 
media tely. pointment marked the end of a. six President regarding candidates for 
19 
Leaves Bse 
The COMMENT interviewed month search for the successor to the Academic Deanship. The C"h' f th A th' the natives which sel the stage for 
h A d 1 F I " , - aIrman 0 e n ropokgy h' the former Bridgewater Dean in t e ca emy's ast president A. acu ty CouncIl ChaIrman, I?r. Department and Divisional IS new interest, anthropology. -
his new office at the Academy on Sanford Limouze. Mr. Harrington George Weygand, called a specIal Director of Behavioral Sciences, After the war he decided to 
Tuesday. He told the COMMENT was the unanimous choice of both meeting of that body yesterday will be leaving BSC this Sunday to postpone his dissertation and took 
afternoon to work on the return to his hom. e in up studies in anthropology under reporter that he had two reasons the campus selection committee Melville Herskovits. His pre-
d h f 1 'f' t' f th ·b'I·t· Fredriksburg, St. Croix Island. Dr. d tIt d' d for accepting the Presidency at an t e Board 0 Trustees' Per- c an.lca IOn 0 . e responsl Illes Morgan C. Brown; Chairman of the oc ora s u les were rna e on 
M M 't' . 'd sonnel Committee. of thIS grtentatIve group. Socl'ology Department wI'II become Jamaica. He received his PhD in ass. an lme. FIrst, Presl ent anthropology in 1952-
Harrington emphasized the dif- Mr. Harrington's candidacy The proposal. will be presented the new Divisional Director of His studies , essentially in 
ference in size between the receiVed st.rong support from aU to the general F*tulty on Tuesday Behavioral Sciences. ap'plied anthropology and ac~ 
'-: ' A reception was held in Dr. 
Academy and Bridgewater State phases of the Maritime Academy January 12. Moore's honor Wednesday, culturation have taken him to distant corners of the world. Dr. 
College. The Maritime Academy community. He was actively Febr\lary 9 in the Student Union Moore did regional research and 
prsently has an enrollment of 280 suppirted by the Academy Alumni The group, as is tentatively Green Room. Many SSTUDENTS planning in Africa, in such coun-
A . t' d th I d' AND FACULTY ATTENDED TO tries as Liberia and the Ivory Cost. cadets with a proj'ected maximum SSOCla lOn an e ea mg approved, would concist of ten SAY GOOD BYE TO A VERY 
- He has headed many teams, which 
enrollment of 800. Bridgewater citizens of the town of Bourne, the members; three administrators, FINE TEACHER AND TO A have studied Mexico and all of 
State, on the other hand, has an home of Massachusetts Maritime. onp. divisional director and two WONDERFUL MAN. Central America. In addition, Dr. 
undergraduate enrollment of 3,500. The swiftness of Dean departmental chairmen (elected Dr. Moore began his career by Moore -has done much work in the 
tl Harrington's appointment to the h studying engineering at the Southeastern Asian countries on BSC's rate of growth is presen y by their respective groups); tree University of Minnesota fo three social and cultural change and 
250 students per year with a presidency of the Maritime instrlioanl faculty (elected); and years. Due to a shortage of funds educational needs. On mimy of 
projected ceiling of 5,000 students. Academy leaves a crucial void in three students, one of which will be he was forced to drop out, and for these trips he has been ac-
A A d · D at the college administra tion. the SGA PresI'dent and two ad- the next three years he worked as . d b h' 'f s ca emlC ean an assistant maintenance engineer compame y IS WI e, 
Bridgewater, Mr. Harrington also Bridgewater Stale President ditioal elected students; the in the highway department. Dr. Shaughnessy. 
had to contend, indirectly, with the Adrian Rondileau announced Chairman of the Faculty Council Moore then entered Hamlin 
3,500 additional students in the Monday afternoon that he, in would act as the moderator of the University as a biology major. He 
d d dt addition 10 his duties as president, worked his way through school by graduate an un crgra ua e group. performing as a singer and 
programs of the Division of Con- will serve as the acting Academic drummer on radio and in night-
tinuing Studies. Mass. Maritime Dean until a new dean is appointed. clubs and giving voice lessons in a 
has no such division. President \'The President gave no indication of President Rondileau told the studio he shared with an artist. 
Harrington expressed a desire as a when this might be. Dean Joseph COMMI~NT that candidates from Gradually, he was drawn into 
k Chicarelli, Dean of Administration hoth inside and outside the College- s?cio!ogy .and was workin.g on~lis college administrator to now " . dissertatIOn on Juve11l1e 
every student intimately. This was will assist President Rondileau and Slale C.ollege System and from delinquency \vhen he was in-
of course impossible a t with second semester registration outside the Mtlssachusetts Higher terl'upted by World War II. 
Bridgewater. Mr. Harrington and scheduling, a position which l<;ducation System will be con- During the War,. he ~~rved 
"()ml'1"llted t,t1at "'I' til ;\ student Dean Harrington had b{>en sidered for the position. thre~) .. and n.half years ltl the South 
\.. I \. I... PaCifiC. Nmcteell months were 
body of :l,500 he was only able to responsible [or in his position as . ",<,spent in New Guinea, where he was 
know the student leaders of the Registrar. Dr. V. James DiNardo, _ No. d~te/?!Js bee~l set t?I\'pal'~ of a force ~n()w!1 as. ~~e 
College which exreed the number Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Pre sId ern ~~ ~:H a r r In g l 0 n 5 'Guinea Rats' . With hiS SkIn 1TI 
will assist in the area of In(lugurali()n."~A reliable source engineering he worked on 
of students enrolled in the 1'llf()I'rned tl1e C.(}MMENT tll:It l"C'pl.aceme.nt depots .. H. e. was also academic problems. President· • Academv. 'President' Harrington ." statIOned III Un' Pllllhpmes, New 
hal'1 alr~ady initiated hi~ plan to I{ondileau urged those students Bt'ldgewater State s Dean of Zealand and Okinawa. This 
with such problems that the Students, Dr. Ellen M, Shea, has brought him into dose contact with 
know all the midshipmen at the AcademieDean's offiee is usually been a:sked to help plan th(lj.\_~~~~,...._-,!!,~""~_~",, 
Academy. Mr. Ha'rrington met concerned with, should follow the inauguration,. In the mean time '1 he keys for the Music Practice 
with the Corps yesterday for the normal procedure by contacling T' • l'tt' h' d" ({ooms, the bike keys, and Lecture 
11 - Mr. harrmgtol1 IS sp 1 IIlg IS a. \j'ckcts "an '<Il~() IJC fOllnd at tlle fl'rst time and was enthusiastica Y tt Ad' D '5 t '- " le ca eInIC can s ecre ary, between Bridgewater and Buz Union Desk. Stamps, both B¢ and 
reeeived by all clements of the Mrs. Olive Snarski. in the Dean's zards Bay until such time that the Airmail 11¢ are also aVClilable 
Academy. Boyden Hall Office, extensions former Dean can tie up the lOOSE <.I)ong with Student Union lost and 
The second and equally im- 211 and 212. ends hel'C at Bridgewater. found, ..!p!!o!!r~t!a!!n~t _.!:r;,ea:' s~o~n~~f o~r~..!D~e;!a~n~ _____ ---------TI~~~~~~-;~;=ct;"1 If there are any suggestions, 
The Student Union has opened 
the Wood Section of the Hobby 
The Student-Union has opened a pleas€' contact the Director's Of-
new area called the Union Desk, fiee, 
located between the browsi'lg We hope that everyone will avail 
lounge and music lounge. The themselves to thi::; new service that 
hours of this new area are 9 a. m. to is being offered. 
Ill'. ,Joseph Moore 
Dr. Moore taught at Nor-
thwestern University for four 
years and at the graduate school of 
Seabury Western for eight years, 
For three years before coming to 
Bridgewater he canvassed the 
entire Caribbean which to him is 
'like a big lake.' ' 
Four years ago Dr. Moore 
came to Bridgewater and is 
lea ving behind an excellent An-
thropology Department and a very 
appreciative College. NEW 
SERVICES 
Shop. 
The tentative hours of this 
section of the I-lobby Shop will be 
Monday Wednesday and Friday 6 
p. m. td 10 p. m. ,anji .. ()l1 Sunday 
12 midnight seven days a week. The Student Umon has now 
Available at the Dest are ofRlled 'the Photo Lab and is t\t-----~~-~--_ ...... 
newspapers including the morning making this facility available to Anyone wishing to use thid 




from t p. m. to 6 p. m. , . 
Mr. Christopher Slater is the 
SupervisodOf" ti1is'&r-elt: Mr. Sla~er 
is there to instruct and superVIse 
the use of machines and to provide 
technical assistance when needed. 
The only cost would be that· of 
materials used. 
vertiser, and the New York TImes. ~a~tu ent w 0 WIS es to use t provided in the Student Union 
Other papers include the Brockton, There are supervisors on duty ltiormation Booth. The only cost 
Enterprise plus the Sunday papers, during the posted hours so t,ha t if involved is w¢ per sheet per prints. 
A number of toiletry items are s<meone would like to learn how to This facility is available for all 
available so l~at studenls may be develop they will be there to in- who wish to use it. 
able to obt<1111 these w hen the 'tru t ' t th du ....:I I n.. t 'f Bookstore is closed without leaving, s c, as 0 e proce res auu, We lOpe Ula every memNH' 0 
the campus, We also will be selling l techniques. the. College Communily will avail 
cigarettes, cigars, and pipe themselves of this additional 
.~t...,.""" "'ithin 11 very short lime. facility. 
20 
a bitter "psalm 23" 
ICEMEN "King Herion is my shpeherd; I shall always want He maketh 111C to lie down in the gutters; 
He leadeth me beside troubled waters; 
INELIGIBLE IIp destroycth my soul. He leadeth rne into thc paths of wicked men, for effort's sake. Yes I shall walk through the valley of poverty. And I will fear all evil. 
BS("s flOckl!v team was 
sliackpIH1P last w~'e\\ wll(~11 it was 
disCOVP!'('d that three players on 
ttli'll' starilng lir1l' were itwligihlc to 
play. It was fOllnd that two of the 
thrl'l' playl'l's were Ilon-
mPll'icltln ling studentH--that is 
lhey were not enrolled in a degree 
program, hut they were canying 
Iwl'lve hours in night school. The 
third icc-man had previously been 
separated from the college and is 
presently in night school. He 
wasn't in a degree program wither. 
(Last year the ECAC EASTERN 
COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC 
CONFERENCE ruled that night 
students carrying twelve hours and 
in a degree program were eligible 
for varisty hockey, J 
Hockey Coach Frank Roberts 
and Mr. Harry Luhman, Man's 
Physical Education Director both 
stated that the ineligibility of the 
F'or though heroin is with me, thy needle and 
Thy capsule tried to comfort me 
three players had not been known 
by them. They told the COMMENT 
tha t the eligibility lists are usually 
brought to the Registrar's Office 
by Coach Swenson. With Coach 
Swenson on sebatacle this 
semester, there .. was a mix-up 
concerning the list. Coach Robel'ts 
not a faculty member at the col1ege 
had assumed the list had been 
taken care of. 
Coach Hoberts stated, but 
situation is still under 
the Thou stripped the table in the presence of my family. 
in- Thou robbest my head of reason. 
vestigation. My cup runneth over with sorrow. 
As of Tuesday's 9-:3 loss against Surelv herion addiction will stalk me the rest of my life. 
New Haven College, the Hockey And r'shall'dwell in the houseof the damned forever." 
Both MI'. Lehman 9nd Coach 
Hobel'ts descriiJed the situa tion as 
011 of those unfortunate misun-
derstandings that occur but it was 
lucky we found out now and not 
later in the season. 
team record stands at 5 wins and 3 
losses. If they forfeit the four 
games in question they will stand 
at 1 win-7 losses., . 
Hockey Captf)il), ;Paul Napier 
reaffirmed CQach,,,Robert's and 'C· 'HIP' 
Mr. Lehman's aSS]:lrance that the 
ineligibility of the players had not 
been known. Captain Napier said P U rJ""''S 
that two of the players would be .l. J 
enrolled in a degree program for 
next semester and back on the C 
team. The loss of the three starters 'HILL 
will hurt the Bears, but a bright / 
--Written by an 18 year old addict 
and found in a Malden Church. 
It is still uncertain whether the 
Bears will have to forfeit the four 
games they won with the three 
ineligible players. .The games in 
question are 2 with Mass Maritime 
and one each with Framingham 
and' Roger Williams. 
spot for the team .is the possibility 0
1 
7\.. T 
of Jay abelli, last year's high J ",. 
scorer may return next semester. '. 





Christ mas ha." {l special fioignar1~* 
In this age of sppamt iOIl and alien~tion .... 
When young (lnd old. women atldmen. 
Yes, a hundred special groups 
Lament their liN'S and place in things. 
This .~lg(' oIS{'ieru'(J and breakthrough 
in u nderstnIidil1f!. ... 
Af!.€ of thus und destrudion multiplied ... 
Of fIrolring schism l)elwf'en 11:1an and the Earth 
fl'hi('h {!flrf' him I~re ... 
Thi.'i Traumalic Time when Change in a 
.thousand ways 
Outspeeds ollr pain./ilI effort to adjust... 
: .We. TU;e~ dpspemteiy 
To l?p tlwde wholl' agaiTl. 
Godh(J.~git~en U.'i His love, 
As ai,'/~/Jt.·(i.r!:;qj;ff gift; .. , . ;l}i~.Hnl;!~n 
HI;' d()e,~·llot.-flegfJ.ti(ile with us.·.:r.'l!;i1ilfjL,; 
Rpcei~)ing and .-!zaring love . (~.~ ,hc 
We di.'H:ovpr our ultinwtp identity. 
Jlan's institutions. al their best still 
highly imperfect, 
elW radiale f hI:' spiril of Chri.'Itmas. 
The ideal colle{!p('ampll.'i i.~ a center 
of ('oml1l1l ni('ol ;011 ... 
Where s/zaf('d purposes and mutual aJfection 
Bring (·OI1lIll11llit.v to dil1(Jrsi(\' ofrole.~ 
(lnd l(,11Ip('mmf'nl.~. 
When such (J spirit is of work llTl.1-(n:here 
Then sun'!.,'. 
God has htl'.'i.'wd u.~ f'I'Cryoll('. 
President and AIrs. Adrian Rondileau 
Hridgpwalf'r Slale College 
by FRA:Nt(SOTT A 
Bill Chipman, chairman of the 
O1emistry dept, • combined finese 
and brute strenght to over power 
Coffman,s crusaders. Dr. Chip-
man; the old man, put ona OM man 
srow at Asiaf Arena in an im-
pressive victory. The game. began 
by a vicious .attack by "Chip" on. . 
, .. J!rnT~ylo~ ~~.e]{h~~eJ~~·ea.p_t~in·f>!A •. ,. :''''\';1' 
"-fiIdoresquelirpc ecK'seni:'TaYrur" ,,;,.'~ .. 
sprawling. "Chip'" then. stick 
rnndled past every opponent and 
took a slap shot from l5f~t,out 
thaLbeat Botta, the Crusader~s 
goalie, clearly. .,', 
In the second period. Ii'y,' 
Qlipmafi squared offat center ice: 
with "Jolting" Joe Dotolo and 
IUml'neledhim to the ice with a 
vicioUs barrage of left jaoo;' As 
they.were separated and all peace 
seemed restored, Chip tripped 
·Dotolo from behind. During this 
r,er iod , Dr. Chipman sc.ored twice 
more and picked up an assist. 
The third period locked the 
excitement of the first two 
although "The Chipper" scored 
Olre again theriheaded for the 
Jockerroom. It was learned later 
that he had left to apply for his old 
age pension. 
Co - Vets 
Sparkling defense and 
auspicious offense 'by the BSC Co-
Vets Intramural" Basketball Team 
bonbed the Raiders here Monday 
night wIth a: 43 - 22 win. 
, 'p'Qin(s:ehet i'Abear" Clifford 
, . was unb~liEhiable' as~ he pumped in 
25 points from just about 
anywhere. "Dynamite" Danny 
Gagne playing agressive right 
and! or 1eft guard was all over the 
court with his dazzling defense. 
'Hurricane" Kevin Harrington 
displayed an unusual combination 
of offense and defense; he -was 
unstoppable. Frand "Fighting" 
Ba tta was a terror on defense. 
Although he had 3 personal fouls 
called on him he still managed to 
knQck heads together and score a 
few points at the same time. 
. "Hustling" Earnie Sanborn put 
In a clutch performance moving 
from forward to center while 
giving Clifford a rest. San borne 
managed to keep the offense 
moveing with his supeerb passing 
and tenacious defense. 
The unsung hero award this 
week goes to Paul Egan who ran 
the team like a quarterback and 
k~pt the Raiders in check just bv 




"What are Relevant Considerations II 
f)('ar Kevin: 
This is in response to your letter 
of January 16, 1973, regarding the 
decisions recently made in the 
foreign language requirements at 
Bridgewater Slate College. May r 
say at the outset that I share many 
of the principles that you express 
so forcefully in your thoughtful 
letter. Though many of your 
principles are sound. your con-
clusions are not based on full in-
. formation and complete un-
dprstanding of the process 
through which the decisions were 
reached. L('t m(' try to c1afigy the 
complex issues and processes. 
You are correct in your 
:-;talem('nl that by action of the 
Board of Trustees a State College 
Illay not stipulate an institutional 
rt'(luirem('nt in foreign 'Ianguages 
for .1 baccalaureate degree. 
Ilowpver. the Board of Trustees 
has ruled that it is proper and it is 
permissible to include a foreign 
language requirement as part of a 
major. Prior to the Board's ruling, 
the College required - regardless 
of the student's major - twelve 
seml'ster hours of foreign 
language l'itudy of nearly all B.A. 
stUdents. the only exception being 
those B.A. students who were able, 
10 slcirt their college work at the 
ildvanced level, in which few 
casps fi sem('ster hours were 
rt'quired. Therefore, we felt 
obligated to give the academic 
departm('nts an opportunity to 
consider the matter in relation to 
their majors and to make 
recomnwndations as to whether 
foreign languag ~udy should or 
:-;hould not be 1·\.,{Juired .in each 
dt'partment. and, if so, how many 
required semester hours, or with 
the nUainm('nt of what level of 
proficiency. 
Clearly and equitably, each 
d('partm('nt was free to exercese 
its own professional judgement. 
,\s vou know. provision was made 
for 'student input, which was taken 
into account by the departments in 
Illaking their recommendations. 
Two departm('nts in fact 
n'comnwnded that no foreign 
language he required of ·their 
ilia jors, <md most of the other 
d<'partm('nts recommended a 
suhsUtntial reduction in the 
nUlllhcr of sem('ster hours 
J"('quin'd. Specifically in the case 
of .:111 hut one of the other deparl-
Ill('flts which still retain H foreign 
language requircm('nts. the al-
lainmt'nt <It the intermediate level 
of proficiency is sufficient !o fulfill 
t h(' foreign language ~eqU1rement 
wht'ther through college courses 
or through H proficiency 
.'xilmination. (In the case of the 
single ('xception. namely the 
I':nglish ll1<1jor. Ii lI(ldilional hours 
of ianguagp study beyond the 
intprnwdiatc level or its 
f·quivall'nt :lfe required hut may 
he fulfilled either by further stUdy 
in foreign language courses or by 
courses in non-English literature 
in translation.) 
The ('xperience of other colleges 
has shown that a great many 
students who have studien' a 
foreign language in high school are 
a ble to pass the proficiency 
\:xamination at the intermediate 
leve .. and therefore we expect that 
llIany Bridgewater stutlents will 
not he required to take a foreign 
language course as part of their 
degree requirements even if they 
are majoring in departments with 
d('partm{'ntal foreign language 
requirements. ' 
It is important that the process 
through which decisions are 
reached in curricular matters be 
clearly understood, First of all, 
departmental recommendations 
go to the Undergraduate 
Curriculum Committee, whose 
functions are primarily to review 
and coordinate items submitted, 
and then to make recom-
lIH'ndations to the Academic Dean 
and the President, with referral 
simultaneously to the Faculty 
('ounci!. The Faculty Council in its 
turn reviews the recom-
IlJpndations of the Undergraduate 
Curriculum Committee and 
r(lports to the Academic Dean and 
Ihe President the Council's ap-
proval or disapproval of specific ' 
items. The {<"acuIty Council may, 
if it so votes, choose only to record 
that it has .reviewed the recom-
111l'ndatin and taken no action. 
Based upon the inputs of the Un-
d('rgraduate Curriculum . Com-
mittee, the Faculty Counctl, and 
,IllY other sorce that may be ap-
propriate. the .P.resident 
ultimately makes a deCISIon, as he 
is charged to do by the Board of 
Trustees. After following this 
:--tandard governance process, r 
accepted the departmental. 
recomm('ndatins referred to m 
paragraph :l above: 
These foreign language 
decisions were extremely difficl" 
ones to make, complicated I 
('onflicting recommendations ar 
he ('xtrancous factors. It was n 
task and my responsibility to si 
the ('videnc:e from various source 
10 assess th(' validity of U 
I'vidence presented, and to rend( 
a judgement that w~s based .( 
l'onsist('nt and ('qUltable prll 
dpl('s. At the outset, as you knov 
two hasic principles w{'r 
pstablished: a) the reasons had t 
he> consistent with Board policy 
ilnd b) the reasons had h 
:-;p('cifically related to. depart 
llH.'ntal majors. There ~as. an 
underlying concomita~t prtnClp~e 
as well. namely. that mherent . m 
the Board of Trustees' pollcy 
decision that a foreign language 
might not be required by the 
('oll('ge but might I~e by .an 
aCllri{'mic departm{'nt III relatIOn 
72-73 
to the requirements for its major, it is evident that both faculty and 
it was assumed that the recom- students found it difficult to grasp 
nH.'ndations of the departments the rull implications of the Board 
were professional judgements, not of Trustees' policy in terms of 
to be overruled by any segment or what are relevant considerations. 
step of the College Community The l<"'aculty Council, also 
governance process, including the cognizant of the Board of Trustees' 
President, unless they were in policy. voted at its November 13, 
conflict with the two basic prin- IH72 meeting to accept the 
ciples stated above. recommendations of the depart-
In examining the evidence at ments. Of particular interest here 
hand I discovered that many is that the Biology Department 
departments listed a number of nnd the Chemistry Department 
reasons for· requiring a foreign mHcte an oral defense of their 
language, some of which were not position based on the fact that they 
!-;pecifically related to the major. ahd specific foreign language 
In the case of departments which requirements for their majors 
advanced multiple reasons of this both prior to and apart from the 
sort to the Undergraduate former general education 
Curriculum Committee, the latter requirement. . In addition, the 
apparently voted to disapprove Chairmen of these two depa,rt-
lheir recommendations of the nwnts presented a strong oral case' 
hasis of inconsisfency, In the light for the position' that their par-
of the Board's policy, I also ticular departmental language 
discounted those reasons which requirement. namely, Scientific 
were irrelevant. But - again (~erman. was a most useful tool for 
hecause of the Board's policy-- 0 the understanding of much of the 
felt bound to accept as decisive scientific literature, currently 
any single valid relevant reason available of the European con-
advanced by a department. I also . Hnent. At the same meeting of the 
discovered that among the J<'aculty Council, the Department 
negative votes of the Un- of Mathematics, and tbe Depart-
dergraduate Curriculum Com- mt'nt of Anthtopoligy presented 
llIittee. there was a pattern based valid reasons for requiring foreign 
on objections to a foreign language language study for their majors. 
r('quirem('nt under any cir- Alleast one such reason presented 
cumstances. Whatever the merit . namely. that much of the 
of this position, because of the literature relevant to these 
Board of Trustees', position. T had academic disciplines, was found 
to discount such votes as In the European languages 
irrelevant to the Board of [Portuagese; French, German, 
Trustees' position. Therefore, nnd Spanish) and ~at students 
~uch voles had to considered should also have avaIlable other 
irrelevant on the same basis as I language options in accordance 
did the Academic Departments' with their specific lang-range 
reasons that were inconsistent objectives In thei.r disci~lines, 
with Hoard policy. In other words, appeared to be conSIstent WIth the 
two basic principles enumerated 
above in the sixth paragraph of 
this letter. 
With respect to the Department 
of garth Sciences and Geography, 
I subsequently received on 
November 14, 1972, a' sup-
plementary and unsolicited 
sta tement further clarifying the 
comments made by the members 
of that Department at the Faculty 
Council Meeting of November 13, 
1972. which was in accord with the 
basic principles discussed above in 
the fourth paragraph of this letter 
In sum. inherent in the Board's 
decision was the expectation that 
the institutional governance 
process would give full faith and 
credit to the professional 
judgement of the individual 
departments so long as· it was 
rilade with reference' to the 
requirements of the major perse 
and not with regard to general 
('ducation. It was entirely in ac-
cordance with the Board of 
Trustees' policy and its im-
plim('ntation in ways consistent 
with that p<?licy t~at I issued my 
memorandum of' November 15, 
1972to the Members of the College 
Community indicating the 
varying requirements with respect . 
to foreign languages in the several 
academic departments which 
· offer majors. 
1 trust· tha t this letter will be 
helpful with regard to the main 
points raised in your letter 
With best ~rsonal regards. 




Student Court System 
Yvonne Prevost 
On Tuesday evening, March 6, 
SGA President Kevin Preston 
called for an informal meeting 
with dorm officers, SGA Student 
Court Justices as well as those 
serving on the Senate Rights and 
Freedoms Committee, Topics 
under discussion were I) a 
proposed restructuring of the 
campus disciplinary and Judicial 
System and 2) suggested 
restructuring of the living pattern 
at Great Hill to co-ed living 
quarters. Kevin clearly state4 
tbat neitber he nor the student 
Senate have any intention to 
make decisions for the dor-
mitories. However. he does 
tbink that SGA Council can be of 
ussistance to tbe dorms, by 
providing support to insure the 
implementation of proposals 
which the dormitories may 
decide upon. 
The main purpose for this 
meeting was to determine how 
students in general feel about a 
change in the judiciary branch of 
the SGA. As it stznds this branch 
of government can only handle 
conflicts which arise in the Con-
stitution and would like to be more 
directly involved with student 
problems. Naturally this would 
mean giving more power to the 
judiciary; it would also entail 
much work such as setting up a 
Student Court system under which 
there would be committees such as 
a Dorm Council Committee and 
possibly a commuter's committee. 
In this case the Studeiif Court 
would have the power to prosecute 
those students who violate laws on 
campus and in the dorm. Under 
such a system students would not 
be :expelling other students since 
only President Rondiluau has the· 
right to expel. Kevin also made it 
clear that 'It is not our intention to 
make the judiciary the first 
district court.' However, under 
criminal offenses such as stealing 
puintings in the S.U. the student 
court would have the power to take 
the ussue to a Massachusetts state 
court if it was necessary. There 
will be no double jeopardy-
meaning that a student cannot be 
tried by both the Student Court and 
the state court on anyone issue, 
unless in the case of murder. Also 
if the Student Court has tried a 
person then the college cannot 
subpoena the student and try him 
again, since this would be double 
jeopardy also. 
The judiciary court system 
would therefore be in the hands of 
the students and will also have the 
right to state dorm hQurs etc., 
since it will be working with the 
dorm committee. Obviously the 
Student Court will be set UP for the 
· benefit of the dorm students, 
commuters will have very little 
say in dormitory matters, 
· nevertheless, it was suggested that 
a commuter's committee be set up 
sometime in the future. 
Many collegeS such as Stonehill. 
U.Mass. SMU, etc., now share a 
judicial policy with a· student 
court Judges would not be elected 
by SGA but ~y the students. 
The other question taken up at 
the meeting was the possibility of 
co-ed living at Great HiII. Some 
say it's a great idea, it would have 
a civilizing effect on those 
. inhabitants of the • Zoo' . At present 
the Hill is quite an impersonal 
building, being so far from the 
main campus area and being 
occupied by 300 males on one side 
and 300 females on the other side. 
For resident squdents a co-ed 
dorm would offer a different living 
style, At present resident students 
from both upper and loOer campus 
aree voting on the issue in order to 
see if it is acceptable, 
There will be another meeting 
Wed., March 28, at 6:30 p.m. in the 
S. U. Formal Dining Room for all 
those intzrested in setting up a 
dorm committee working under a 
student court system. Results 
from the poqls dealing with 
making the Hill co-ed will also be 
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Future Growth 
of Library ? 
• By Yvonne Prevost 
l,ately many faculty members 
• IS well as students seem to be 
wondering what is going to be the 
outcome of the library situation. j-"Will the main floor of the library 
he taken up for c1assroom space", 
ask many students. "We hope 
not", has been the reply from 
many. 
On Wronesday, April 17, I had 
an interview with Mr. Neubauer 
who is a Library Science teacher 
nt the college. I asked him if a loss 
of space could affect the Library 
~cience Dept. In his reply Mr. 
Neubauer said that it wold 
definitely limit any future ex-
~1nsion of the department. and 
Ihat even at present, all library 
orientation classes were being 
held in one classroom, which in-
dica les how they are crowded for 
space. Most of the other 
dassrooms are occupied by other 
mcljors. Yet, the point which Mr . 
N('ubauer seemed to regard as 
highly important was a loss of 
student services. such that the 
J .ibrary Science Dept. cannot set 
lip televisions, tape recorders and 
other equipment for student use 
I mless there is sufficient room to 
<,xpand. I also asked Mr. 
:'>Jeubauer if it would be more 
~uitable to use the third floor for 
classroom space. He said," Most 
. proba bly not since the third floor 
ilrea is used for book processing 
and thal ir would he difficult and' ('xpensive to relocate this 
<'quipment. When asked if it was 
really necessary to ha ve more 
classroom space, he referred me 
to Mr. Tom Watson, the Librarian. 
On Monday. I spoke to Mr. 
",,,Ison. He told me that Dr. 
Judah, ('hairman of the College 
Library r'ommittee, was con-
ducting' <l survey on available 
dassroom space to see if more 
classes could be rescheduled for 
Tllesdays and Thursdays. Mr. 
W:ltson mentioned that the 
Ilum;mities Dept had formed and 
"d hoc committee to study the 
need for classroom as· well as 
office space. On Tuesday, Dr. 
.Judah said, Prsident Rondileau 
nnd Academic Dean Anderson 
have called for an open meeting in 
the Student Council Chambers 
Clrd floor s.u.) on Thursday, May 
:1, Ht 10:00 am to discuss the 
background and rationale to 
lemporarily locate some 
classrooms and faculty offices in 
the new library. I hope that all 
facuIty memhers nnd students who 
.snare an interest in the future of 
our library will attend! 
Dateo£ Birth; 
January 15, 1973 
The Bridgewater State College 
Child Development Center Inc., 
was born at approximately 8 a.m., 
Monday, January 15, 1973. The 
birth was accompanied by the . 
arrival of several children who are 
enrolled at the Child Development 
Center. 
The Center was fathered by the 
efforts of many over a long period 
of time. Two weeks prior to 
opening, the plans were m.ade to 
paint the room and to lay tile and 
carpet. The room has a beautiful 
look about it due to the efforts of 
Lou Perry and the Buildings and 
Ground Crew, Student volunteer 
help was used to restore and build 
furniture that would lend itself to 
the desired environment. 
Several marnbers of the faculty 
have offered ideas and provided . 
moral support. Bill Miller of the 
Food Service worked hard to 
enable us to provide a warm 
nutritious meal for the children 
from the first day: The Food 
Service has also assisted us in 
providing juice and snacks. 
The Center was initiated 
through the efforts of the Student 
Government and many college 
organizations, who provided the 
necessary money to begin such an 
endeavor. As in all efforts of type, 
funds are still needed. 
The Center hopes to provide a 
warm, rlch experience for the 
children of the Bridgewater. State 
College Community. Some of the 
distinguished children, represent 
the student body, faculty and staff. 
Enrollment is stilI open to 
children. and we hope that as 
many as possible will take ad-
vantage . of this wonderful op;-
portunity. 
Nancy is· a by word jn several 
homes this week as the children 
are experiencing the efforts of a 
fine, dedicated, educational 
director, namely, Nancy Fuller. 
While this is the beginning of an 
endeavor,a great deal of effort 
and expertise has been exerted to 
ensure that the Center meets as 
many needs as possible of the 
children. Please come down. and 
see us. We like people of ally ages 
and can learn every day. See you. 
Community 
Rathskellar Variance Day Care Center??? .. . . ... .. 
to be heard November. 16th 
They say it can't be done, To 
get administration, students and 
faculty together to solve a problem 
is quite a feat, but to get ad-
ministration faculty, students And 
townspeople under the same roof 
to discuss solutions is almost 
impossible. , 
Kevin Preston, SGA presIdent, 
prefers a more optimistic outlook 
on the whole affair, however, and 
bas decided to try out this 
situation. For better or worse, 
Kevin has called representatives 
of all factions to meet today at 8:00 
. in the Formal Dining Room to 
discuss plans for a town-college 
Dav Care Center. 
The townspeople already have 
a committee working on this 
project, however progress has 
become increasingly hampered by 
such stumbling blocks as lack of 
adequate facilities and the con-
siderable financial expenditures 
involved (approx." $70,000.) 
A campus day-care center has 
long been discussed as an SGA 
project, however, not much has 
been done in the past to promote it. 
Bridgewater-Henry F, Werner, 
for the past 12 years asssitant to 
the president at Bridgewater State 
College, will retire on Oct. 20. 
Before . his tenure at 
Bridgewater, Werner, graduate of 
-Fitchburg State College and 
Rutgers University, had been for 
21 years .headmaster of the 
Summit Boys School in Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 
For 15 years previous to the 
Cincinnati position, he was head of 
the junior school at the Newman 
Prep School in Lakewood, N.J., the 
oldest lay-conducted Catholic prep 
school in the country. On the 
faculty during those years were 
This year, the center has been 
designated, by Kevin Preston, to a 
major goal for the year. On 
researching the possibilities, it is 
becoming increasingly obvious 
that a day-care center could be 'Set 
up for a fraction of the town's 
projected cost just by using the 
existing facilities and manpower 
here. 
It is SGA's hope that be com-
bining forces with the town, the I 
day-care center could be a reality 
by the end of this year. Not only 
would the center be providing a: 
service to the town(as wen as 
saving them money) but it would. 
be an asset to the college -
providing volunteer opportunities 
on campus for prospective Ed. 
majors as well as enabling many 
married students to attend day 
school without staggering baby-
sitting costs. 
If you are interested in helping 
out in this project, come today and 
lend some suggestions and ideas. 
Your support of this center is vital, 
so come and help it happen. 
Charles Simmons of the 
Bridgewater Republican Twon 
Committee, acting in his capacity 
of Chairman of the Bridgewater, 
Industrial Dvelopment Com-
mission, has issued a statement 
which will be entered in evidence 
and publicly read at the upcoming 
November 16 Bridgewater Appeals 
Board hearing in Bridgewater 
Upper Town Hall at 7:30P.M., 
which will decide whether or not a 
Variance from the Zoning By-law 
will be granted for the operation of 
the proposed Rathskellar with a 
full. liquor license in the Student 
Union Building 
The statement is as follows: 
We strongly favor the granting 
of a variance for the operation of a 
Ra thskellar . in the sub-basement 
of the Student Union Building at 
Bridgewater State College for 
reasons set forth herewith. 
A recent tour of the proposed 
facility disc10sed that the site is 
loea ted two floors below ground 
level with no direct. access of any 
kind to the outdoors through any w~ndows, doors or other openings 
so there is rio possible way in which 
use of the facility could cause even U the slightest inconvenience or nenry offense of any nature whatsoever 
.,;' (0, nearby residentiill r;tf:jghbors or TF7 "10 the generar~n~if.Qnment. Werner ,. The very!;::!n~~ure and 
unquestionably high'reputations of 
'7'0 Resign the personnel involved in the ~ I Rat h s k ella r ' s cor per ate V. . management is a guarantee that L'rOm Ihis recreational facility will be 
Post 
DI'. Clement Maxwell. past 
president of Bridgcwate.' State 
College and Chl'istoplu.-r Weldon 
currentl.v bishop of tht' Spring£ield 
Diocest'. 
Among the many students from 
across the country he taught a 
number of boys from prominent 
families. While at Newman, he 
taught GE'orge M. Cohan, Jr., son 
of the actor-playwright: Harry 
Sinclair, .11'., son of the oil tycoon; 
David Elkins, III, grandson of the 
founder of the college that bears 
his name; Dan Beeves, owner of 
the Los Angelos Rams, and William 
K. Vanderbilt, Jr. 
Werner is the author of several 
Published articles on the ~haracter 
and physic-al education of boys, 
ha ving been for five years 
associate editor of the Independent 
School Bulletin, official. organ of 
the nation's private schools, 
Some close personal friends, all 
of whom appeared at one time or 
another on his assembly programs 
in Cincinnati, were Father 
Flanagan, Founder of Boys Town, 
Nebraska; Count Felix Von 
Luckner, German U-boat Com-
mander, who raised havoc with 
Allied shipping in World War I; 
Gene Tunney, former world 
heavyweight title holder, and Dr. 
Tom Dooley, author and dedicated 
managed in a most decerous and Mr. Simmons also states that it lawful manner with total en~ is common knowledge around forcement of all laws· foverning Town Hall that substantial arid the sale and consumption of vocal opposition from total 
alcoholic beverages, with full campus abutting residential 
. adherence to any prevalent age neighbors will· develop at the group restrictions imposed by law. hearing. It is therefore essential It is axiomatic that the thatamassivegroup ofstlldents localizing of student drinking to and faculty menbers, . who are the campus itself would be highly registered as Bridgewater voters, beneficial· to the academic com- be present at the hearing to voice 
munity, because such localization their views in support of granting 
will provide a wholesome the required Variance when the 
recreational atmosphere where Appeals Board Chairman, as is good fellowship can prevail bet- customary, calls for opinions to be 
ween faculty and student body,' expressed by anyone present, and bu t with no resulting en- each one should stand in turn, state 
vironmental problems whatever their name and address, and then for either nearby residential. their opinion, rather than merely 
neighbots or anyone else in the relying on one group spokesman. town as a whole. 
. From his experien~e. derived Therefor~,we would submit that from his many appearances for the 
any opposition to the granting of Appeals Board, Mr. Simmons the requested variance cannot be states that the presence of a in really good faith, . since such massive number of registered 
opposition is surely based on voters voicing their approval of 
outdated mora] concepts which the granting of the Variance will have no support in law, or else it is make it much easier for the Ap-
activated by personal antipathy to peals Board to render the required the very presence of the college 3 to 0 vote required for granting of 
campus as a whole; and neither of the required Variance .. 
these has any bearing under the Therefor~,Mr: Simmons urges law as to whether or not the all dormitory or other students and ~roposed Rathskellar should be faculty members, who are regised lIcensed to operate. to vote in Bridgewater, to attenq We believe that the opperation and raise their voices in Upper 
of the proposed Rathskellarwould . Townnall at 7:30 P.M. on Thur-be highly beneficial not only to the sday, November 16, 
academic community but also to 
the Town of Bridgewater, as we 
therefor highly favor the fgranting 
of the requested variance in the 
best interests of all concerned. 
doctor to the impoverished people 
of Laos. 
A reception was held for Mr. 
Werner on October 6 in the 
Rathskeller of the Student Un·ion 
for all friends and .co-workers. 
Mrs~ McGann will assume his post 
as Assistant to the President at the 
college. 
in loving her 
so milch depends 
!lpon my 








s. ELIZABETH POPE PORTRAIT 
TO BE UNVEILED 
On Sunday, Octob~r 15, the offiCiafunveilingof a portraitBf$::E'li~abeth Pope w.il1 take place.'" 
Miss 'Pope served a t 'Bridgewa~er Sta te C~llege from 1914-~~~~~lp/~~lding as Dea?' of Wome~ for 
over haU a century. In 1955, MlssPope retired from her post aii~.Qt1s.ame ExecutIve Secretary of 
the Alumni Association, in which capacity she served unti11971. . 
Now in her 80's, S. Elizabeth Pope remains in good health and continues to maintain an active 
involvement and interest in the College. Last year, at the Graduation ceremonies here, Miss Pope 
(after which Pope Hall is named) was awarded a specialcoUege community service award: 
Miss Pope has seen many generations of students go through Bridgewater, as well as an in-
credible amount of change in structure take place. Throughout the years, however, she has 
managed to keep pace with the times and.s~il1 ret~ins a special place in the hearts of thousands of 





SNEA made approximately 
$47.0n <it our second Faculty 
Services Auction. We thank 
everyone who participated. Her's 
a list of which shrewd bidders got 
what. 
Pmf. Nadal's. - baked goodies - $1 
Michael Tavares 
Prof. Byzinkauskas - play piano at 
party - $1 Diana Macedo 
Prof. Wood - one dinner for two at 
their convenience - $2 Jim Beith 
Prof. Corkery - reimburse for texts 
used in his course - $2.75 Mary(, 
Swist 
. Mr'. Phillips - candle light dinner 
for four - $5.50 Lynn Mansueto 
Prof. Scroggs - personality test -
$1.25 Nadene Casna 
Miss Ash - dinner for two - $1 
Anastasia Troubalas 
Mrs. Apstein -., will type 6 page 
paper - $1 Arthur Morgan 
Prof. Woipert- Italian dinner for 4 
candle light & wine - $12.25 Debra 
Patterson . 
Prof. Sanders - Trp to town for one 
$:3.50 Mary Anne Majkut 
Prof. Heller S in a Pot - $9.25 
Mary Anne Majkul 
Prof. Sumner - dinner for two your 
convenience - $2 Nadene Casna 
Prof. Kent - canoe trip for tw to 
Hockamock Swamp - $4.75 Gerrv 
Villeneuve • 
We thank these people for their 
support. Maybe next year the rest, ~ 
of us will be luckier! 
After the currentSNEA faculty 
auction, we began to think bf some 
items that should have been 
auctioned off, but were not. 
Mrs; Fisher - a picture of her 
hidden lSyr. old body 
Dr. Chipman - a free lesson in ice 
hock 
Dr. Wood -a copy of his newly 
written book "Sarcasm and 
Witticism IJ 
Mrs. Deep -. one physical 
Prof. Sanders - a complete war-
drobe fashioned by his couturier 
Dr. Morin - a pot luck supper 
consisting of the Zo Lab final 
pro Wary,E:. - a copy of his ,best 
selling book ",PariorGames for 
Classroom Use" 
ProCLehman - ~ copy of last yar's 
health final 
Dave Morwick - a copy of his new 
book "From blue line to blue line";. 
Tom Walsh - A complete copy of 
next semester's courses that ARE 
available 
Campus Police -a week's pass to 
any sr. to Hark in the sr. parking 
lot 
Prof. DeLisle - will go on sebatacle 
for another semester if one of his 
sL~dents so desires. 
Prof. Fitzgibbons - a math 
homework assignment completed' 
by his son Tim , 
.John H;limondL SCUlptor. who 
('r('alc'd .lnd insta1led (he ('orten 
~t('£'l sculpture' "Non" will he on 
('(ImplIs. Tuesday, I\pril 10, at 10 
ilm to deliver il slide lecture based 
nn his work. His multi-m('dia 
presentation will be held in the 
I ,ihrarv I,('cture Ilnll, heginning fit 
10 am' !\1r. Bnimondi has asked 
thaI students prepare questions to 
IH' asked during the cliscus~ion 
pPI'iod following tfls prl'~entatlOn, 
Ilis work is widely represented in 
priva!(' IIml public collections and 
he has ilppeared at nemerous 
('alleges ilnd universities to 
present his slide/lcctures. 
('oll('gr of Art and a native of 
\\'inthrop. \\'1il" Mr. H;limondi will- Dr. DeRocco - a list of $50 words 
hl'gin graduate studies in sculp- which will be frequently used in his 
tUf(' ill Yale lJniversity this fall. classes 
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A panty raid is a thing of fun. It's an event that roMs around 
every year at about this time. A herd of fellows chants Latin beneath the windows of female dormitories. We want silk is their 
cry. Girls, girls, girls packed into 
and hanging out of windows, toss 
out their silk ... also their cotton, 
rayon, spandex and elastic. It 
rains bras, nylons, nightgowns and 
underware and maybe from a sour puss in the group, a water-filled balloon. 
Everyone usually looks forward to the yearly panty raid. The guys' 
must get a thrill down there cat-
ching falling lingerie. 
There is much good fun to all of 
this. 
This year at Bridgewater there 
was a panty raid as usual. Only this panty raid turned out to be 
more of a raid. It got out of harid. Lingerie got out of hand, out of drawers, out of rooms and hasn't been returned. 
. Someone from Durgin Hal~said they were told that they couldn't get back into the" dorm that night 
empty handed i.e. without some 
silk. Someone sa,jd it was frosh initiation. Some fellow outside my 
window Thursday night hollared that he had only a pair of nylons 
and 2.poin~s-he had to have more. 
This is what the girls are 
saying-from Great Hill Dormitory to Woodward Hall to Pope Hall. 
GREAT HILL 
Fire Extinguishing out the Window 
OK. I was downstairs on the 2nd floor study hall when we heard 
outside the door-it was complete 
chaos-this drunk walking by with 
nylons wrapped around his neck. We ran out of the study han to my friends room and 7 guys were in her room raiding the drawers. So I 
ran up to my room because I knew it was unlocked and as I got to my 
room 2 guys had just gone through 
the door, so I screamed GET THE HELL OUT OF MY ROOM ~ and they wouldn't leave. 
WERE THEY DRUNK? 
Ah, I don't know. I didn't smell their breath ... I was b;)o upset at the time and they were at my ~ra,wers 
ready to open them. S .. ~ used my power volley ball serve on' one guy's back... YOUR WHAT? Power volley "all. See, you take your fist like this and you go wham 
with the ball and it goes about 50 
miles per hour over the net. Well, I 
used the same thing on his back. So the guy goes: '-- ---IT'S A PfJYSIE! and he runs 
out the room with his friend 
without stealing anything out of 
my 'room. So I locked the door then. Ha, it was as funny as 
anything. The physies came up later and initiated me. I'm officially 
_a physie now •. 
The girls were going crazy too. One girl on my floor grabbed a fire 
extinguisher to spray out the 
window on a bunch of guys. I 
caught her and made her put it back. There w~s 
~ ~~)c :~~/~' 
, '~ ~ 
missimg I had half my underw~~r 
~ bathrobe set for a weddmg glft and ~ fI.;J that was taken. I had 2 bathing " ~ ./ suits taken, nylons, Dras ~nd 2 L \ V/ bathrobes. I mtss my bathrobe. It rack throwing, bottle throwing and ~ 
,didn't hit me till the. next water throwing from the floors. \ day .... thC::n I was mad. I flgure,d It was chaos. Disgusting reqlly. r 
out I lost over $70 of stuff. What mean it wasn't fun.. It wasn't in 
can you do'? good spirits. ' Once the house mother knew about 
it, it was quickly under, contr,01. )." .,,: , She called the police and they were ' , ' ~! up right away., ~ 
WOODWARD '~ Underware and knee socks " , 
There were a couple guys, maybe two .... they came back with some 
underwear they'd taken. A guy handed' me some underwear. He told me to give it to a girl down the hall, She'd told him she didn't have anthing left. Well ... all of a sudden 20 guys " 
rushed into the room.' Two guys Oh the poor' dear!' 'She was grabbed my, roommate, held her 
walking around in her nightgown-down and they went trwgh all.our, this is very serious and I shouldn't drawers. They took everything.. be laughing but you have to find Everything. All I have is what I 
'some humor in life have on. WELL, WHAT WAS 
somewhere .... the poor YOUR ROOMMATE DOING? thing ... she ... oh, L .... do you know SCREAM-ING? No, shewas just that Pope Hall is very iU-equipped too stunned to do anything. She for such disastors .. .1 was very didn't know what to do. She 
'scared. I was going'into my room couldn't do anything anywaY;and I wanted to lock the door They had her down on the bed. I because they were pounding on it... heard oile girl was knocked un- SO WHAT HAPPENED TO THE 
Yes we were being very hospit~ ble throwing out our dainties and we thought they would be happy and they seemed happy 
and then an of a sudden we heard this screaming from the 
corridor ... ungodly noises ... As I 
was trying to say before! ~ese doors don't lock from the InsIde. So I took my key ... I thought I was being very swift about it...I opened, the door an went out to insert the key into the lockand.theboys 
came pounding in. ' Well,naturally I couldn't get ion fast enough: My Poor girl friend was hiding III the 
closet. Look it ... one ,and, a half bathing suits-2 bottoms and a top, pajamas, true,true. It was, a very 
strange .e~peri~pce. I don Lkno~ 
'what it is but the 2nd fl()Orgot hit the worst. Though Bridgewater is 
conling ~p in the world ,I.must saf Supposedly we will get reim- Ob, I 'can't stop laughing,::but I'~ , Imagine, that! ,Having no Un" bersed. 'We had to make out, an " ' laughing ,fromhysteria.,.I saw m ,derw-ear! 
conscious for, ,a few minutes, too.] J GIRL? 
estimate of everything taken. They 0 the hallway one hall of a bra one' say it's coming out of the boys 
cup here and the other cup down at breakage fee. the other end. Poor thing ... it was SOMEONE SUGGESTED TODAY \(. brand newtoo .... W~ll ,~n y~u\ THAT SGA START AN UN- , 
. ',' "imagine? WeU"to make It worse; DER\\'EAR E~C~ANGE. , I,',was screammg at~,~l to,P, Of, my :this wasn't the onI? thing that You gotta be klddmg!;,,' , ',' ~ng~... , '," ' " t:c~ .~: ~'~" ':happened. She went mto ~er .room .;' ARE YOU UPSET" ABOUT DON T REPEAT I'll. and 10 and behold not a thingm the " LOSING ALL YOUR... Two guys had my legs. T~~ ~~ers drawer, not a thing ... everything ,: Upset!? Who's upset!!! It's not were right around the VlCl?lty of wiped oUL.except for what she ' every day I walk into my room and my neck and h~d. My halr ... my had on and thank God she had a open my drawers and there's curlers were fallIng out all ~ver th~ bra on. She isn't liberated you nothing there! place. I had Just set my haIr. Oh. k 
. 
SERIOUSLY THROUGH: WHAT Was I mad! I'm missing s.lips, W~~E YOU THROWING THINGS DO YOU THINK ABOUT ALL bras, underwear. .and! a p~lr of OUT THE WINDOW? ' THIS? pantyhose. One guy was trymg to I think it's pretty disgusting. put it over his head. Before it used to be a fun thing. Guys would go around yelling for 
silk and some girls would throw 
out some underware or something. But as for coming right into the 
rooms and practically ransacking the place ... that's ridiculous. They took my knee socks even! 
POPE HALL 
FROM THE THIRD FLOOR OUT OF THE SHOWER 
I just came out of the shower. Suddenly I heard this horrible 
noise outside my door. I grabbed 
my robe, put it on and 15 guys bombed into my room, knocked me , 
across the room. Five of them held 
me do~n on my bed while the 
others preceeded to go through my 
roommate's and my drawers. HOW DID THEY GET IN? 
How did you get in? They walked in! They just pushed the door and bombarded ... 
SO YOU WERE IN YOUR SKIVVIES JUST ABOUT? 
Well yes .. .! had just gotten out of the shower. 
WERE YOU AFRAID? 
f 
SECOND FLOOR DIASTER AREA 
Well, we were throwing things out 
of the window very nicely and all of 
a sudden we -heard a thunder of footsteps. We looked oot and saw a hugh bunch of guys running down the hall. I went screaming into the 
room next door forgetting that my 
room was unguarded. Next thing I knew I saw these guys running out 
of my room with my night-gowns 
on. I didn't realize till the next 






The Walls of Tradition 
Slowly Crumble 
The "open college" program 
will come to Bridgewater State 
College next semester, Dr. Adrian 
Rondileau, President of the 
college, announced today. The 
colJege has recently received a 
grant from the Board of Trustees 
of Massachusetts State Colleges to 
carry out a pilot program begin-
ning in 1973. 
Two ·academic dirisions in the 
ti')llege, the Divisions of Social 
~Sciences and the Behavioral 
Sciences, will offer programs to 
help mature students who have the 
capacity for successful college 
work, but hAve neither the time 
nor the money to pursue college 
training in the traditional manner. 
entitled OUf Contemporary 
Civilization. It will be concerned 
mainly with social, intel1ectual 
and cultural evelopments in the 
United States in the past fifty 
years and cover such subjects as 
the American Genius in Science 
and Invention, the American 
Theatrical Experience, Radio and 
Television as Factors in our 
Civilization, American Art and 
Music, Marriage, Family Life, and 
Divorce in America', the Rise of 
Urbanization, and other similar 
problems. ' 
examination. Duringtbe two week 
period when the program is 
available to the student, the in-
structor for the topic will be 
available one evening for a class 
discussion session if the student 
desires to attem:lt or will be 
available by appointment to meet 
individual students. Those who 
pass a final examination will be 
granted fifteen academic credits 
for the course. The course director 
will open and close the course, 
keep records of all evaluations and 
make the final evaluation of the 
students' work. He will also be 
available for interviews by the 
students during the course. The 
video-taping and cassette taping 
will be done under the direction of 
Dr. Henry Rosen, chairman of the 
Department of Instructional 
Media a t the college. 
A maximum of thirty students 
will be admitted to the program in 
the social sciences. 
Brown, Director, Division of -the student is interested. In some 
Behavioral Sciences at .. cases, students may engage in 
Bridgewater State College. volunteer work with community 
Each student in this course will organizations and attempt to assist 
be able to pursue an individually or instruct persons, young or old. 
tailored list of assignments that In other instances, students. will 
will be oriented largely in terms of observe for a time and actively 
the students specific interests over participate when their supervisors 
a period of thirty weeks. Course feel that they will be able to make 
work will involve student a contribution and/or gain 
placements in the field. Each significant knowledge by doing so. 
student will set forth his long- Qualified persons in nearby 
range vocational or professional communities may be asked to 
goal; individual assignments will assist with the field-work super-
be planned in consultation with the vision. 
student that will be designed to The course will be limited to 
meet his needs or interests. Each twenty students. 
program will include' extensive An ad hoc committee consisting 
. readings in anthropology, ofDr. Fiore as chairman, Dr. 
sociology, or psychology, and the Brown, Dean Wallace L. An-
writing of an analyses and derson, Academic Dean, Dean 
critiques. Joseph B. Chiccarelli, Dean of 
The proposed program will be 
flexible in nature and will con-
stitite an initial attempt to serve 
the special needs of many 
residents of southeastern 
Massachusetts whose needs have 
not been met by existing "full-
time" academic· or continuing 
educaton courses. 
The program in the social 
sciences, under the direction of Dr. 
Jordan Fiore, Director, Division of 
Social Sciences at the College, is 
The course is unusual in that 
each lecture or panel or program 
is video-taped in advance. The 
student may come to the In-
structional Media Center at the 
Clement C. Maxwell Library any 
day or night; seven days a week, 
and" view the video-tape at his 
convenience. The student will also 
be permitted to borrow a cassette 
tape recording of the program lor 
his home use. Seventeen such 
programs are scheduled over a 
thirty week period. The student 
will complete assigned readings 
and complete a report for eaoo 
program. There will also be a final 
The Division of Behavioral 
Sciences will sponsor a Field In-
ternship in the Behavioral 
I Sciences in the same period under 
the direction of Dr. Morgan 
Weekly reports based upon the Administration, Dr.V .. James 
assignments given will be made by DiNardo, Dean of Undergraduate 
students via magnetic tapes, and Studies, and Mrs. Dorothy E. 
periodic conferences with the McGann,· Assistant to ·the 
inStructor will be held. The· field- President, will administer the 
work assignment will be related to program under President Ron-
the given body of knowledge or dileau's direCtion. 
area of competence in which the 
$ 500,000 to he spent 
"in • • con] unctIon 
hy Yvonne Provost 
Perhaps many are asking 
themselves. "What's the whole 
issues behind the curtain?" First 
of all the state has given a large 
sum of money to the college for the 
construction of a new library. 
However, the college still has 
$500,000 left and must find a way to 
spend it before the state takes it 
back in June, It is interesting to 
note tha t this money can not be 
used for scholarships or to buy 
new books for the library, etc., Its 
intended purpose is solely for a 
new library. 
In order not to lose this $500,000, 
some of it is now being used to 
install a language lab downstairs 
in the library. The remainder will 
he spent "in conjunction" with the 
library, that is, to renovate the old 
library which is presently the 
Humanities building. The cost 
will be $400,000, Next, $80,000 will 
he used to move the offices from 
Humanities to the main floor of the 
library "temporarily", perhaps 
five to ten years, maybe longe! 
Classrooms will also be built on 
(he main floor, along with the 
offices. 
The reason for this changeover 
is due to the fact that the Art Dept, 
(now in Boyden Hall) is 
requesting more space for art 
studios and classrooms and also 
hecause, as students SHY, "It is 
difficult breathing in such crowded 
(lnd stuffv rooms!" In addition, 
• he Edu~a lion Dept. would like 
office space in the Humanitie~ 
huilding. 
There are future plans for a ncV', 
Ilumanities huilding (0 hOllse the 
I,anguage, Philosophy and other 
departments. hut it will take many 
with ••• " 
years before the state gives the 
~ollege more money for futher 
construction~ Meanwhile th€ 
growth of our library, our 
~duca tional cente will be 
sacrificed. If these officp. struc-
tures are only temporary then 
President Hondileau should not 
refuse to sign that in X amount of 
years the library will be returned 
the given space! 
Upon furthur investigation, it 
was said that our library was not to 
have classrooms and offices, yet it 
does. It was also said that the 
ground floor of our library was to 
be a commuter's center which 
wold include recrea tional areas 
:Ilong with a cafeteria. Does it? 
Now it is a question of whether the 
main floor of the library will be 
invaded loo! 
On Monday, Feb, 26 there was a 
facuIty council meeting to discuss 
the issue, Again it was vited to 
have temporary office space for X 
amount of years and Pres. Ron-
dileau would not sign anything. As 
it stands Pres. Rondileau's 
suggestion is to spend $10,()()I) and 
to lise the entire third floor area 
for office and classroom space. On 
the other hand Mr. McGowen 
propo~es to divide the main floor 
lobby and put a soundproof 
structul'e beginning at the 
('levator. Behind this soundproof 
structure would be classes Hnd 
office:>. The cost amounts to 
.'iiIW,(HIO, which SOU lids like 
;mvthing hut temporary: The 
r(,~l1l1 would be thaI the lounge 
,In'i1 011 the s('('ond floor, h<' tl~ed 
for ppriodieub, etc. 
TheHt' are Ihe plans which have 
Co-Ed Dorms 
we (men and women) lived 
William St. Andre together in the same dorm i would 
In recent weeks there has been force us to learn how to deal with 
this campus about the feasabiIity : each other as equals. What 
of having co-ed dormitiories. student wants to show the women 
Among the people who have ex~ . how mature; he is by busting a 
pressed a tacit wis to experiment, window' or carelessly throwing a 
with this kind of . housing are butt on the corridor floor? Both 
Deams Deep and Shea. I brought sexes would have to shape up and 
this up merely toshow that all is prove to th other that wearer 
not idle talk. I would like to take capable of handling ourselves in a 
this opportunity to reiterate some responsible way. We came to 
of the arguments in favor ofco-ed college to learn, and one of the 
dormitories. ,greatest lessons we can learn is 
One reason centers around how to act in a mature way so we'll 
breakage. Everyone will agree be able to handle ourselves once 
that Great Hill Mne's is a we get out of here. In a dormitory 
ve~itable zoo. Both the corridors one learns· how to get along with 
and the bathrooms are filthy, with members of one's own sex, but 
stall doors falling off and windows what about the otherhalf of the 
being broken weekly. Scott Hall is populatin? How does the oth~r 
little better. Recently there was side live and act when they are m 
another case of a fire extinguishe the familiar surroundings of their 
being misused:·at stott. In most rooms! It's one thing to date and 
cases the damage is not caused by hold doors open and worry about 
"outsiders" but by members of Dr. whether to kiss him goodnight, but 
Rondileau's "college community" these are superficial actions that 
who seemed to have little else to anyone can learn to do. It is better 
do with themselves. I feel sure to be able to accept a women's (or 
that if there were women living in man's) opinions and ideas in a 
the same dorm that this type of more relaxed surrounding so that 
pointless destruction wold cease. the real person can come out a~d 
When one lives in a dorm full of be recognized for his (her) lO-
men, there is a greater tendency dividual worth. There would be 
to go overboard once in a while. If fewer stereotypes (jocks, 
alchoholic, dumb blondes, "easy", 
been made if the legislative body . .:tc.) as we got to know each other 
agrees to pass an amendment or as people, instead of just college 
bill stating that the $500,000 may be kids. 
llsed in conjunction with the old Another problem that could be 
library. eliminated is security at women's 
Nevertheless, whatever change dorms. There would be fewer men 
takes place in the library, will trying to sneak into dorms to get a 
afCed the students. And with a quick lay; and outsiders might 
('onstanl increase in enrollment. think twice ahout entering a dorm 
WI.' simply l'an't afford to let this to cause problems (such as have 
hHpp('n~ In any case P{"es. Hon- happened in Woodward Dorm on 
dileall's plall soullds ll1or(' as <I th .. third floor) if they knew that 
tE'lllpOl'ary OIl(' there were also men living in there 
who woldn't take kindly to an in-
trusion. Perhaps the ESP nuts 
would stop their annual prediction 
of a "Boston Strangler-type" in-
vadinga women's dorm, To get 
down to practicIe mattet;S, the 
school could save on having a 
guard ar the hill if there wre men 
living on the end of the first floor 
near the fire escape doors. In 
return for the rooms that the 
women would give up, and equal 
number of rooms on the men's 
side could be allotted to women. 
On lower campus, a corridor on 
. one· wing of Scott Hall could ~ 
exchanged for rooms on a floor lO 
either Woodward or Pope Hall. 
Using a plan like this neither wex 
would have to giv~ up any of the 
too-few rooms Ute .c;ollege has 
available now for them. 
The major argument aganst co- . 
ed dormitories is that there might 
be too much sexual promiscuity. I 
find this argument groundless., 
When men and women can get 
together as equals sex will no 
longer be put up on a pedastal to be 
worshipped in awe by all. Students 
will move into mature relation-
ships that are based on more than 
sex. An article in the Sept., 1972 
issue of PLAYBOY bears this out. 
Jeff Cohen, in writing the article, 
commented the "Th~re doesn't 
seem to be any promiscuity or wild 
sex parties ... There's just a very 
healthy freedom, and they 
(Slandford University Students) 
seem to be handling it very well". 
He found students of many 
colleges who have co-ed dorms 
adopted a very "matte-oC-fact" 
nnd "mature" liCe style. A student 
from Lake ·Forest was quoted as 
saying. the. dorm atmosphere is 
"Very relaxed, even though some 
of the girls don't like to be seen in 
curlers." 
Bridgewater has a long and 
honorable history with many firsts 
to it's credit; let's get our college 
community together and learn to 
live. Let's be the first state college 
to take this hig step toward more 
normalized relations between the 
sexes. 
26 
Gym Proposal Defeated 
On Tuesday, March 27 at i 10:00 
a.m. a special meeting was called 
for discussion of a proposed Senate 
codification declaring the present 
gym requiremenf "null and void" 
and, and possibly setting motion a 
student boycott of gym classes this 
quarter, 
The gallery was filled to 
standing room only as Kevin 
Preston opened the meeting, He 
outlined the reasons for the Senate 
action as: 
I, The requirement is 
discriminatory (Le. there are 
arbitrary exceptions made to the 
rule such as exempting women 
with children, veterans, certain 
age groups, transf.er students, 
, etc,) 
2. Since up until this year, 
there have been no records found 
of any student actually being 
denied a degree because of non-
fulfillment of the physical 
t:.ducation requirement, what is the 
point of continuing to threaten or 
attempt to use gym as a required 
course. 
3. 'Kevin stated that each 
requirement should satisfy the two 
cri teria of: 1. being established as 
valuable; and 2. being established 
as necessary. IThe overriding 
opinion was that gym is valuable, 
however, it is not a necessity. 
Thus, it should not be a 
requirement. 
4. Since removal of the 
requirement will permit smaller, 
more specialized and more in-
teresting gym classes, this move 
should prove beneficial to the 
quality of the overall program. 
5. There is a question as to 
what procedure should be followed 
to enact the desired result, The 
points cited against following the 
college governance procedures 
were: 
1. Ted Gullickson, member of 
the Undergradua te Curriculum 
Committee, stated that only two 
out of the eleven recommendations 
made by the Committee were 
accepted this year and those two 
corresponded directly with 
departmental recommendations. 
Other comments on the U.C.C. 
pronounced it "too slow" and 
"relatively ineffectual on the 
overall picture." 
2. Kevin Preston, along with 
Greg Hall, member of the Senate, 
pointed out that the Senate has 
been trying to have the governing 
procedures reviewed by the 
General Faculty Council since 
November 14 and the committee, 
though formed, has still not met. 
The original requiest for the 
review came after "the Foreign 
Language requirement abortion" 
in which most students became 
most disillusioned with the ef-
fectivesness of established 
procedures. 
"Thus, although the Senate does 
not have the power LO aboiish the 
requirement, it was hoped that a 
general student boycott would 
. help sneed UP the process of 
the"inevitable abolition" of the 
gym requirement. 
The other method of dealing 
with this motion would be to appeal 
to the trustees. Earl Kelton, 
Student Trustee, was at the 
meeting to answer questions. He 
stated "the Board of Trustees will 
back up any move that goes 
through the proper channels." He 
feels that' since they repealed the 
state ruling requiring physical 
education courses at all state 
colleges, that the Trustees would 
be favorable "from feedback" he 
dropped the swimming 
requirement, introduced co-ed 
gym courses and instituted an 
elective program. 
Dr. Comeau went on to say that 
her departmerlt was "very in-
terested in what the students want 
and need." She also brought up the 
fact that last year she urged SGA 
to send representatives to act on a 
departmental committee to study 
the existing program and had 
rec~ived no response from the 
students after "three months of 
prodding." The committee has 
recently made a recommendation 
that the health requirement by 
dropped and a series of more 
relevant elective courses by 
substituted. They are also con-
ducting a survey of 1,000 students 
which began around March 7 of 
this year, as well as submitting a 
recommendation that gym courses 
he given credit. 
Dr. Comeau expressed 
aggravation at the absence of any 
attempt to contact her department 
on the part of the Senate before 
making this move. She said, "this 
boycott is a slap in the face to 
faculty who have been working so 
long and hard over the yars to keep 
up with student needs and in-
terests. It takes time to implement 
changes." 
Carol Thomas, member of the 
Senate, asked Dr. Dorneau if the 
Senate action would have adverse 
effects on the work the Physical 
Education Department was doing. 
The Chairwoman cited Westfield 
State as an exa~ple of possible 
repurcussions. (Westfield lost a 
substantial amount of money that 
had been allocated for additional 
facilities as a result of the abolition 
of the gym requirement.) 
Bill Morse, Student Senate Vice-
President, suggested that the 
Physical Education Department 
was in effect a "self-serving 
bureaucracy" and that by striving 
to protect their finances and 
facuIty they. were in essence not 
striving for the better interests of 
the college as a whole. He, 1 
suggested that perhaps some of the: .. 
J 
• j:. 
money and faculty now being used 
used in serving the gym 
requirement might be put to better 
use in another department that 
has a more urgent need, "such as 
Sociology or Psychology." 
On this note a roll call vote was 
taken, yielding a 14-yes;5-no;1-
abstention and 4- absentee as a 
result. Since the codification 
needed 2/3 or 17 members of the . 
Senate, the motion was defeated,. 
Student 
Referendum 
has received. Kelton pronounced 
the"gym requirement without AS a result of the negative vote 
credit is absurd and even with received at the special Senate 
credit should be left up to the 'meeting Tuesday morning to 
discretion of the student." Only consider the Proposed Codification 
two other state colleges still to the S.G.A. Constitution, Le., to 
require gym outside of decl~re . the general education 
Bridgewater. They are Lowell reqUlr~ment of three semesters of 
State and North Adams, who gives P~hyslcal .activities to be null and 
credit. . VOId, the Issue was raised again 
. The Senate did express some during Executive Session of the 
resistance to the Trustees appeal Senate, Tuesday evening. 
on the basis that they would prefer Sophomore Delegate Greg Hall 
to "work within <;lUl" own system." m~ved to put the issue to a 
be unsubstantiated by rationale 
and not in the interest of the 
students of Bridgewater State 
College. Therefore, the Student 
Senate from this day forward 
considers the Physical Activities 
requirement to be null and void 
and commits its resources and" 
energies toword the end that no 
student shaH be dinied a Bachelors 
Degree from Bridgewater State 
ColJeg(' SOlely because of non-
fulfillment of any Physical Ac-
tivities requirement. I"ran Crehan, Senate member, referendum. The motion was 
expressed the desire to investigate adopted. 
just how the general student body Included in the Referendum will 
feels about the gym requirement be the folowing four questions, the 
In response to her query, Cecilia first of which is binding upon the 
DeMarco , Chairwoman of the Senate. 
n;mr·d of Governors, and Dr. !) Do you support the S.G.A. 
Comeau, Chair:ovoman of the Sen~te adopting the following 
Department of Physical Education motion: 
2) Would you support a Senate 
sponsored boycott of gym classes 
and an appeal to the tTrustees if 
the Senate determines these steps 
to be the most practical means of 
impementing the statement of 
policy in #1? 
:0 Al'e you currently enrolled in a 
physical activities course? 
4) What is your major? 
Joe Wise 
hoth cited a 1971 survey don by the !he Student Senate of 
Phys. Ed. Department involving BrIdgewater State College deems 
1,304 students in which 91 % of the .present Ceneral Education 
those polled were in favor of requirement of three semesters of 
mandatory gym. As a result of P~usica) Activities for the at-
this fiUrvey, the department tamment of a Bachelor Degree to 
The Referendum will take place 
on Monday, April 2nd in the 
Student Union. 
Jumpin Joe Makes N·B·A· Draft 
\1 ('\\! York - Bridgewater State 
('.oll(·W> i~ just a small state college 
hidden In ttIl' sticks hetw('cn 
('('I lies Massachusetts and J':rnie n 
I<hmk Island, it is most certHinly 
IlOt " haskt't hall POWPl" iri New 
Fngland. This past season the 
i:l'idg('walt'f State "Bears" 
linished Uwir 
hilsl\l'thall. campaign \~ith a 
liwd('st record of 12-12, .. howC'vC'r 
lo!' HI(' HI':I1's it. wa~ th('ir best 
Uni~h ill J 1 vp.ars· .. But' TUl'sri(lV in 
" ,'" J • 
lhe I\lBA draft one very good team his first varsity d l (hought ('nough of 11 Bridgewater l'H'klustC'r hoo'p g£,amp fort" ;m JPI AlI- New England Team 
SI' I' I' 'k tl'l) I " earn I wt Iince. agnin he led the team I'n' 
. ,'1 (, ,MS .e )~l payer t? 01'aft ~Irllggled through the season 
1,1.1111 .IS Ihelr n~nth ['olmd pick and '.1 (PI' his first .veHr of 1)1,'1" the (')"1 :-cormg, received the MVP Trophy fhl J{ ItS y an~l, ":'<lS C'lected co-captain. 
Ilg . now rJC gewn er ,Ia te 's I ~ oXbury r('sifipnt he pmm;'rged 'IS I hiS season asco-C<lptal'n .Joe 
;lfhIplie program stands a little (tl(' ("'lm'S )("'dl'n .. ,. 
. . ... , • <t g scorer 'md n"llly he 1;1~I('r :md smilpclwith pride at .Joe\I\'P I Ie ,,'(lS oHto .\' gr()(d .t, '. t' (." camp concerned with 
WIS(' Y!" J " J \1" . ' ) s ,lr . h~CO,n.1mg nt. earn plaYer. lIe 
: .. s, ,lImpl • oe .~ Ise. ilS In hiS ~peoml v('ar ,Jo ' .. 11 ~ I I h ' 
tw s called aI' BSC \vas the ninth' \':njght fire I [(' shalt -(' ;.1 Y I Ifn ); oot as milch, passed il lot p~ek of thl' l<nieks which is lht> ~t'oring r{'c~rd on'lhe ~~~~k p".ery .. mon', ;Itl(.l worked h~lrd onrlefense. 
highest t'ompl('ml'nt thai he's ;IIlOlIt. lit> scored 40 pohlts i~ i~lst.lt hurt hIS natioocll ranking. The 
Pl'(;',l:lhly ('\'(>1' recf'ived. "I'trai~hl garrl(>S :lnd parned him.!Ve ~'~'''r hrfore.Jor \\'ClS the Rth leading 
I hJ'('{' V{1i\I'S ngo .fo(' playedrn f'tetthS'on thc' P('!\'(' .,.t] E' .t I self . (~l'('r In the-country:lhisv(inr his 
'.. '. . ... '.c,.... .,I~' J /\ I j' ;lS n t'lnl··, n'IIT1" \",'.' 't· . th ' 
_ . : " L 1 1\ • ':lSni 'on : charts ('ven 
··~~ .. ~hif~~·~ 'tUtJti f;: t 
.:--':. 
, . .' loor· ,;~ .Hm roE j i '.~! 
,I~ough he was doing a lot more. 
I h('r~ were som(' nrm chair 
~:k(lptl(,S at Bridgewater State who 
I<:?ded 10 down rate the talents of 
\\ Ise. They'd point to his turn 
overs or <l handfull of mistakes 
and sneer to themselves. . There 
('an '.lP no doubt 'lbout it now 
('('rtamly the Nt'\\' 'York Knicks 
\lho ilre about 10 win the NRA title 
lllllst know more about basketball 
lal~'nt then Ihe arm chair heroes of 
Br.ldgr\\';lIe St.(]te. Joe.is good and 




'III" \\II:\II'~\S' BIGHTS 
GJ{II\ 'I' \\ollid Iikp 10 cl.lrify this 
"n(',' dl'\'p!opnwnt" ('nr0)rssl\, 
slighl('d II~' :\1, Vi£'ira, Last Sep-
lem"l'I' .. 11I1111if('1" of \\,Ol1Wl1 Oil 
campllS I':tllll' togclther discllssing 
thr 11(I~sihlill~' and nC'ed for 
f,l sl;d l li:-.hil1!-( iI W()~lI':,'\JS' HIGHTS 
(;IH 1\ 'I' af Ilriog('watl'r, 
Response '1111' l'ill'l>' /1Ionths \\,pre sp('nt 
caughl in polk,\' milking, d('cisions 
iltld I WOl'Pc!IIf('l-> .. w(' hegan united 
onl,\ ill IlIlr ('onc('rn for women-
won:, Il of Ihi!; ('ollpg<.'. and this 
coni" 'Illily 
'Ill< 1111t'lltion of Ih(' WO\IE\'S 
HI(;' ITS (; I~(){: p h(ls I)('en 
din'l':illf..( its('lf low(lrds raising Ihe 
con~ ('jOIiSIll'SS and awareness of 
WOll'l'lld 1:l'idW,\\'.lIpr The 
puhl ll':llilll1 III FI){' \1. TII\H<: WilS [( 
vehid,' lor 11ll' \\oJlll'n's group to 
bring :,,!pnlion to ttl<' crimps 
COlll!: IttI'd ;lg;linsl .,hiring ilnd 
sal;lr.\' diseriminalion, physic~1 
<tbus!' 11'11111 rape' 10 inadpqllale 
heallh ",Ir(', . 
Dear Ms.'s Bennett, Daylor, 
Keegan, Smith Wylie, 
First of all, let me thank you for 
your letter in the March first 
edition of the COMMEm, I found 
it quite flattering, It isn't 
everyday I receive mail from five 
women at once, You see I con-
sider anything written about ot to 
me, whether derogatory ornot, an 
honor, The reason is tha t I know 
they feel as strongly about 
something as I do - whether they 
agree with me or not. 
,\'~ 
----
by Mike Vieira 
Round 2 
There Is No Joy 
In Boyden, 
The King Has Just 
Struck Out 
by Mike Vieira 
Once upon a time, in the little 
kingdom of Boyden, the King was 
very happy. Now that Marius the 
Martyr was eliminating the plague 
of pathy and the subjects of the 
neighboring Kingdoms had been 
stopped in their attempt to foil the 
plan for a Kingdom pub everything 
seemed fine, 
"Not so," the Archbishop 
retorted, "You may be working on 
You said that the EQUAL TIME" terested in a service we do a little the plague, you may have opened 
was a vehicle for the women's research ourselves. to find out you pub, but you 
still must deal 
group to bring attention to the about it. with THE nOT L
IMES!" 
crimes committed", Great! But if You also cited "vulgar This was some
thing the King 
you think that what you printed references", used cliches such as dreaded, Ever sin
ce the civil was 
was news, you're only kidding "sexism" and "degradng to the in Northern Onion 
there have been 
yourselves. Every other struggle of women". You called two agencies for t
he proclamation 
"relevant" Newspaper, Magazine my article a "misrepresentation" of the King's 
policies, THE 
and T.V. Program has expressed and found it "rampant" with REMARK, which
 dealt with 
th 'd d bl "distortl'ons". Sal'd l't w
a wl'ther problems in the Kingdom and 
e same I eas an pro ems as proclaimed the loca
l news (some 
did your publication - and has done "an extreme exhibitionism or poor refer to this journal as THE 
it a long time before you did, In journalism" and called it a BULLETIN BOARD for some 
other words, with the exception of "disservice" not only to you but to unknown reason), and THE HOT 
the health service listings, (Which my readers, Well, how can I follow LIMES which also proclaimed the 
,\Itho/Igh F{~t:,.\1. '1'11\11': IIs('d 
the' Ililrd TinH's facilities for 
puhli('<llion, the ('diling ilnd 
respolJ:-;ihilily li('s ('ntirl'ly with the 
WO\W\;·S IW;IITS C;/WUP, 
\\ (. would like 10 take issue with 
the rlif'lt'''TIH'r(' is no joy in 
Bo,' fl'll print('cj in '1'111': 
('()\' \II"\'!' last \\'('('k 
'1'11;:- ;q'til'l(' inft'rred thai 
E(W \I TI!\W "tolrl nothing of 
Kingdulll IH'WSlill'tuallv it lold 
nothill)' 111'\\ at "111.· .. SINCE 
'I'WI' 1'\l1\{11S ()\o' TIS ('()LLECE 
AfH i\ (I'\IF'\ WE BEl.II':"I': 
Til \ T I ;\; Fill{ 1\ L\ T I () N ( '() N-
('1':1:,\1'\1; (;Y\;J<;C'OI,()(;J('/\1. 
In response to your response I 
do feel I must clarify a few things. 
(! considered doing a satiric 
response in which a group of 
seagulls attack a "Porta gee" a la 
Alfred Hitchcock's "The Birds", 
but r figured 'You wouldri'f have' 
gotten my message unless it was 
spelled out.) Let me first say that 
my article (and in Future 
correspondence please use the full 
title) "There is no joy in Boyden, 
the King has just struck out". was 
could have been distributed on one such beautifully descriptive Kingdom's news a
nd the world's 
mimeographed sheet> the entire terms? problems and e
xpressed their 
'paper could have been eliminated Ypur group or any of my views on everyth
ing, Recently 
because the "crimes" memtioned . readers can analyze and dissect however, there 
was a new 
. hId k anything I write to any degree you development. THE HO
T LIMES 
are elt er a rea y nown or are was allowing ot
her factions use 
information easily gained if want - but don't consider your their equipment. 
Thus, in recent 
aesired, - - 'interpretation law.t arh curious to times, THE HOT LIMES also 
You said that "tw thirds of this hear from others to see if appeared as THE
 SEAGULL 
college are wom~n" hence, your everyone is as offended as your LIMES. 
paper was "relev~Ilt". Relevant, group: As far as I can see, judging THE SEAGULL LIMES was a 
Yes; News, no,: Besides, what by the women that I've spoke to, strange journal, it told nothing of . 
about the one third males who had (Yes, some women are still Kingdom news (actually it told 
to stumble over your newspaper? speaking to me) they were more n~thing new at alI>, but dealt solely 
We have no rights group or offended hy your assuming their WIth the problems
 of these birds, 
f<:Xt\\J I \; \TI()'\~ HAPt-:. AI\,j\) 
111':.\1 'I'll SFI:\'J('ES .:\lU: (jllJ'n: 
I{EI.H'I"\T" You llIay find it of 
illt('J'(n'l Ihil(\ then' was a large 
llum l .I'1'1I1 \\OIl1l'n 011 (';\lnpus who 
\\'('1'1' I lIlil\\'(In' of Ih(' fr('{' lab 
testill!_' for pn'gfHllll'V and \'(,11('1'1,,,1 
dis(',I~I' ;11 the' (,~)lI('g(. 11t':1lth 
S('n iI'" ('('nl('I'. 
Till' ',l,'ntlll'!1's group is strongly 
Oppll ,," 1IIIb .. , Illg:lr ,'('fC'I'f'I)('('S in 
thi..; ,II i('I" 10 \\ Ol1wn as "birds" 
;lI1d It" III I 'r! il'a 1 pro('('duJ'('s Ilf 
abor! iOI1 ;1' "I'ill ing our own ('ggs." 
Th('~t, ;In;do~i{'s peqwlunle 
S('Xblll :Incl ilrp(\<'gr;lflillg 10 lht, 
slnlg.l'lt" ,1/ \\ (lIllt'lI 
I'''I'II\('I' \n' filii to IIndl'rstnnd 
the 1',,111111;11(,. 111011 tilt' printing 01 
E<W \ I TI!\lF was 
dis(Tllllilldlflry. (IS o,lIggl'sl('d in 
this ;),,'id!' TIl£' W()!\1«;N'S 
HI<;\II" ';I:(ll'" 1('('1s tlwl in· 
fOl'Jll':lillll ('olH't'ming wonwn is of 
impo('I;IIl('(' and illl('r(,,<.;t to illl 
indh'j(liliil:-. . 
1-'111;111,\, 111<' ilrtiei(' implied that 
the 'II ""II'n'S grollp \\'ils trying 10 
(·sLahli .... h i\ thint pUhlication on 
('ampils"this is l'ntirely false and 
lI11slIpl'lIrll,d by ;In:-' t"els This 
t'ntil'l' ,ll't idl' ";IS \\rillt'n withoul 
an~' .!ll'mpl to r£'SNll'ch th{' 
mall'ri.d ;!lId" illl lilll(' ('onc('l'I1 for 
t'('p"l'lillg Ih(' 1I"IIIh 
Thl' Ildsn'prNH'nlation and 
disto('t ions \\ hk'h \\'('1'(' ramp"n[ in 
this ,I'\idp is III1('xtr(,l1H' 
('xhil,jlilllli-.Ill fir poor jOllrllillism 
and U:-o :·tlch it i:-; 11 di!'iH('r\'ie<', not 
only III Illln.;('I\'(':-', hul to YOllr 
read(·r .... 




.J Oll nil(' K 1'('~11 n 
.(';trul~n :o.:J1Iith 
S\I(' \hlic· 
. a satire and most of the College 
Community took it as such - a 
,·tongue-in-check" reaction to an 
eventon campuS, not an attack, I 
have nothing against your group, I 
think it is as necessary as the 
Newman Club, for example. Both 
are discriminatory, homogeneous 
groups which provide a necessarv 
function for ti's rnemIJers, 
ne'''spaper and you didn't provide lotal igno
rance and stupidity than It told of ~os a seagull's eggs were 
•• 
..
hers and If she wanted to eat them, 
listings of Houses of Prostitution by my satire. . . it was her business
. Recently th 
_ for this Minority g,roup, A.l~o, y.ott· . Again, I'm ,honored, py- uour King's court ruled in their f~vo;, 
may find it 0 interest that there are attention and thank you for your but the Seagulls kept 
squalking. 
a loarge number of men on comments, Whatever your They probably kept
 up for the 
campus unaware of the opinions are 
is your business but benefit of the Cadillacs who told 
availability of free Prophylactics, 
But we don't have a newspaper, 
Why'? Perhaps, if we are in-
remember, others are as free to the Seagulls they were kiBing teir 
their opinions as you are, offspring to which the Seagull's 
FORUM Neglected -
the lunior High Frank Botta 
replied "We're not killing our 
young, we're eating our eggs -
besides there are enough of us 
anyways," 
The Seagulls also complained 
tha t pelicans were getting paid 
more for the same fish just 
because pelicans have sacho 
where seagulls don't and can carry 
more fish. This the Seagulls said 
Loea ted between the elemen-
tary grades and the senior high 
school is the vast wasteland of our 
~duca tional system. The seventh 
:md eigth grades could be the most 
5atisfying area of teaching 
available. These two years, if 
handled in the proper manner, 
could very easily establish a 
routine of study, discipline, and 
citizenship which would end much 
of the trouble seen in our high 
schools today. 
The students in this bracket are 
easily molded with the right 
techniques but all too often they 
are allowed to settle into the form 
dictated to them by' the news 
media, Students in this area of our 
educational system imitate their 
elders. The only problem is that 
most of the exposure is of the 
negative nature and the wor-
thwhile and good of our society 
-exists unnoticed due to the lack of 
interest 
Heel that the teachers of the 
junior high schools hold the un-
canny and awesome power to 
shape, mold, and control the final 
destiny of our secondary schools, 
colleges, and society. 
The negative factor of a per-
son's being has the same 
~haracteristics as a malignant 
tumor. If it is not discovered, 
treated, controlled, and des toyed 
in its early stages of growth it will 
multiply geomet.rically until it kills 
the basic good of the being, 
With the proper educational and 
moral training the junior high 
schools could very easily return to 
graduating a class composed of 
positive factors for society, I do 
110t intend to slanderize those 
educators who firmly believe in 
total freedom for their students, 
But, this freedom is, in my opinion, 
that catalyst which is causing the 
malfunction of a potentially great 
Three ingrediants which, again 
in my opinion, are lacking on the 
seventh and eigth grade level are 
"Peace", "Power", and "Love", 
Peace in this sense is the har-
monious feeling which could cause 
a perfect educational atmosphere, 
Love encompasses the area of 
respect between student and 
teacher, teacher and student, and 
student and student. It also follows 
the basic idea of honor, trust, and 
loyalty, Power is that aspect 
which is missing and drastically 
needed, The power to diSCipline, 
the power to control,and the power 
to demand that the previous two 
are observed. 
I existed in a wasooland when I 
passed through~ that stage of my . 
education and I am now student -, 
teaching at a school' which at-
was discrimination! What the 
tempting to rid our educational ,eagulls didn't realize was that 
system of that barren section, they in fact were discriminating 
There is hope but the ide, 
definitely needs assistance, If thiE 
area is not corrected, it will 
strangle our youth. This barren 
section of our educational system 
must be changed if we ever hope to 
compete with the rest of the world 
in any field where education 
counts, If this is not changed then I 
firmly believe that we will become 













by printing news only of interest to 
Seagulls. 
The King cried "What can we 
do? Call in the A.G,S.!" 
The A.G.S. met and Prince 
Reston conferred with the King for 
fourty days and fourty nights, The 
:iicision reached was to give THE 
REMARK and THE HOT LIMES 
mly one half of a sheet of paper 
~ach, thus they cocouldn't print 
my thing without coming together. 
What happened, however, was 
that nothing was printed becuase 
they couldn't decide whether to 
call the news agency THE HOT 
MARK or THE RE-LIMES. All 
the King's proclamations were 
made over the Kingdom radio and 
T, V. Station, but because they both 
broadcasted simultaneously, the 
loyal subjects became confused. 
And so it was, in the Kingdom of 
Boyden, there was no joy. The 
King sat in his Rat cellar pub, 
drank ' Schlitz draught and cried, 
"What else could I do? If I let the 
Seagulls have their j~urnal then 
every faction in the Kingdom 
would want a journal. " From the 
Bow ties to the Communists to the 
NODists-where would it all end? If 
To whi~h. the.t\rchbishop 
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and the warmth 
of her loving smile 
(rone 
is our love 
that was so strong 
and her happy look 
and loving smile 
I 'miss -vou 
now th~t you are 
(~one 
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